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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Panel data and limited dependent variable models
In this thesis panel data and limited dependent variable models are discussed, both from a

theoretical and an applied point of view. Panel data sets contain repeated observations over

time on the observational units (individuals, households or firms, for example). The

availability of panel data has increased tremendously during the last three decades. In the US,

examples include the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) which was started in 1968

and the National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience (NLS) which was started

in 1966. In Europe, the collection of panel data started in the eighties. Examples include the

Dutch Socio-Economic Panel (SEP) and the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP) which

were started in 1984 and the Dutch panel on savings (VSB) which was started in 1994. This

increase in the availability of panel data has led to a greater interest in panel data models and

applications, and vice versa. This is underlined by special issues on panel data by

international journals like the Journal of Econometrics (vol. 68, no. 1, July 1995) and

Statistica Neerlandica (vol. 49, no. 3, November 1995), by books on panel data by, for

example, Hsiao (1986), Baltagi (1995), Mátyás and Sevestre (1996), by the inclusion of a

chapter on panel data in introductory econometric textbooks like Greene (1993) and by an

increasing number of submissions to international panel data conferences.

The following general panel data model, which includes all the models used in this thesis,

serves as a guide in this introduction. Define

Ya - f(Q~x~ra~~u~rd~~,1',~), i-1,..,N, t-1,..,T. (1.1)

where
i refers to the unit of observation (an individual, a household or a firm, for example)

t refers to time
y;, is the observed dependent variable for unit i at time t

f is a known function
(3, are parameters (possibly time-varying)
x;, is a vector of explanatory variables for unit i at time t

a; is an individual-specific effect (unobserved)
u;, is an error term for unit i at time t
d;, is an observed vector of additional variables for unit i at time t(optional)
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Y and ~ are additional parameters, finite or infinite dimensional ( optional)
The a; allow for unobserved individual heterogeneity. To be consistent, the term `individual'
in the definition of a; should be replaced by `unit'. However, the terminology `individual-
specific effect' is common in the definition of a; in the panel data literature. Therefore, I will
adopt this terminology as well. The arguments p~x;,, a; and u;, of the function f appear in all
[he models discussed in the remainder. The remaining arguments are optional. In all the
models ín this thesis, the explanatory variables x;, are assumed to affect y;, only through a
linear index Q~x;,. In most models in this thesis (3, is constant over time.

Panel data have several advantages over cross-section or time-series data, see Hsiao (1986)
or Baltagi ( 1995), for example. The main advantage employed in this thesis is the inclusion
of unobserved individual-specific effects. In panel data models it is common to refer to these
effects as either random or fixed. The distinction is based on the distributional assumptions
on the individual-specific effects. In this thesis I will refer to the individual-specific effects
as random if they follow a distribution that is independent of the explanatory variables. If
they are considered as nuisance parameters or if they are allowed to depend on the
explanatory variables in a given or fully unrestricted way, I will refer to them as fixed.

Early applications of panel data models can be found in Mundlak ( 1961) and Hoch (1962).
These authors specify a linear panel data model where y;, is the output of firm i in period t
and where f satisfies

. ,f( x. a. u.,d ,Y,~) - Q x. ta. tu. ,~ ~r ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~

so (~; (3 for all t, x;, are inputs used by firm i in period t and a; is the quality of management
of firm i. The quality of management and the inputs might be correlated: the better the
management, the fewer inputs are needed to obtain a given level of output. If ~3 are the
parameters of interest, panel data models allowing for this type of correlation can be
estimated easily. Two techniques to eliminate the a; are available. The first technique makes
use of time-differences. The second one considers y;, minus its average over time. Besides
the individual-specific effects, both techniques also eliminate the variables in x;, that are
constant over time.

However, many economic phenomena require limited dependent variable models for an
appropriate treatment. In the limited dependent variable models in this thesis, the dependent
variable is limited in its range. For example, if the dependent variable indicates whether an
individual participates in the labour force the outcome is either yes or no. If the dependent
variable is earnings of the individual, the outcome is positive if the respondent has a job and
zero otherwise. Limited dependent variable models for cross-section data have been used
extensively. Often, strong distributional assumptions on the a; and u; are imposed. This has
the advantage that standard estimation techniques (like Maximum Likelihood) can be used in
estimation which generally results in precise estimates. However, testing the distributional
assumptions often suggests misspecification and hence the estimators may be inconsistent.
Among others, Arabmazar and Schmidt (1981 and 1982) used Monte Carlo studies to show
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that the estimates in limited dependent variable models actually can differ quite substantially
from the true parameters, even for very large sample sizes. Therefore, the results of
parametric models might lead to wrong conclusions. To obtain consistent estimators based on
weaker assumptions, recently developed semi- or nonpazametric estimation techniques can be
used.

Combining limited dependent variable models and panel data leads to models that can be
used to analyse the economic phenomena mentioned above. In addition to the error terms u;,,
individual-specific effects a; are included, see model (1.1). As indicated before, the a; in the
linear panel data model with fixed effects can be eliminated by taking time-differences or by
considering y;, minus its average over time. Due to the non-linear nature of the function f in
limited dependent variable models, this technique cannot be used here. This complicates the
construction of consistent estimators for (3, in these models.

In general, the econometric models used in estimation can be classified as parametric,
semiparametric or nonparametric. Definitions can be found in Stoker (1992) and Powell
(1994), for example. For the definitions in this thesis I use model (1.1) to distinguish
parametric and semipazametric models. For a definition of nonparametric models I need a
more general model that I discuss below. I define parametric models as models that satisfy
(1.1) and in which at least one of the distributions of a; and u;,, conditional on (x;,,..,x;T), only
depends on a finite dimensional parameter vector. For example, one of them can be assumed
to be normally distributed with an unknown variance parameter. Semiparametric models
satisfy (1.1) and assume that the conditional distributions of both a; and u;, are not
determined by a finite dimensional parameter vector. These definitions differ from the
general definitions in Stoker (1992) and Powell (1994). If only one of the two conditional
distributions is completely determined by a finite dimensional parameter vector, these authors
would refer to the model as semipazametric. I refer to them as parametric because
assumptions on the conditional distribution of both a; and u;, are important for consistency of
the estimators.

An even more general class of models consists of nonparametric models. To be able to
distinguish between semiparametric and nonpazametric models I need a more general model
than (1.1). In nonparametric models the assumption that the explanatory variables affect the
dependent variable only through the index (3~x;, is relaxed. Nonparametric models impose a
minimum of assumptions so in that respect those models are the best to use. However, the
minimum of assumptions leads to a loss in the precision of the estimates, compared to the
other two types of models. This loss depends on the number of continuous explanatory
variables. If many variables in x;, aze continuous, then the efficiency loss is such that precise
estimates require much larger samples than are usually available. If the number of continuous
explanatory variables is low, the loss in efficiency is less severe. However, if the dimensíon
of x;, is larger than two it is impossible to visualize and hence to interpret the results.
Therefore, dimension reduction is required. Semiparametric models do this. Parametric
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models do this as well but the assumptions imposed are often too strong, especially in limited
dependent variable models. Therefore, semiparametric models are studied in this thesis.
Econometric theory for these models has developed rapidly over the last fifteen years. This
was followed by an increase in the number of applications using semiparametric models in
the nineties.

1.2 Contributions of this thesis and details on the chapters
The contributions of this thesis are to develop and apply limited dependent variable models

for panel data. In all chapters, a parametric limited dependent variable model is estimated as
a reference model. Testing the specification of the parametric model often leads to rejection
of the hypothesis of correct specification (in terms of particular distributional assumptions).
Because usually no motivation for distributional assumptions can be given other than
convenience, these distributional assumptions are relaxed. Estimators for the parameters in
limited dependent variable models for panel data are available in the literature. However,
their applications in most chapters of this thesis require (slight) modifications. Besides the
theoretical properties of the estimators in the semiparametric models, an other issue is the use
of these estimators in practice. In addi[ion to the results from Monte Carlo simulations,
applications can clarify the use of semiparametric models in practice. This will mainly
determine the success of these estimators in the econometric profession. ~ Computation of the
estimates sometimes requires optimization of a non-convex objective function. In addition, a
smoothing parameter has to be chosen by the researcher. Since data-driven methods are
usually unavailable, applications can clarify how to choose the smoothing parameter. The
assumptions in the semiparametric models are weak, but they still might be too strong.
Therefore, the specification of the semiparametric model is tested as well.

Chapter 2 is based on Charlier, Melenberg and Van Scest (1995a) and on Charlier (1994).
In this chapter attention is paid to a binary choice panel data model, in which y;~ can take on
only two values, 0 and 1, say. The model used in estimation is a special case of model (l.l).
We use

f(Q~x;~~a~~u~~~d~~~Y,~) - 1(R~x~~}a~}u~~~~),

so ~i; R for all t and 1(A) is an indicator function which is one if condition A is satisfied and
zero otherwise. For a binary choice panel data model with fixed effects and two time periods,
Manski (1987) proposed the maxímum score estimator. His estimator, which is based on a
discontinuous sample objective function, is proven to be consistent under weak distributional
assumptions. However, [he rate of convergence of the estimator is low (N~") and its

~ This is underlined by in[emational conferences on this topic. For example, from 2 through 4 October 1997,
an international conference on "Application of Semiparametric Methods for Micro-Data" took place at Tilburg
University.
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asymptotic distribution is not suitable for making inference, see Kim and Pollard (1990).
Chapter 2 overcomes this problem by applying the idea of Horowitz (1992) to smooth
Manski's objective function. The resulting smoothed maximum score estimator is extended to

the case of more than two time periods and to unbalanced panels (assuming away selection
and attrition effects). Under weak assumptions the estimator is consistent and asymptotically

normal. Its rate of convergence is at least Nvs and it can be made arbitraríly close to N~n,
depending on the strength of the smoothness assumptions imposed. Statistical inferences can

thus be made. The estimator is applied to an equation for labour force participation of
married Dutch females on the basis of annual observations from 1984 through 1988 from the

SEP. Because the objective function can have many local maxima a global optimization
algorithm is used in maximization. Attention is also paid to the choice of the smoothing

parameter. Finally, some mode] specification tests are performed.
Chapter 3 is a slightly extended version of Charlier, Melenberg and Van Soest (1995b).

We introduce a new estimator for a semiparametric censored regression panel data model
with fixed effects. The specification for the function f in model (1.1) is

f(rtxit'ai'uit'dit'~'~) - máX{~,R~Xit}ai}uit~'

Hence ~3,-(3 and the dependent variable y;, is either zero or some positive number. Our

estimator is based upon an estimator proposed by Honoré (1992) for the case of two time

periods combined with ideas of Newey (1993) to improve the efficiency. This improvement

stems from the observation that the Honoré estimator uses a conditional moment that is

translated into unconditional moments in a very specific way. This leads to a consistent
estimator. Newey (1993) proposes an efficient estimator by translating conditional moments

into unconditional moments optimally. Using this idea, the estimator obtained is more
efficient than Honoré's. We also generalize the estimator to the case of a balanced or

unbalanced panel of more than two waves. The optimal unconditional moments require both
a consistent initial estimator for the parameters and nonparametric regression, and hence the

choice of smoothing parameters. Estimation is performed in two steps. Honoré's estimator is

computed in the first step. In the second step, nonparametric regression estimates for the
optimal unconditional moments are constructed and efficient Generalized Method of

Moments is applied. The performance of this two-step estimator is compared to that of
Honoré's and other existing estimators in an empirical example concerning earnings of

married females, using panel data on the years 1984 through 1988 from the SEP. Attention is
paid to specification testing and the sensitivity of the results for the choice of smoothing
parameters.

In chapters 4 and 5 we deal with estimation of an endogenous switching regression model.

A well-known paper using such a cross-section model is Lee and Trost (1978). These authors
discuss both theoretical aspects and an application. In their application they focus on a model
for housing demand taking into account the joint determination of whether to rent or to own

a house and how much to spend on it. They apply parametric estimation techniques. In
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chapter 4 we extend their analysis and we allow for more general distributions than in their
cross-section model. Furthermore, the logarithm of total expenditure is used as an
explanatory variable in the equations for expenditure on housing. This is also a decision
variable so it can be taken as endogenous. We estimate models either assuming that total
expenditure is exogenous or allowing it to be endogenous. Chapter 5 extends the analysis of
chapter 4 to panel data models.

In chapter 4, which is identical to Charlier, Melenberg and Van Scest (1997a), we only use
one wave of the panel restricting attention to cross-section models. Dropping the subscript t,
the model can be written as a special case of model (1.1) with

f(~~x;~a;~u;~d;~Y~~) - d;(Qix~ }ai~ }u~~) t (1-d)(Qox~ }ao; tuo~),

where (3 consists of (Ro,(3,), a; is a vector (ao;,a,;), u; is a vector (uo;,u,;) and d; is dummy
variable. As mentioned before, the empirical application is on housing expenditure. The
dummy variable d; indicates whether household i owns a house or rents a house. If d~ 1
housing expenditure is equal to ~i;x;ta,;tu,; whereas if d;-0 it is equal to (3ox;taafuo;.
Because both a,; and u,;, and oco; and uo; enter additively a,;fu,; and ao;fuo; can be replaced
by E,; and eo;. Assumptions are then posed on E,; and ~;. Furthermore, decisions on owning or
renting a house and expenditure on housing aze made simultaneously. Hence d; and the error
terms e,; and Ea can be correlated. This is taken into account in the models and an additional
auxiliary binazy choice equation for d; is estimated.

Whereas housing expenditure for renters is observed directly, housing expenditure for
owners is not. Attention is paid to this issue. Furthermore, we explain the share of housing in
total expenditure (y;) from household characteristics and the logarithm of total expenditure,
where the latter is allowed to be endogenous. This leads to slight modifications of existing
cross-section parametric (Lee and Trost, 1978) and semiparametric (Newey, 1988 and Ahn
and Powell, 1993) estimation techniques. Estimation is based on the 1987 wave of the SEP.
The results are compared on the basis of graphs of the estimated relationship between the
budget share spent on housing and the logarithm of total expenditure, and on the basis of
budget elasticities.

Chapter 5 is identical to Charlier, Melenberg and Van Soest (1997b). In this chapter the
analysis in chapter 4 is extended to panel data. Expenditure on housing for owners and
renters is modelled by means of an endogenous switching regression model for panel data.
Hence

f(R~x;~~a~~u;~~d~~~Y~~) - d~~(pix~~ }ai~ }ui~~) t(1-d,)(Qox;, tao; turn,),

where ~3; (3, R is ((3o,(i,), a; is a vector (ao;,a,;), u;, is a vector (uo;,,u,;,) and d;, is a dummy
indicating whether a household is a home owner or a renter. Similar to chapter 4, housing
expenditure is equal to (3;x;,fa,;tu,;, if d;; 1, whereas it is equal to (3ox;,tao;fuo;, if d;,-0. For
the dummy d;, a binary choice panel data model is specified, discussed in chapter 2. d;, can
be cotrelated with both a; and u;,. We explain the share of housing in total expenditure from
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a household-specific effect, family characteristics and total expenditure, where the latter is
allowed to be endogenous. We consider both random and fixed effects panel data models.
For the fixed effects model we use a slightly extended version of the estimation technique in
Kyriazidou (1995). The small extension allows for endogenous explanatory variables in the
budget share equation on housing. The asymptotic properties of the resulting estimator can be
derived using similar arguments as in Kyriazidou (1995). In estimation we use the panel
waves from 1987 through 1989 of the SEP. We compare estimates in a random effects model
with estimates in fixed effects models.

Chapters 6 and 7 deal with estimating equivalence scales in an intertemporal setting.
Equivalence scales provide answers to questions like how much expenditure a couple with
two children needs to spend compared to a couple without children, to reach the same
welfare level. As shown by Pollak and Wales (1979), equivalence scales are not identified by
demand data alone. Basically, demand data alone cannot identify cost functions which is
discussed in more depth in Blundell and Lewbel (1991). A solution to this problem is the use
of subjective data. Subjective data are not only used in the equivalence scale literature, see,
for example, Das (1998) and Euwals (1997) and the references therein. To estimate
equivalence scales, subjective data on income evaluation are very useful. These data can be
interpreted as direct measures of the expenditure function and this information is used to
estimate equivalence scales. The direct measure we use are satisfaction data. For an overview
of estimates using an alternative direct measure, see Kapteyn and Wansbeek (1985), for

example. Satisfac[ion data have the drawback that persons facing exactly the same conditions
might conceive those differently. Therefore they might report different satisfaction levels.
Individual-specific effects, and hence panel data models, accommodate this. In an
intertemporal setting we distinguish period-specific and lifetime equivalence scales. At a
given moment in time, the period-speciiic equivalence scales indicate how much a household
that differs in composition from a reference household should spend to be as satisfied at this
particular moment in time. Lifetime equivalence scales take the whole lifetime into account.
In practice lifetime is taken to be the period between age 20 and age 60. Lifetime
equivalence scales are the (possibly weighted) average of the period-specific equivalence
scales.

In chapter 6, which is identical to Charlier (1997a), we discuss estimation of equivalence
scales in an intertemporal context. In static models it is clear what is meant by equivalence
scales. In intertemporal choice models the definition becomes more complicated. This issue is
discussed and we estimate (lifetime) equivalence scales using data on satisfaction with life
and satisfaction with income. Because the satisfaction levels take on integer values ranging
from zero (low satisfaction) through ten (high satisfaction) an ordered response panel data
model is used in estimation. This is a special case of model (1.1) with
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f(R~x~c~a~~u~rd~~~Y~~) - j if ~tcR~x~~tOC~tuacy~.~, ~o--~,y~Sy~,i,j-0,..,10,y~i-~

The dependent variable y;, is observed on a discrete scale from 0 through 10. The vector y
consists of threshold levels (~yo,..,y„)'. y;, is equal to j if (3;x;,fa;tu;, exceeds threshold j but
not threshold jfl. We estimate parametric models with random or 6xed effects as well as
models in which (3,-R. The dataset used in estimation is the German Socio-Economic Panel
for the years 1984 through 1991.

Specification tests in chapter 6 suggest that the parametric models are misspecified. In
chapter 7, which is based on Charlier (1997b), we focus on relaxing the distributional
assumptions used in the model of chapter 6. We now use

.
f( ~x~c~a~~u~rd~~~Y~~) -J if Y~c~(R~x;,.a;)tu;,cY~.i, Yo--~,y~cy~,,,j-0,..,10,~ii-~

so (3,-(3 for parsimony and the function ap is unknown but strictly increasing in (3'x;,, for all
a;. Again ~y is equal to (~yo,..,~y~;)'. Compared to the assumptions in chapter 6, we present an
estimator in a model with much weaker distributional assumptions. The estimator is closely
related to the estimator developed in chapter 2. It is based on ideas similar to the ones in
Manski (1985, 1987) which results in a weighted maximum score estimator. To make the
estimator useful for making inferences Horowitz's idea to smooth the objective function is
used, as in chapter 2. The resulting estimator, referred to as the weighted smoothed
maximum score (WSMS) estimator, can be shown [o be consistent and asymptotically normal
and it has similar properties as the estimator in chapter 2. We also show that the same
estimator can be used in a censored or truncated panel data model. We investigate the
practical performance of the estimator by applying it to the same dataset used in chapter 6.
Because standard estimators for the matrices in the asymptotic covariance matrix can have
bad small sample properties, we also investigate an alternative estimator proposed by Lee
(1996b). For comparison reasons an estimator proposed in Abrevaya (1996) and an estimator
in a parametric fixed effects model are computed. Period-specific and lifetime equivalence
scales are estimated and specification tests complete this chapter.

Chapter 8 provides a brief summary of the results and the conclusions.



Chapter 2

Panel smoothed maximum score

2.1 Introduction
In a binary choice panel data model with individual-specific effects and two time periods,

Manski (1987) proposed the maximum score estimator, based on a discontinuous objective

function, and proved its consistency under weak distributional assumptions. However, the rate

of convergence of this estimator is low (N"') and its asymptotic distribution cannot be used

for making inferences. This chapter overcomes this problem by applying the idea of

Horowitz (1992) to smooth Manski's objective function. Moreover, it generalizes Manski

(1987) to panels with more than two time periods and to unbalanced panels and we apply the

estimation procedure to a model for labour force participation.

In this chapter we consider a binary choice panel data model with individual-specific

effects:

~ Y~~ - a~x~~}a~tu~~~ i-1,..,N, t-1,..,T. (2.1)
Yu - 1(Y~i ~~)

in which (3e)Qk and 1(A) is the indicator function which is 1 if A is true and 0 otherwise.

One observes (y;,,x;~), i-1,..,N, for some (possibly all) tE { 1,2,..,T}. The index i represents the

individual or household and index t represents time. An example of such a model is a labour

force participation model of married females. The dependent variable equals one if the

female participates and zero otherwise. The explanatory variables are for example household

characteristics and the husband's labour supply.

Usually, in applications of this model, independence across individuals is assumed and
strong assumptions aze imposed with respect to (w.r.t.) the distributions of a; and

u~(u;;,..,u;T)', conditional on x; where x,--(x;;,..,x;T)'. When, for example, a; and u; aze

assumed to be independently normally distributed and the u;, aze i.i.d. over t, we have the

Heckman and Willis (1976) model. A drawback of this approach is that the composite enor

terms v;,-a;tu;, are equally conelated over time. A normal distribution with a general
covariance structure of the u;, is assumed in Avery, Hansen and Hotz (1983). A drawback of

both models is that the a; are not allowed to depend on x;. These models will be referred to

as random effects models. In contrast, we define fixed effects models to be models where the

a; may be correlated with x;, either by specifying the conditional distribution of a; given x; or
leaving it unrestricted. One fruitful approach for dealing with this fixed effects model is to
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assume a logistic distribution for u;, i.i.d. over both i and t, and then to use conditional
maximum likelihood to estimate Q, see Chamberlain (1980). However, this approach does not
work if the u;, are normally distributed, see Maddala (1987). An alternative fixed effects
model is the Chamberlain (1984) model in which the a; and u; are conditionally normal with
the conditional mean of a; affected by x;, and with unrestricted covariance matrices for u; and
a;. A Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estimation procedure can be used to estimate
~i. In this chapter we will focus on models in which the a; may be correlated with x; by
either specifying the relationship or leaving it unrestricted.

A drawback of the models mentioned above is the distributional assumption on the a;
andlor u;. In general, this may yield inconsistent estimators for (3 if the true distributions of a;
andlor u; are misspecified. To solve the analogous problem for a cross-section binary choice
model (without the a;), several estimators for (3 that are consistent under weaker assumptions
have been proposed. Examples are the maximum score estimator of Manski (1985) and the
smoothed maximum score estimator of Horowitz (1992). A drawback of the former is that its
rate of convergence is low (N~~3) and its asymptotic distribution is some complicated non-
normal distribution that is hard to use for inference, see Kim and Pollazd (1990). This
problem has been overcome by the estimator of Horowitz (1992), that is obtained by
smoothing the maximum score objective function, such that the asymptotic behaviour can be
analysed using standard Taylor series expansions.

The literature dealing with the panel data binazy choice model with individual-specific
effects that may be correlated with the explanatory variables and weak distributional
assumptions for u; is very limited. The only example, for the case T-2, is the maximum
score estimator proposed by Manski (1987). The resulting estimator for p is consistent under
weak assumptions but the asymptotic distribution shares the problems of the estimator of
Manski (1985). The aim of this chapter is to construct a consistent asymptotically normal
estimator for (3 in model (2.1) with fixed effects, based on relatively weak assumptions. This
estimator will be derived by combining the ideas of Horowitz (1992) and Manski (1987). We
extend the estimator to the case of more periods (T?2) and allow for unbalanced panels
(without selectivity or attrition). The resulting smoothed maximum score estimator is applied
to a model of labour force participation of married Dutch females and the results are
compared with various estimates based on stronger assumptions. In the empirical application
we will focus on models in which the a; may be correlated with x; by either specifying the
conditional distribution of a; given x; or leaving it unrestricted.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: in section 2.2, the smoothed
maximum score estimator for ~3 in model (2.1) is defined and its asymptotic properties are
derived. In section 2.3 we discuss the empirical application. The results are obtained using a
global search algorithm to find the global optimum of the non-concave objective function, as
proposed by Corana et al. (1987). Section 2.4 deals with specification testing. Concluding
remarks are presented in section 2.5. The assumptions (i)-(v) used to prove consistency are
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presented in the main text. The additional assumptions (vi)-(xi) to derive the asymptotic
distribution are presented in appendix B(section 2.7). The assumptions (vi)-(xi) are similar to
assumptions 5-11 in Horowitz (1992). The proof of theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are presented
in appendix A(section 2.6), appendix B(section 2.7) and appendix C(section 2.8),
respectively.

2.2 Smoothed maximum score for panel data
In this section the smoothed maximum score estimation method as proposed for cross-

section data by Horowitz (1992) is extended to the case of panel data. The starting point is
model (2.1). The only assumptions concerning u;,, t-1,..,T, are that they are time stationary
conditional on x; and a;, and that the support of u;, is lt, see assumption (i) below. As is
common in binary choice models, one normalization has to be imposed for identification.
Because the distributions of the a; and u;, are not characterized by finite dimensional
parameters, the normalization has to concern ~3. First define Dy;s bY DY~~s Yá Y~s and ~x;,S by
~x;,Sx;~ x;s. We assume that one component of ~x;,s is absolutely continuous. Without loss of
generality, we assume that this is the first one. Then the normalization imposed is ~ R, ~-1.
Notice that this differencing of the x's eliminates the individual-specific effects (see below).
We now introduce the objective function that is used for obtaining the estimator. Let 1(A)
denote the indicator function which is equal to one if condition A is satisfied and zero
otherwise. Define

N T

GNT(b) - 1 ~ ~~ c~~51(b~Ox~~S~~)DY~~S
(2.2)

N ~-~ i-z :a

where c;,s r;,r;S, with r;; 1 if (y;,,x;,) is observed and zero otherwise (a missing observation).
Hence c;,s 1 if both (y;,,x;,) and (y;s,x;s) are observed and zero otherwise. From the definition
of c;,s it follows that individuals who are not observed or who are observed in only one time
period do not contribute to the objective function. For T-2 and c;21-1 for all i-1,..,N,
maximization of Gr,.,.(b) w.r.t. b(and normalizing ~~ b ~~ -1) yields the maximum score
estimator of Manski (1987). Let Y-{(y;,,Ys.x~„x~s) ~ Y„~Y~S}. Maximizing Gr,.,.(b) boils down to
choosing b such that Dy;,S~O matches b'~c;,S~O and Dy1f5~0 matches b'Ox;,S~O and hence the
estimator tries to match the sign of b'Ox;,s with Dy;,s for as many observations in Y as
possible. Under weak assumptions ((i)-(v) below), the resulting estimator can be proven to be
consistent.

However, the asymptotic distribution of this estimator is non-normal and unattractive. The
reason is that G~(b) contains the indicator function, which is a step function. The idea of
Horowitz (1992) is to smooth the objective function. This idea can also be used here. The
objective function can be smoothed by replacing the indicator function 1(v) in the right-hand
side by some smooth function K"(v) tha[ converges to the indicator function as N-~~. Let
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1 " T b'~X.
Grrr(b~6") - ~ ~ ~ c~~K

~~
y~~ (2.3)

N ~-~ c-z sa 6"

where 6"~0 (N~~) and K(v) is a continuous function of the real line into itself satisfying:
KI: ~ K(v) ~ ~M for some finite M and all v in )~.
K2. lim ~-,~, K(v)-0 and lim ~-,,, K(v)-1.

Thus K"(v)-K(vl6"), vE B. Notice that K(v) could be a distribution function but it also
might take on values larger than one or lower than zero and it need not be increasing. Two
examples satisfying K1 and K2 are Kz(v)-~(v), where ~ denotes the standard norrnal
distribution function, and (cf. Horowitz, 1992)

K4(v) -

if v ~ -5,

164 5-3(5)'}5(5)5-~(5)']
if -5 S v5 5,

ifv~5.

The derivative Kh(v) of Kh(v) (h-2,4) w.r.t. v is an h`~ order kemel, so Jv'Kti(v)dv is zero
for j-1,..,h-1 and non-zero for j-h. Similar to Kz(v) and K,(v), K,,(v) can be constructed for
any other h, such that Kfi(v) is a kernel of order h. This is important since the rate of
convergence is influenced by h(see theorem 2.2 below). In the empirical application we will
restrict attention to h-4.

It is easily seen that if z equals zero with probability zero, then K(zla")~1(z?0) almost
surely as N~~ (and thus 6"~0). This is used to prove that ~ Gr,.~.(b;a")-GNT(b) ~~0 almost
surely uniformly in b as N~~. This property together with regularity assumptions as in
Horowitz (1992) and additional assumptions excluding any form of selectivity bias (caused
by attrition, initial non-response, wave non-response or item non-response, see Verbeek and
Nijman, 1992), is used to prove consistency of the smoothed maximum score estimator. The
continuity and differentiability of Gr,.r.(b;6") makes it feasible to derive the asymptotic
distribution using a Taylor series expansion.

To be precise, let x-(x;,..,xT)' (we suppress the i subscripts from now on) and let F denote
the population distribution of {(y~,x~,u,; t-1,..,T),a}, cf. (2.1). Let F„~x,Q denote the distribution
of u conditional on (x',a) and let Fox denote the distribution of Ox,~. To prove consistency
of the estimator resulting from maximizing G,,,.,{b;a") over the set {b-(b,,..,bk): ~ b, ~-1 and
(b2,..,bk)e BcBk-' }, the following assumptions are needed (assumptions (i)-(iii) are the
analogues of Manski (1987), assumption (iv) is from Horowitz (1992) and assumption (v) is
extra):
(i) a) F~ ~x Q- F~ ix a for all (x',a) and s,t-1,..,T.

b) The support of F~ ~x a is R for all (x',a) and all t.
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(ii) a) For all t,s the support of F~u is not contained in any proper linear subspace of Bk.
b) The elements in Oxs can be rearranged such [hat (3,~0 and for almost every value

of Azs(~45.Z,..,~c,S.k), ~cs,, has everywhere positive Lebesgue density
conditional on Az,~, for all s,t.

(iii) A random sample is drawn from F.
(rv) ~ Q, ~-1 and (i-((3Z,..,~k)' is contained in a compact subset B of )[tk-'.
(v) cs is independent of (y„x~,..,yT,xT) and P(cs1)~0 for some t,s.

Assumption (i) a) says that the distribution of the error term in (2.1) is time stationary
conditional on (x',a). Assumptions (i) b) and (ii) a) are regularity conditions needed for
identification. Assumption (ii) b) implies that Ox,s should contain an absolute continuous
element with non-zero coeffícient. Assumptions (iii) and (iv) are self-explanatory.
Assumption (v) allows for an unbalanced or rotating panel but requires the absence of
selectivity bias. To prove consistency, it is sufficient that c,~ is independent of (y„x„ys,xs), but
the slightly stronger assumption (v) that c,~ is independent of (y„xi,..,yT,XT) is needed in
deriving the asymptotic distribution. The assumptions do not place restrictions on the
distribution of a conditional on x or on the serial dependence between u, and us (s~t). (i) a)
allows for some time-independent form of heteroskedasticity, like V(u, ~ a,x)-exp(a-~c'x),
t-1,..,T, whereas it excludes for example, Var(u, ~ a,x)-exp(af~.'x,), t-1,..,T.

The following corollary of Manski (1987) indicates that the present panel data problem has
a median regression interpretation (cf. Manski, 1987, p. 360), which is the basis for the
construction of the estimator.

Corollary:
Let assumption ( i) hold. Then for all t,s, Median(Dys ~ ~x,S,Y,~YS)-sign((3'~x„) . n

This conditional median restriction can be used to rewrite the model (conditional on y,~ys)
as:

z,s - a'~x~s tu~s and
~ Dy~s - sign(z,s)

and Median(u,s ~ Ox,~,y,~y,)-0, for all i, t and s.

(2.4)

The following theorem shows that the smoothed maximum score estimator for panel data
is strongly consistent under assumptions (i)-(v).

Theorem 2.1 ( consistency):
Let assumptions (i)-(v) hold. Define b-(bz,..,bk)' and let bN be a solution to
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maximize Gr,.r.(b;aN)
b:~b~~-1, be B

(2.5)

Then bN ~ R almost surely (a.s.). n

To derive the asymptotic distribution of the smoothed maximum score estimator we need
some additional definitions and assumptions (vi)-(xi), similar to those in Horowitz (1992). If
h increases, the assumptions ( vii), (viii) and ( ix) impose stronger smoothness conditions on
the kernel and the distributions of u,s and ~i'Ox,S.

The following theorem shows the main result concerning the asymptotic distribution of the
smoothed maximum score estimator (expressions for A, D and Q are in appendix B, section
2.7).

Theorem 2.2 ( asymptotic distribution):
Let assumptions ( i)-(xi) hold for some h?2 and let {bN} be a sequence of solutions to the
maximization problem (2.5). Then, by theorem 2.1, bN.,~(3, a.s. The optimal rate of
convergence in distribution for the remaining parameters bN is obtained for aN-()JN)"~Znt'~
with 0~7~.~~ (fixed). Then

n n -i

N~(br;Q) ~' N(-~~Q-~A,~~Q-'DQ-')

Let S2 be any non-stochastic, positive semidefinite matrix such that A'Q-'S2Q-'At0 and
define MSE-1im N ~m E{N 2hj2ht1~(bN (3)'S2(bN-(3)}. Then, for a given S2, the MSE minimizing
value for ~, is ~~,'-[trace(Q-'S2Q-'D)J~(2hA'Q-'S2Q-'A). ~

Note [hat the rate of convergence is less than N'n and depends on h. By choosing h large
enough the rate of convergence can be made arbitrarily close to N'n. For h-1 the rate of
convergence is N13 and N13(bN-p) has an unknown asymptotic distribution, and is therefore
not applicable for statistical inference (see Horowitz, 1992, p. 514). Hence for h-1 the
smoothed maximum score estimator for panel data has no apparent advantages over Manski's
estima[or. For h?2, the estimator has an asymptotic bias that can be estimated consistently
(cf. Horowitz, 1992). The structure of the asymptotic covariance matrix is similar to that of
an extremum estimator.

Finally, if we want to use theorem 2.2 for inference, consistent estimators for the matrices
involved in the asymptotic distribution of the smoothed maximum score estimator have to be
constructed. The following theorem shows how to construct consistent estimators for A, D
and Q. The expressions for T~(bN;aN) and Qr,.,.(bN;aN) denote the (familiar) first and second
order derivatives of the objective function G~(b;aN) w.r.t. b, evaluated at (bN;aN), see
appendix B (section 2.7).
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Theorem 2.3:
Let bN be a consistent smoothed maximum score estimator based on aN-O(N-"'Zh'"). For
bE {-1,1 }xB and i-1,..,N, define

i
a~t5(b;a) - c~tSK

~b'~~aits~ ~Xils

` 6 I
y"~ 6

Let 6N-0(N-~'Zh''~), where O~S~1. Then
(a) AN-(aN)-hTNT(bN~ 6r,) converges in probability to A.
(b) the matrix

N T

DN(bN'6N) - NL~ L.~ L.~ aits(bN'6N) aits(bN'6N)i
i-1 t-2 sa

converges in probability to D.
(c) Q~(bN;aN) converges in probability to Q. ~

Note that T~(bN;6N)-0 by the first order condition of the optimization problem (2.5).
Because aN is of lower order than aN , TNT(bN;6N) is not identically zero.

2.3 Empirical application
To investigate the performance of the smoothed maximum score estimator in practice, we

apply it in an empirical example and we compare the results to those of several estimators
discussed in section 2.1. We explain labour force participation of married Dutch females
between 18 and 65 years of age, using model (2.1). Participation is defined as having a job
or looking for a job. The a; (individual-specific effects) are introduced to deal with
characteristics that are not observed and thus are not included in x;,. Estimates are based upon
the October waves of 1984 through 1988 of the Socio-Economic Panel (SEP), drawn by
Statistics Netherlands. Hence T-S. The endogenous variable (IEF) is one if the female
participates, and zero if she does not. Descriptions of endogenous and explanatory variables
are given in table 2.1. The variables NCH and DCH6 represent family composition, IEM and
HM represent the husband's actual labour supply, and EDF is the female's education level.
We thus explain the female's labour force participation decision conditional on the husband's
actual labour supply and income. The variable T corrects for time effects as do AGE and
AGE2. Note that EDF is time constant and thus cannot be included for estimators based on
differencing the x;~ s like (smoothed) maximum score. T and AGE cannot be included both
because the difference between them is time constant. The dataset used in estimation was
constructed by linking the five SEP waves and selecting the married females that are present
in at least two waves and for whom information on the variables in table 2.1 is available. For
some observations, LOI ancUor HM were~was missing (item non-response). These
observations were left out. The initial panel contained 4268 individuals and 13629
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observations. Leaving out the observations with data on one year only or with item non-
response, the dataset reduced to 3174 individuals and 11675 observations. Sample statistics
for the main variables are presented in table 2.1. We conclude from table 2.1 that in the
period 1984-1988 on average 43qo of the married Dutch females have been participating
whereas 84qo of their husbands had a job. Over time, labour force participation of married
females increased gradually whereas the husband's participation rate did not change much.
The average values of NCH and DCH6 decreased slightly.

From the objective function (2.5) it is obvious that the only observations that are used to
estimate p by (smoothed) maximum score are the ones for which at least one change in the
female's participation has taken place, i.e. from participation to non-participation or vice
versa. This yields 2563 combinations of (y;s,y;,), i-1,..,N, l~s~t-cI', such that y;s~y;,. For the
two subsamples (ys,y;,)-(0,1) (changing from non-participation to participation) and
(ys,y;,)-(1,0) (changing from participation to non-participation) sample statistics on the
differences Ox;,sx;~ x;s are given in table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Sample statistics for differences ( 0) used in estimation ( 2563 observations),
standard deviations in parentheses

Total 2563 observations

Vaziable DIEF-1, 1325 observations ~IEF--1, 1238 observations

OT 2.129 (1.023) 2.054 (0.981)
OL,OI 0.031 (0.909) 0.084 (1.121)
OIiM -1.004 (12.369) -0.271 (13.685)
ONCH 0.018 (0.515) 0.286 (0.740)
ODCH6 -0.097 (0.362) 0.238 (0.493)
DIEM 0.002 (0.262) 0.000 (0.273)
DAGE2 150.165 (80.420) 146.439 (84.325)

From this table we see that T, IEM and AGE2 seem to have a positive effect on the
willingness to participate, whereas LOI, HM, NCH and DCH6 seem to have a negative effect
on the willingness to participate.

The only exogenous variable that satisfies assumption (ii) b) is LOI and we expect it to
have a non-zero effect on the willingness to participate (y;,). Therefore, the coefficient related
to LOI will be normalized to one in absolute value. Before conducting smoothed maximum
score we discuss three other relevant models, also discussed in section 2.1. The estimators
related to the first two models are based on the balanced subpanel which consists of 1017
individuals. The first model is the fixed effects logit model with the conditional maximum
likelihood estimator, proposed by Chamberlain (1980). The u;, are assumed to be i.i.d.
standazd logistically distributed, i.e. one normalization is made in the distribution of the error
term. To avoid the incidental pazameter problem (see Neyman and Scott, 1948), the a; are
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conditioned out using conditional maximum likelihood, conditional on F,y;,. The parameter
related to EDF is not identified and the parameters related to T and AGE aze not
simultaneously identified. For comparison reasons the results with normalization II b II -1 are
also presented in table 2.3. The estimator is denoted by bFEiog;,.

The second model is the specification suggested by Chamberlain (1984). He also allows
the individual-specific effects to be correlated with the a;: a;áx;fv; and v;-N(O,a~)
independent of x;. The u; ( u;,,..,u;T)' are assumed to be i.i.d. N(O,E). Define p~(6;f~)~n,
where ~ is the t`~ diagonal element of E. Then P(y;,-1 I x;)-~(N;~[~i'x;,táx;])-~(n~x;) where
n,N~'(ai,..,a~-„~i'fa;,a~t,,..,aT)'. The estimation procedure consists of two steps. In the first
step cross-equation restrictions are ignored, and the n, are estimated by probit for each time
period separately. The second step is a minimum distance s[ep. For identification, one of the
p,, t-1,..,T has to be normalized to 1, and only (LOI, HM, NCH, DCH6, IEM) can be
included in the fixed effect. This implies that the coefficients related to (T, EDF, AGE,
AGE2) should be interpreted as partly related to the fixed effect. The results are presented in
table 2.3 ( bc,1em). Specification tests on the normality assumption and the independence
assumption between x; and (v;,u;) were performed after the first step. We performed
conditional moments tests as discussed in Newey ( 1985). The hypothesis of normally
distributed errors was rejected for the years 1984 and 1985 at the Sqo level. To test the
hypothesis of homoskedasticity, we focused on the alternative of exponential
heteroskedasticity: Var(u;,tv; I x;)-exp(y'x;). The hypothesis of homoskedasticity was rejected
at the Sqo level for all years except 1988. This indicates that the model is misspecified and
that the estimates bc,,a,,, of ~i may be inconsistent.

Because smoothed maximum score basically stems from model (2.4), the third reference
case could be a model conditional on (y;,~y;s). This essentially allows us to use the
unbalanced panel. A very simple example of such a model is a standard probit on the
differences, treating the 2563 combinations as a cross-section. The binary endogenous
variable is 1 if the change is from non-participation to participation, and 0 in case of the
reverse change. This model will be referred to as differenced probit. Note that, even with
normally distributed error terms u;, in (2.1) and in the absence of individual-specific effects,
the transformed model ( 2.4) dces not satisfy the assumptions of the differenced probit model.
The differenced probit will only be used to give a first indication of correlations in the
differenced data and to compare the estimation results with those of smoothed maximum
score on the basis of the same transformation of the data. The differenced probit results for
normalization II b II -1 aze presented in table 2.3 (bP~ob;,).

To test normality, a specification test proposed by Newey ( 1985) was performed as before.
Under the null, the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic is xz. The value of the test
statistic was 45.6 which leads to a clear rejection of the differenced probit specification at the
Solo level. The fact that LOI dces not enter the model significantly is unfortunate because to
perform smoothed maximum score its ccefficient is normalized at one in absolute value. It
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suggests that we should carry out the optimization of the objective function for both
normalizations, 1 and -1.

To perform smoothed maximum score, two practical problems have to be solved: 1) 6N
has to be chosen and 2) a non-concave function has to be maximized. To determine the
smoothing parameter in nonpazametric regression, cross-validation or generalized cross
validation (Craven and Wahba, 1979) can be used. However, the structure of the smoothed
maximum score estimator does not allow these procedures to be applied here. We could
perform a'grid search' over 6N and then, for each choice for 6N, maximize GNT(b;aN) w.r.t.
b. This, however, is very time consuming because Gm.(b;6N) has no properties that simplify
locating the global maximum like e.g. concavity. Therefore we chose for a more practical
solution: we carried out (non-smoothed) maximum score to get a consistent estimator bMS for

R. bMS is then used to determine 6N as follows: transform the observations on ~x;s linearly in
such a way that the sample covariance matrix of the transformed ~x;s is the identity matrix.
Transform bMS in the reverse way, so that bMSOx;,~ remains the same for al] i, t and s. The
smoothed maximum score objective function is drawn as a function of one of the elements in
b, keeping the other elements at their value in bMS. This is repeated for all free parameters in
bMS and for various choices of 6N. aN is then determined as that value for which all these
figures aze reasonably smooth (i.e. not too erratic and not too flattened out). With the
resulting choice for aN, GNT(b;6N) can then be optimized. To save computer time we have
first used a local search algorithm starting from bMS (steepest descent). It appeared that the
solution obtained from local search was not as good as the one returned by the global
optimization algorithm. Summarizing, the following strategy is applied:
(i) calculate bMS using a global optimization algorithm.
(ii) transform the data such that the empirical variance-covariance matrix is the identity,

(reversely) transform bMS, choose the function K and determine aN as described
above.

(iii) use a global optimization algorithm on the transformed dataset with the transformed
estimates bMS as the starting solution.

(iv) transform back the final solution.
The global search algorithm used in maximum score and smoothed maximum score is the

one proposed by Corana et al. (1987). Goffe et al. (1994) find that it performs quite well
when compared to several local maximization algorithms. This simulated annealing type of
algorithm guarantees asymptotic convergence to the global optimum as the number of
random drawings tends to infinity. The optimization is conducted with the coefficient related
to LOI is normalized at 1 and at -1. For K we used K4, so h-4 and the optimal rate of
convergence is N'~. The maximum value of the objective function G~;,.,.(bMS) when the
ccefficient related to LOI is normalized at -1 was 991 whereas it was 957 with
normalization 1. The estimation results for the maximum score estimator after normalizing
the ccefficient related to LOI at -1 are in table 2.3 (bMS). For both maximizations, the
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optimization algorithm took approximately 5 hours on a vaxlvms 8700 mainframe. For
comparison, the value of the same objective function at bProb;, is 895. This implies that using
bMS instead of bP,~;, leads to an increase in matching Dy,s with sign(j3'~x,s) from 1703 to
1895.

Before choosing aN we first investigate the globalness of the maximum found. We use a

test proposed by Veall (1990)'. The null hypothesis is that the maximum found is the global
maximum. Let a-dl2 where d is the number of parameters. Veall (1990) shows that sampling
randomly from the domain over which you maximize, a 1-p confidence interval for the
global maximum is (GP,~), where GP-G~f(G~-GZ)I(p'~"-1) and where G, and GZ are the

largest value and second largest value of the objective function, respectively, obtained from
sampling randomly from the domain. Let p-0.05. We increased the number of sampling
points up to 420000 but GP remained equal to 928.35 for the last 50000 random drawings.

Because G~(bMS) equals 991 it leads us to conclude that we cannot reject the hypothesis that
we have found the global maximum.

The figures to determine 6N induced us to choose 6N-0.5 for the smoothed maximum
score estimator. Again simulated annealing is used to locate the global optimum (step (iii)).

Correcting for the bias, transforming back the optimal solution to the original data and

normalizing the ccefficient related to LOI at -1, resulted in the estimates reported in table
2.3 (bsMS). The asymptotic bias and asymptotic standard errors are estimated using theorems
2 and 3. For S2 the identity matrix was used because that choice is convenient and no
obvious better alternative is available. The choice of S did not affect the results substantially.

The results in the table are those for 5-0.7. From the table we conclude that the bias is low
in comparison to the standard errors, and that the standard errors are low in comparison to

the parameter estimates so that all the parameters are significant. Small standard errors were
also encountered in cross-section applications in Horowitz (1992, 1993) and Melenberg and

Van Soest (1996b). According to Horowitz (1992, 1993) this might imply that the sample is
still too small to invoke the asymptotic properties.

Before interpreting the results we investigate the globalness of the maximum found. We
again use a test proposed by Veall (1990). In the remainder, let p-0.05 and fix 6N-0.5. We
increased the number of sampling points up to 440000 but G' remained equal to 500.87 for
the last 100000 sampling points. Because G,,,.,.(bsMS,6N)-522.20 this leads us to conclude that
we cannot reject the hypothesis that we have found the global maximum.

The results in table 2.3 should be interpreted as the effect of changes in the explanatory

variables on the participation decision. Note that the coefficient related to time consists both

of a true time effect and an age effect: we cannot distinguish between the two. On the basis
of the smoothed maximum score estimates we conclude that, ceteris paribus, the time (or

' In the second line at page 1461 of Veall (1990) the words "confidence interval" should be replaced by
"rejection interval".
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age) effect, consisting of a combined AGElTime effect and AGE2, is positive for all married
females in the sample. This probably reflects the increase in the female participation rate
over time. An increase in LOI (ceteris paribus) has a negative effect on the wife's
willingness to participate. This is not in line with the standard life-cycle model with complete
certaínty, but dces correspond to life-cycle theory if the change in LOI is unanticipated and
increases permanent income. The negative sign then implies that female leisure is a normal
good. Hours worked by the husband has a negative effect suggesting that the husband's and
the wífe's leisure are substitutes. On the other hand however, the dummy for the husband's
work has a positive effect on the willingness to participate. The number of children living
with the family has a positive effect which seems counterintuitive. As expected, the dummy
indicating whether the family contains children aged less than six years has a negative effect.
In general, the effect of the birth of the first child on the husband's willingness to participate
is less strong (see for example Van Scest, 1995). This suggests that the birth of the first child
induces the wife to stop working. An increase in the number of working hours of an already
working husband increases LOI and HM and hence leads to a decrease in the willingness to
participate for the female. An increase in the number of working hours for a previously
unemployed husband leads to negative effects on the willingness to participate through LOI
and HM, but to a positive effect through IEM. The total effect depends on the number of
hours the husband is going to work and on his income increase.

All the estimates can be compared after normalizing the vector of parameter estimates to
norm one, see table 2.3. This is done to conect for possible differences in the coefficient
related to LOI (normalized at -1 in case of bsMS). The results for bsMS with norm one are
presented in column seven of table 2.3. As discussed before, the Chamberlain (1984)
estimates, bc,,flm, related to (T, EDF, AGE, AGE2) cannot be compared with the related
coefficients in bsMS with norm one, bMS, bPr~;, and bFE;og;~, and we focus on the remaining
parameters. Because of the normalization, only relative effects are identified. Comparing for
example the ratio of the parameters related to DCH6 and IEM in bcn,m with the same ratio in
bsMS with norm one we can conclude immediately that the bc,,,m estimates differ substantially
from the smoothed maximum score estimates. The same holds for the ratio of the parameters
related to NCH and DCH6. The estimates for T, HM, DCH6 and AGE2 are very similar in
bsMS with norm one, bProb;, and b~,og;,. In bMS, the ccefficients related to the parameters T,
LOI, DCH6 and AGE2 are similar to those in bsMS with norm one, but because standard
errors for maximum score are not available it is difficult to draw conclusions from these
results. The ccefficient related to LOI in bProb;, is only half as large as the estimate in bsMs
with notm one and it has the reverse sign in bFE,og;,. The estimates for NCH are very different
both in magnitude and in sign. For the fixed effects logit and differenced probit estimates, all
the ccefficients are significant, except for LOI. All ccefficients are significant in the
smoothed maximum score estimates. We conclude that for most of the ccefficients the
smoothed maximum score estimates are similar to the estimates based on fixed effects logit
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or differenced probit. However, differences in sign and magnitude appear for LOI and a
significant difference in sign appears for NCH.

2.4 Specification testing
The final topic considered is testing the specificatíon of the model underlying the

smoothed maximum score estimator. Although the model assumptions are weak, the
normalization ~(3~ ~-1 and implicit assumptions of a constant beta over time andlor linearity
of the effect of x;, on y;, could be wrong. A test can be based on the following relationship:

sign~P(Dy~s - I ~(3'Ox~S, y~~ys) - 0.5~ - sign~(3'Ox~S~

Given a correct specification, this relationship should hold for all relevant t and s, with s~t.
The idea is to construct uniform confidence bands for P(4y~S 1 ~(3'Ox15,Y~~YS), for each
separate pair (s,t) using a nonpazametric regression of 1(4y,S1) on bsMS~x,S for those
observations for which y,~ys. This was suggested by Manski as reported in Horowitz (1993,
footnote 11). A requirement for the nonparametric method to apply is that
P(DY~S 1 ~(3'Ox,S,Y~~YS) is a continuous function of Q'Oxs. The uniform confidence bands are
constructed using a ( slightly adapted) proposition by Horowitz (1993). Heuristically, the
argument is that the ( bias corrected) estimator bsMS converges at a faster rate than the
nonparametric kernel regression and hence Q may be replaced by bsMS without affecting the
limiting distribution. For each (s,t), 15s~tS1', use the subsample of observations for which
c,~s 1 and y;~~ys. Let F~((3'Ox~s) denote the nonparametric estimate for P(Dy~s 1 ~(3'Ox~s,Y~~Yx)-

Instead of Dy,s consider 1(Dy,s 1). F~((3'Ox~s) is essentially a weighted average of

observations 1(Dy~s1) for which bsMSOx~s is close to (the chosen value) of (3'~x,s. The
weights are determined by the choice of the kernel, the smoothing pazameter and the distance
between bsMSOx~s and (3'~x,~. Note that the number of observations used, n, may depend on
(s,t). Let the kernel, L, be a probability density that is symmetric around zero, with bounded
support, and with first derivative of bounded variation. We take the bandwidth c,~~dn-t,
1IS~ti~ll3, d~0. Let f denote the probability density function of ~i'Ox~s. Let f~ denote the

kernel estimate of f based on bsMSOxs, kernel L and bandwidth w~. Let S be a closed interval
on the real line on which f is strictly positive and assume that f is twice differentiable. Then
the uniform confidence bands are based upon the following: for any real z, xe S,

i r ~ ~

P 2TIog(n)
`

where

sup~
C~ xe5

f~(x)

~„(x) IF~(x) -F (x) I - d~
~z ~ exp(-2exp(-z)), (n-~~)
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6~(x) -F~(x)[1 -F~(x)] , d~ - 2Tlog(n) t 1
221og(n)

~log{
~

c~- fL(u)Zdu , CZ - 1 fL'(u)Zdu
m 2cL -~

Note that we have slightly changed the expression for d~ as presented in Horowitz (1993).
The difference is the factor dZ in the denominator of the last term of d,,. This azises from
modifying theorem 3.1 of Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) to more flexible bandwidths of the
form dn-t, d~0, instead of nT. The idea is to rewrite the expressions with the flexible
bandwidth to the ones with bandwidth n-T and then apply theorem 3.1 of Bickel and
Rosenblatt (1973).

We used the Gaussian kernel. Although it does not have bounded support, the results will
not change when the truncation point is sufficiently large. For each pair (s,t), s~t, the
bandwidth ct~~ was determined using Generalized Cross Validation as discussed in Craven and
Wahba (1979). This was used instead of cross-validation because it is computationally much
more convenient and appears to work qui[e well in practice (cf. Newey, Powell and Walker,
1990). 2 is chosen to be 4I15 and for given n and w„ this determines d. The 95~1o uniform
confidence bands for P(Dy„-1 ~(3'Ox15,Y,~YS)-0.5 are presented in figure 2.1.Z If the
specification is correct, then for negative values of the index bsMSOx,s (on the horizontal axis)
the lower band for P(Dy,s 1 ~ p'~x,s,y,~ys)-0.5 (vertical axis) should be below the horizontal
axis and for positive or zero values of bSMSOx,S the upper band should be above the horizontal
axis. We conclude that the hypothesis of correct specification is rejected for the combination
of years (84,86), (84,87) and (84,85), since the lower confidence band is above zero for
values of (3'~x,s just below zero. In the latter case things go completely wrong for values of
(3'Ox,s between 5 and 8. This is probably caused by the few observations on bsMS~x,S in this
area. The very accurate estimates as suggested by the confidence bands are due to the fact
that a few observations bsMS~x,s are used in calculating F. For all the other combinations,

bsMS~~: was distributed more or less uniformly over the intervals displayed, so this problem
did not occur. A possible explanation for the problems with 1984 is that the data for 1984
might suffer from panel set-up problems. Letting i vary to change the bandwidth (keeping
each d as before) resulted in narrower confidence bands for T-1~5 and to wider confidence
bands for 2-113. In general, T-1I5 led to similar figures as in figure 2.1 (i.e. the confidence
bands did not get much closer) whereas ti-1~3 led to better

2 The number of observations for each combination of years are respectively 175, 210, 264, 289, 171, 244,
289, 274, 374 and 273. The bandwidths used are respectively 0.45, 1.50, 2.10, 2.00, I.OS, 2.00, 1.60, 2.60, 1.70
and 1.80.
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Figure 2.1: Specification testing, point estimates and 9501o uniform confidence bands
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Figure 2.1 (continued)
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figures in the sense that the problems around (3'Ox,s0 disappeared for the years (84,85),
(84,86) and (84,87).

2.5 Conclusions
This chapter describes a smoothed maximum score estimator for the binary choice panel

data model with individual-specific fixed effects. The estimator is derived combining the
ideas of Horowitz (1992) with those of Manski (1985, 1987). The estimator is also extended
to the case of more than two periods and an unbalanced panel under the assumption that
there is no selectivity or attrition bias. Under slightly more restrictive assumptions than in
Manski (1987), we show that the smoothed maximum score estimator converges more rapidly
than Manski's does, and that it has a tractable asymptotic distribution. With a sufficiently
large sample, the parameters of the asymptotic distribution can be estimated consistently and
statistical inference is possible. Optimizing the objective function requires a global
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optimization algorithm because the objective function can have many local maxima. The
algorithm proposed by Corana et al. (1987) suits this purpose. We find that it performs well
compared to the local optimization algorithms. The smoothed maximum score estimator for
the binary choice panel data model with individual-specific effects is applied to labour force
participation of married Dutch females. Interpreting the smoothed maximum score estimates
yields fairly good results: most ccefficíents have the expected sign. For example the
coefficient related to the log of other family income is negative; the parameter related to a
dummy indicating whether the family contains children in age less than 6 is negative, and the
parameter related to age squared is negative.

Compared to the Chamberlain (1984) estimates, the smoothed maximum score estimates
differ substantially. Specification tests on the normality and homoskedasticity assumptions in
the Chamberlain (1984) model led to rejection of these assumptions. Compared to probit on
the differenced data, the Chamberlain (1980) fixed effects logit estimates are similar. The
normality in the differenced probit model is rejected. Comparing these estimates with the
smoothed maximum score estimates we conclude that, although for most coefficients the
smoothed maximum score estimates are similar to the estimates based on fixed effects logit
or differenced probit, differences in sign and magnitude appear for LOI and a significant
difference in sign appears for NCH, which indicates that the estimates based on differenced
probit or fixed effects logit lead to the wrong conclusion as far as the effect of the variable
NCH is concerned.

Finally, we performed specification tests of the model on which the smoothed maximum
score estimator is based. The hypothesis of no misspecification is not rejected at the Sqo level
except for some tests where 1984 was involved. This might indicate that something is going
on for the year 1984 that might have to do with panel data set-up problems.

2.6 Appendix A (consistency)
In this appendix a proof is given of theorem 2.1 (strong consistency of the smoothed

maximum score estimator) stated in the main text. This theorem in turn is proven using
lemmas 1 through 4. The proofs of these lemmas are also reported. The lemmas and the
theorem are similar to lemmas 1 through 4 and theorem 1 in Horowitz (1992). The
numbering of the lemmas corresponds with the numbering in Horowitz (1992).

Lemmas 2 and 4 together imply that the objective function for the smoothed maximum
score for an unbalanced panel, Gr,.r(b;aN),' converges uniformly in the parameters to the
function G7(b) defined below, as N~~. Lemma 1 proofs that this limit function GT(b) has a
unique maximum for b-j3 and lemma 3 proofs that GT(b) is continuous. Combining these
results leads to strong consistency of the smoothed maximum score estimator (theorem 2.1).

' For the definition of Gr.,T(b;6N) see (2.3) in the main text.
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In all the lemmas and theorems one should keep in mind that the results of Horowitz
(1992) aze extended to panel data models with individual-specific effects, with more than two
time periods and with missing observations. Extending the results in the direction of the
inclusion of individual-specific effects and more than two time periods relies heavily on
Manski (1985 and 1987) whereas the extension in the direction of unbalanced panels is
possible by assuming away selectivity.

Define the expectation of G~(b) (see (2.2) main text) by (i subscripts aze suppressed)
T

GT(b) - E{ ~ ~ crsl(b'~xrs?0)Dyfs }
f-s 5n

where the expectation is taken over c,S, Oxs, Y, and ys.a

Lemma 1:
Let bE {-I,1 }xBk-~. Under assumptions (i), (ii) and (v), GT(b)SGT((3) with equality holding
only if b-(3.

Proof:
From assumption (i) and (ii) it follows, similar to Manski (1987, lemma 3), that for all t,sSl'
and all be {-1,1 }x8k-~

E{sign(b'~xfs)DYfS} ~ E{sign((3'OxfS)~yfs}

with equality only if b-(3. This implies that

E{1(b'Oxf:~~)DyfS} ~ E{1(R~OxfS~~)~Yf:}

This result together with assumption (v) implies that if there exist t and s, 2StSI', s~t, such
that E{cs}~0, then

T T

GT(b) - ~ ~ E{cf51(b~Oxfs~~)DYfS} ~ ~ ~ E{cfs 1(R~OxfS~~)~YfS} - GT(Í~)
f-2 SGl f'2 SGf

with equality only if b-(3.

Lemma 2:
Under assumptions ( iii) and (v), G~(b) -~ GT(b) almost surely uniformly over bE Rk.

Proof:
Let supb f(b) denote the supremum of f(b) over all b. Then

Q.E.D.

' These expressions are closely related to the definitions of H(b) and HN(b) in Manski (1987, p. 361).
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supb ~ Gr,,.r(b) - GT(b) I

~~ ~ supb 1 ~ c~~51(b~Ox~~~~)Ay~~S - E{c~s}E{1(b'Ax~s?0)~y~t}
~-z 5n N ~-i

supb

t suPb

1 ~ (c~~-E{c~s})1(b~AxaS~~)DY~N ;-,

1 NE{c~s} E{1(b'~x~s~~)Ay~S} - N~ 1(b~Ox~~S~~)DY~~S I
~- )

29

Because ~ E{c~s} ~-P(c,s 1)~1, the second term in the summations converges to zero
uniformly over b using Manski (1985, lemma 4) for each t and s, which requires assumption
(iii). The first term is smaller than or equal to

N N

IN~(c~~5-Elcs})~supb~l(b'~x~~s~~)DY~~S~ ~ ~N~(c~~s-E{c~s})~

which converges to zero almost surely uniformly in b by the strong law of large numbers.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 3:
Under assumptions (i), (ii) and (v), GT(b) is continuous at all b such that b,~0.

Proof:
Using (v), the result can be derived analogously to Manski (1985, lemma 5).

Lemma 4:
Under assumptions (ii) and (iii), ~ GNT(b;aN)-G,;,.,.(b) ~~0 almost surely uniformly over be Bi
where B"-{-1,1 }x)ltk-'.

Proof:

T 1 N

I GNT(b;aN) - Gr,rr(b) I ~~~-~
t-z sa N f-~

1(b'Ax~~?0) -K
b'Ox~~s

6N

Horowitz (1992, lemma 4) immediately implies that ~ G,~.r(b;aN)-GNT(b) ~-~ 0(N-~~) almost
surely, uniformly over be B'. Q.E.D.

Assumptions (i)-(v) and the results of lemmas 1-4 imply strong consistency of the
smoothed maximum score estimator.
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Proof of theorem 2.1:
The proof of theorem 2.1 is analogous to the proof in Horowitz (1992, theorem 1), applying
theorem 4.1.1. of Amemiya (1985).

2.7 Appendix B (asymptotic distribution)
In this appendix a proof of theorem 2.2 stated in the main text is given. This theorem in

turn is proven using lemmas 5 through 9. The proofs of these lemmas are also reported. The
lemmas and the theorem aze similar to those in Horowitz (1992). The numbering of the
lemmas corresponds with the numbering in Horowitz (1992) and the number of the theorem
corresponds with the number in the main text.

The asymptotic distribution is determined using a standard Taylor series expansion. As
usual the first order derivative of the objective function converges to a normal random
variable and the asymptotic distribution of the smoothed maximum score estimator for an
unbalanced panel then follows from multiplying this normal random variable with the inverse
of the probability limit of the second order derivative of the objective function. Lemmas 5
and 6 determine the asymptotic distribution of the first order derivative of the objective
function. Lemmas 7, 8 and 9 provide the probability limit of the second order derivative of
the objective function. Theorem 2.1 together with these lemmas determines the asymptotic
distribution of the smoothed maximum score estimator for an unbalanced panel. This is stated
as a theorem, theorem 2.2.

To obtain the asymptotic distribution of the smoothed maximum score estimator for an
unbalanced panel a few additional definitions and assumptions aze needed. Let z,sa'Oxts and
let p(z,S ~ Oz,S,Y,~YS) denote the density of z,s conditional on 4z15 and y,~ys. By assumption (ii)
this density is positive with respect to Lebesgue measure for almost every Oz,s. For each
positive integer define p~'~(z,~ ~ OztS,Yt~Ys)-a~P(~s ~ OztS,Yt~YS)~azTS whenever the derivative exists
and let p~o'(z,~ ~ OztS,Yt~YS)-p(zt: ~ AXtS~Yt~Ys). ~t P(Ozts ~ y,~ys) denote the cumulative
distribution function of Az,s conditional on y,~yS, and let F~(-z,s ~ z,S,AictS,Y,~Ys) denote the
cumulative distribution function of u-u15 conditional on z,s, Oz,S and y,~ys, evaluated at -z,s
and where u(-u,5) is the error term in model (2.4). For each positive integer i, define
F~~~(-z,s ~ z,~,AïctS~Yt~YS)-a~F~(-zt5 ~ z,S,~tS~Yt~Ys)~az;~ whenever the derivative exist.

Similar to Horowitz (1992, p. 509, 511) we define the matricess

~GN.~.(b~QN)
- 1 N T i( b'exits ~xits

Tr,.r(b;6N) - - ~ ~ ~ cits 1(Y;,~Y;S) ~2 ~` 1(Y;, -1,y15 -0) -1 ~ K (
~b N i~l t~2 sa 6N QN

5 For the definition of GNr(b;6N) see (2.3) in the main text.
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~2 GN,.(b;6N)

QN,,(b;6N) - abab'
N T

- 1 ~~~c~~51(Y;,~Y;S)~2~1(Y;~-1,Y;5~)-l~iC,.
N f-~ i~z sa

In addition, let

b'~xus ~x~~s ~x~~5
6N 6N 6N

A--2~ ~ f~hK'(~) d~ ~ 1 E{F„~~(0 ~ O,Az~s,y~~ys) p ~h-'~(0 I Oz~S,y~~yS)Oz~S ~ y~~ys}
~-~ 5~~ ~-~ i!(h-i)!

D - D~ - ~~ fK'(~)Zd~ E{Oz~50x~5P(OIOX,S,Y~YS)IY,~Ys}P(c,5-1)P(Y,~YS)
tzz sa

Q- 2~ ~ E{Oz ~Oz ~ F~ ~i(0 ~ O,~z ~S,Y~~YS) P(O I AX ~S~Y~~YS) I Y~Y5 }P(c~5-1)P(Y~~Ys)
~~z sa

DZ - ~ 2P(c15-1,ck~-1)P(y~~yS,yk~y~)
s

f{ P(u~5~~uk~~ I b3) }P(u~5~0~uk~~0 ~ b3) -P(u15~0,uk~~0 ~ b3) -P(u15~0'ukl?0 I b3)}

K~{~~s} K~ ~~ki} d~~5 d~kiAz~s OXki p(0,0 ~ b~,) dP(4z~s,~zki ~ y,~ys,yk~yi)

where, in case of Dz, S-{{(t,s),(k,l)} ~ sGt, I~k, t~k or s~l}, b,.-{Oz15,Dïcki,Y~~Ys,Yk~Yi} and
b3- { 0, Az15,0, Oz ki~Y~~Y:,Yk~Y~ }.

Apart from the terms related to cs and y~~ys these expressions are similar to the ones in
Horowitz (1992), with one exception: D~ corresponds to Horowitz's D whereas DZ is extra.
The expression Dz is a consequence of the correlation between different terms in the
summation in TNr(Q;6N), (s,t) and (l,k), say, with (s,t)~(l,k), 1Ssct5T', 151~kST', which are
absent in a cross-section context and in a panel with only two waves.

Restating assumptions (8) and (9) of Horowitz (1992) in terms of F~(-z~s ~ z~S,Ax~S,Y,~YS) and
p(z15I Aïc,s,y,~ys) will enable us to obtain the asymptotic distribution of the smoothed
maximum score estimator for panel data as in Horowitz (1992).

Additional Assumptions (vi)-(xi):
(vi) a) The components of Oz,s and of the matrices ~z,s~zk~, s~t, l~k, and

vec[Oz150z~s]vec[~zk,~zk,]', s~t, l~k, have finite first absolute moments
conditional on (y,~yS,Yk~Y~).

b) (log N)I(N6,'~) ~ 0 as N-~~.
(vii) a) K is twice differentiable everywhere, ~ K'(.) ~ and ~ K"(.) I are bounded, and each

of the following integrals over (-~,~) is finite: f [K'(v)]'dv, J[K"(v)]zdv and
J I vzK"(v) I dv.

b) for some integer h?2 and each integer j(15j~t), JI v'K'(v) I dv~~ and
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fv~K'(v)dv -~ 0 if jch
d (nonzero) if j -h

c) For any integer j, OSj~h, any EuO, and any sequence {6N} converging to 0,

lim dNh J ~ v~K'(v) ~ dv - 0
N--~ ~Qh~~~V

lim
N-~m

6N f ~K"(v) ~ dv - 0
~ax~~~N

(viii) For each integer j such that 15jSh-1, all zrs in a neighbourhood of 0, almost every
Oxs and some Mc~, p~~(z,S ~ OztS,Y,~Ys) exists and is a continuous function of z,~
satisfying ~ p~~(zs ~ ~xtS,Y,~YS) ~ ~M. In addition, ~ p(zs ~ Oz,S,Y,~Ys) ~ ~M for all zs and
almost every Dics and ~ p(z,~,zk, ~ Ozts,~zk„Yt~Ys~Yk~Y~) ~ ~M for all (zs,zk,) and almost
every (~z15,Ozk,).

(ix) For each integer j such that 15j5h, all z,s in a neighbourhood of 0, almost every Oz,s
and some M~~, F~~(-z ~ z,Oz ~y ) exists and is a continuous function of z~ t5 t5 (S~Yt 5 ts

satisfying ~ F~'~(-zrS ~ ztS,~x,S,Y,~YS) ~ ~M.
(x) (3 is an interior point of B.
(xi) The matrix Q is negative definite.

Compared to Horowitz (1992) in assumption (viii) we have the additional requirement that

I p(zts~zk~ ~ OXtS.OXknYt~YS~Yk~Y~) I ~M for all (zs,zk,) and almost every (~z,S,Ozk,). This has to
do with covariance terms in Var[TNr(R;6N)].

Lemma 5:
Let assumptions (i)-(iii) and (v)-(ix) hold. Then
a) E{6N hTNT(R,6N)} --i ii (N~~)

b) Var{(NaN)'~2TNT(j3;aN)} ~ D (N~~)

Proof:
Under assumption (v) we have

E{a-hT (~i-6 }-6-h~ ~ P c-1 P~ ES~2~1 1, ~)-1~K' R'~`5 ~x`SN NT , N) - N (,S ) íY~ YS) l (Yt- Ys
tz2 sa aN 6N

Analogously to Horowitz (1992, lemma 5) i[ can be shown that
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h , R'eXtS ~~
aN E{~2~`1(Y,-1,yS-0)-1~K Y,~YS

aN 6N
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~ -2f~hK'(~)d~~ 1 E{F„t~(~~~,ez~,Yt~Ys)p~n-t~(Olezts,yt~ys)eztSlyt~y5} (N--~~)
;-~ i!(h-i)!

To prove part b), define

T R~eX eX
tNT(R;6N) - ~ ~ ctsl(Yt~Ys)~2~`1(Y,-1,y5~) - 1~K, t5 ts

lz2 sa 6N 6N

then

Va~ NaN Tr,,.r((3,aN), - 6NE{tN,.(R:6N)tN,.(R,6N)'} } 0(1)

T

- 6N ~~ ~ E { atsa~s } t ~ 2 E { ats~i } } } 0(1),
t-z :a s

(3'ex ez
where a15-c~,1(Yt~Yg)~2~`1(Yt-1,YS-0)-1~K. `5 `5

6N 6N

We will start concentrating on E{a,saki}. Using assumption (v) we have that

E{ats~,} - P(c15-1,ck,-1)P(y~yS,Yk~y~)E{~2~`1(Y,-1,Y5-0)-1~~2~1(Yk-1,y~-0)-1~

, r'~ts r r'exkl eXts eXklK K -- Yt~Ys~Yk~y~
aN ~N 6N 6N

Define z~R~eXts~ Zkl-t''exkl~ ~tsZt~6Ny ~kt-Zk1,6N~

bi-{zt5,ez,,,zu,eïcknYt~Ys~Yk~Yi}, b,.-{eïct5,ezknYt~YS.Yk~Yi}

bz-{6N~cs~~rs~6N~ki~~ki~Yt~Ys,Yk~Yi}, and

b,- { ~, ez~,~, eXk,,Yt~Yt;,Yk~Y~ } ,
then

E { atsa~ }

- P(c15-1,ck~-1)P(yt~yS,Yk~Yi) fE~~2~`1(Y,-1,y5-0)-1~~2~1(Yk-1,y~~)-1~ bU

,
K. z`~ IC. ~~t5 ~r~

p(zrs,zki I bt.)dz~dzk~dP(ezts,ez~ IYt~Y,~Yk~Y,)
6N 6N 6N 6N
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- P(c~-1,ck~-1)P(yt~ys,yk~y~)

~ P(zts ~~zki~ ~ bz) tP(zrs c0,zk,~0 ~ bz) -P(z,s ?O,z~;~0 ~ bz) -P(zt5~.zkt~ ~ bz)1

K~(~tS~K~(~k,~~rs~ktp(aN~ts,6N~~, ~ br)d~5dl;k~dP(Ozt~'~kt ~Y,~YS,Yk~Y,)

- P(c -c -1)P(Y ~Y Y~)J{P u?-6 i~ u~-6 ~ ~ b)tP u ~-a 1~ U G-6 ~ Ib )ts kl t s' k YI ( ts N ' kl- N kl 2 ( ts N ' kl N kl 2

-P(u ?-v i~ u ~-a i; ~b )-P(u ~-6 in u~-6 ~ Ib )}K~~~~K~~~ ~~ ~~ts N s' kl N kl 2 ts N s' kl- N kl 2 kl ts kl

P(6N ~ts'6N~kt I bt,)dl;~d~kidP(~ic15,~Xkt lyt~ys,yk~y~)

~ P(ct5-l,ck~-1)P(yt~ys,yk~y~)

flP(Uts~'Uki~ I b3) } P(UtsCO'Uk1CO I b3) - P(Uts~'UkICO I b3) - P( UuGO,Ukt~O I b.~)~

K~~~tS~K~~~kt~d~t5d~kl~u~klp(O,0 ~ b~,)dP(OztS,Ozk~ ~Y,~YS,Yk~Y,) (N~~)

The last step follows from applying the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, using
assumptions (vii) and (viii).
It now follows immediately that Fs2E{atgak,} ~ Dz (N-~~), where the summation is over all
elements in S.
Completely analogously it follows that

T T

aN~~ E{atsa~s} ~ ~~ P(cts-1)P(Yt~Ys) f~K~(~ts)~zd~tSE{OXt:Oz15P(OIOztS,Yt~YS)IY~YS}
t-z s~t t-z 5~t

(N-~~)

Summarizing:
T

(I) 6NL L E{atSa~} ~ D~ (N~~).
t-z sR

T

(2) ~~ E{atga~s} dces not converge as N~~.
t-z 5n

(3) aN 2~ E{ atsak~ }~ 0(N~~) .
s

(4) 2~ E { atgak~ } ~ Dz (N~~) .
s

Lemma 5 b) follows from (1) and (3) above.

Lemma 6:
Let assumptions ( i)-(iii) and (v)-(ix) hold.
(a) If N6Nh''-~~ as N-~~, aNMI'r,.~.((3;aN) converges in probability to A;
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(b) If NaN"" has a finite limit ~, as N~~, (NaN)'nT,,,,{~i;aN) converges in distribution to
N(~'~ZA,D).

Proof:
The proof of (a) is similar to the proof in Horowitz (1992, lemma 6), which requires (i)-(iii)
and (v)-(ix). To prove ( b) define

T

tNits - ~~cirsl(Y~~Yi5~2~1(Y;,-1,Y15-0)-1~OzitSK, z~t5
ts2 sa aN aN

Applying the results of lemma 5 and using tN;u instead of the tNo in the proof of lemma 6 in
Horowitz (1992), result ( b) follows.

Lemma 7:
Let assumptions ( i)-(iii) and (vi)-(ix) hold. Assume that ~I Dics ~I Sa for all t, 2StSI' and s~t for
some a~0. Let r)~0 be such that F,','~(-z„ I z,~,Ax15,Yt~YS), F~Z~(-zts ~ zts~OXtS~Yt~YS) and

p"~(z ~ Dic,S,yt~ys) exist for all t,s, and are bounded for almost every Oz15 if ~ z,s ~ Srl. For

OE Bk-', define Tr,.,.(O) by

N T

TNT(~) - 1 Z~~~ cit51(Y;t~Y;s)~2~`1(Y;,-1,y15-0) -1~Az~tSK~
áts ,O'~zus

NaN i~l ta2 m N

Define the sets ON (N-1,2,..) by {O ~ OE Bk-',aN II ~ II ~rl~2a}. Then

plim suppT~(O) - E{TN.,.(O)}~ - 0
N-.m eE e„

In addition, there are finite numbers a, and aZ such that, for all Oe ON

~E{T,;,~,~(O)}-QO~ So(1) ta~aNll011 ta2aNtlOllZ

uniformly over OE ON.

Proof:
Define GN;(O) by

T Z.
GNi(~) - ~ ~ citsl(Y;,~Y;S)~2~`1(Y;,-1,y~5-0) -1~K' ~`~ t0'Oz~ts xits

t-2 sa N

T Z

- E~~ cit~I(Y;,~yis~2~1(y~t-1,y15-0) - I~K' ~" t0'Oz;tS xit5}
t~2 sct N

Given any 5~0, divide each set ON into non-overlapping subsets ON; such that the distance
between any two points in the same subset dces not exceed SaN and the number I'N of
subsets dces not exceed CaN'~Q-'~, then (A17) in Horowitz (1992) remains valid with gN~
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replaced by GN;. Using that E{GN;(~)}-0 and the independence of GN;(O) over i, Hceffding's
inequality is still applicable (see Horowitz (1992, proof of lemma 7), though c2 now depends
on T). Assumptions (vii) a) and (vi) imply that the right hand side of (A17) of Horowitz
(1992) in terms of GN; instead of gN~ converges to zero as N tends to infinity and,
consequently,

plim sup ~TNT(O) -E{T~;,.,.(O)}I - 0
N-,m 6e 9x

Furthermore,
T

E{T~,,~.(O)} - ~ ~ P(c,5-1)P(Y~~YS)(KN, }JNZ }INZ) t KNZ
t~z sa

(KN„ JNZ and INZ depend on t and s, but these subscripts will be dropped), where

KN, - -2 f F„u(D~~,~,~,Y~~YS)p(~I~~~y~Ys)OX~~~:K~(~5)di~SdP(Oz15~Y~~YS)

I~.~"~.Is n
6N

T

KNZ - ~ ~ 2P(c~s-1)P(Y~~YS),-z Sn

-1
JNZ-zaN

f F~ ~~(~ ~ ~,~~g,Y,~Ys)P(0 ~ Oz15,y~~ys)O'Dïc~ Aic~SK'(i~) di~ dP(Dic~ I Y~~YS)

I~.~"~nls n
a„

f [2F~,~(O~O,Oz~,y~~ys)P~n(~z~SIAz,S~Y~~YS)}F~2~(-~,.,5~~,,,S,Dïc~S,y~ys)
Izolsn

z
P(z,s I~~,Y~~Y:)~~~5z~5 K, ,s } O'Oz~S z~5 dP(Oz~ ~ Y~YS)6N

where ~uz;~laNtO'Az,~, and ~i~ and ~2~ are between 0 and z~s, and,

z
INZ -6N f~1-2F~(-z~s I z15,Az~~Y~~YS)~K~ 6} ~~~,s -~sp(z~5 ~~u~Y~~YS)~~SdP(Oz~ I Y,~YS)

IZ„I~n N

By assumption (vii) c) we have that

lim sup IIINZII -0 (cf. Horowitz, 1992, lemma 7, (A19)),
N-~ 6e 6N

lim sup IKN~ ~- 0 for all t and s ( cf. Horowitz, 1992, lemma 7, (A22)),
N-m 9e 9w

lim sup 2 JF„n(DID,~,~,Y~~YS)p(~IOX~)~~~~5~~5K~(~,5)d~SdP(Az~Sly~~yS)-O'Q~
N-~ 9e 6H

I~.-e"~S.ISáN

-0

for all t and s(cf. (A24) of Horowitz, 1992), where
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Q,~ - 2E{Oz~Oz~SF„1~(OIO,~u,Yt~Ys)p(~I~ts~Y,~Ys)IY,~ys}.

This implies that

lim ~ sup~KNZ - O'Q~ ~ - 0.
N-iw 6e 6~

Finally, using that ~~ JNZ II So(1)fa„56N II O II fot2,SaN I~ O ~~ z for some finite ai,s and oc~,s (compare

(A25) in Horowitz (1992, lemma 7)) it follows that
T

pE{TNT(~)} - Q~II ~0(1) ta~6N~~~~~ taZ6N~~~~~Z , where ~-~ ~ ~ts'
t-2 sa

Lemma 8:
Let assumptions (i)-(xi) hold, and define ON-(bN (3)~6N, where bN is a smoothed maximum
score estimator. Then plimN~,~, ON-O.

Proof:
The proof is analogous to the proof in Horowitz (1992, lemma 8), which requires (i)-(xi).
The adapted lemma 7 is required in the proof.

Lemma 9:
Let assumptions (i)-(iii) and (v)-(x) hold. Let {(3N}-{pN~,~3N} be any sequence in B-{-1,1 }xB
such that ((3N (3)~aN~O as N~~. Then

plim QNT(rN'aN) - `~
N-im

Proof:
Assume that RN~-~3„ since this is true for all sufficiently large N. Define ON-((3N (3)I6N. Let
aN be a sequence such that aN-~~ and aNON~O as N-~~. Define WN-{ Az,S, t-1,..,T,
s~t ~ ~I oXtsl~ saN}.
Then it suffices to show that E{Qr,~.((3N;aN) I WN}~Q and Vaz{Qr,.,.(~iN;6N) ~ WN}~0 (see
Horowitz (1992, proof of lemma 9)). Let PN(Oz,s) denote the distribution of Ozts, conditional

on WN and yt~ys, and let pN(~z15,Ozk~) denote the distribution of (OzLS,Ozk~) conditional on

WN, Yt~Ys and yk~yi. Then, using Taylor series approximations for both F~(. ~.) and p(. ~.)

around zero,
T

~QNT(rN'6N)IWNJ - ~L~P(Cts-1){ IN~tP(Y,~YsIWN)~IN2tIN3~~
t-2 sa

where
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INt - P(Yt~Ys ~ WN)

-2
(~Oz154z~SF~~~(~I~,~,~,Yt~Y,)p(~I~ts~Y~Ys)ztsK.,l zts tONOzts2 J

6N Iz„~~n aN
IyZtsdPN(~xts)

INZ - -Z fOzts~z~s[2F~~~(O~O,Ox~,Yt~Ys)p~t~(~z.rs~~z~,yt~ys)tF~zi(-~~.ts~~,,,s,~zts,yt~ys)J
6N Iz„I~n

z15K,.1-t5 tON~zts NztSdPN(~xt5)6N

Z
IN3 - 12 f~1-2F~(-zts ~ztS,Oz15,yt~yS)~~ztS~z15K„ t5 }ON~zts (zts ~OztS,yt~ys)dztdPN(OztS)

6N Iz~~ZTI 6N

with ~,,ts and ~z.ts between 0 and zts.
Símilar to Horowitz (1992, lemma 9), which requires (i)-(iii) and (v)-(x), it can now be
shown that INi-~P(Yt~Ys)Qts, ~ INZ I~0 and ~ IN3 ~~0 as N~~. This immediately implies that

T

`''IQNT(RN' 6N)IWN ~ ~ ~ ~ P(cts-l)P(Yt~Y s)Qts - Q (N~~)
f-2 SGl

Furthermore,

Var ~QNT(F'NrO'N)IWN ~ - NE{vec[qN.~.]vec[qNTI ~IWN} } ~~N I,

r
where qNT - ~ ~ ct51(Yt~Ys)~Z~`1(Yt-1,yS-0)-1~K.,

ta2 sa

Now

NE { vec[q~,,,~.]vec[q~,,.~.]'

with

,
Zts t~NOXts ~xts ~xts

6N 6N 6N

T

WN} -~ ~ P(cts-1)L, } ~ P(cts-l,ck,-1)Lz ,
t-z s~t s

z

L- P(y`~YS I W") ve ~z Dïc' vec Oz Dïc' ' K" z`S }O' Oz p(z Oz ~)dz dP (Oz )1 N6q f ~ ts ts] [ ts ts] 6 N ts ts I ts'Yt Ys ts N ts
N N

~ M ve Oz Dic' ve ~z Oz' ' K" z d dP ~zN~N f ~ ts ts, ~ ts ts] [ (~ts)] ~ts N( ts)

for some finite M, where ~15ZtsI6NfON~Xts, and
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P(yt~y5,yk~y~~WN) r
L2 - q J {P(Uts~-ZtS,11kS-Zk~lbZ)fP(U~G-ZtS,Uk~G-Zk~lbZ)

Na'N

-P(Uts?-Z15,uk~G-Zk~ ~bZ) -P(uts~-zt,,Uk11Zk~ IbZ} VCCfOXts~JC~]VCC[~Xk~OXk~Í,

K„ zt5 t O' Oz K„ zk~ t O' OzN ts N kl6N 6N
~p(zts,zk~ ~ b ~,) dzts dzk~ dPN(Oz15,Ozk~)

S 6Z J VCCIDXtsOX~s~VeC10XkI~kI,,Kr,(~ts)K"(~kl)d~tsd~kidPN(Aicts,OXki)

N
l LLL

where the last step follows from assumption (viii). Notice that L, is similar to (A32) of
Horowitz ( 1992) whereas Lz is a consequence of the correlation between different terms in

the summation in QNT(b;6N). Due to boundedness of both integrals in L~ and Lz (from
assumption (vi) and (vii)) both L, and Lz tend to zero as N~~, under assumption ( vi). It

now follows that Var(Q,,,.,.(~3N;6N) ~ WN}~0. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2.2:
Let assumptions (i)-(xi) hold for some h?2, and let { bN } be a sequence of solutions to the
maximization of problem (3).
(a) If N6NZn''~~ as N-~~, then 6N n(bri Q)~P -Q-'A;
(b) If N6NZn'' has a finite limit ~, as N~~, then

n n -t

N~(br;R) -~d N(-~~Q-~A,~~Q-'DQ-')

(c) Let aN-(~1N)`~~Zn''~ with Oc~,~~; S2 be any non-stochastic, positive semidefinite matrix

such that A'Q-`S2Q-'A~O; let EA denote the expectation with respect to the asymptotic
distribution of N w~2h''~(bN p), and MSE-EA(bN-~3)'S2(bN (3). MSE is minimized by

setting
i1~-~,`-[trace(Q- `S2Q-'D) ]I(2hA'Q-' S2Q- `A),

in which case
n n -i

N~(briQ) ~d N('~~Q-~A,~~Q-'DQ-')

Proof of theorem 2.2:
Similar to Horowitz (1992, theorem 2), using theorem 2.1 and lemmas 6, 8 and 9, which

requires (i)-(xi).

Note that the matrix D2 dces not show up here. This is caused by the fact that the
covariances between different terms in the summation over (s,t) in TNT(b;aN) are of order 6N
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(which tends to zero as N tends to infinity) whereas the other terms are of order 1. These
other terms are represented by the matrix D,.

2.8 Appendix C(estimators for bias and covariance)
In this appendix we present a proof of consistency of the estimators for the matrices in the

asymptotic bias and the asymptotic covariance matrix for the smoothed maximum score
estimator for an unbalanced panel. These estimators are proposed in theorem 2.3 of the main
text.

Proof of theorem 2.3:
The proof of part (a) is exactly the same as in Horowitz (1992, theorem 3), which requires
(i)-(xi).
Proof of part (b):
Let ON-(bN(i)I6N and let ~„5 z,~laN ONOz,s, then

E1DN(bN;6N)}

T Z

-1~~ P(c~-1)P(y~~Ys) f~x~5~x~s K, ~5 }ONOz~S
6N t-2 sa 6N

z

P(z~5 ~ ~z~s,y~~ys)dz15dP(Oz15 ~ y~ys)

T

-~~P(c~s-1)P(Y,~YS) f~X,SOX~S~K~(~,,s)~zP(aN(~15-ONOz~S)~Ox~S~y~~ys)d~~SdP(Oz~s~y~~yS)
t-z sa

-~ D (N-~~)
where the last step follows from assumptions ( vi) and ( viii) and Lebesgue's Dominated
Convergence theorem.
Furthermore,

VAR~DN)

z T
- 6" VAR~~ ~ a~a~s~

N t z sa

2 T

- 6"E{~ ~ vec[a~sa~s]vec[a~sa~sj~ } 2~ vec[a~sá~s]VCC[áklakl]~~ t O(1)
N c-z sa s J

T

-~~ P(c~-1)P(y~~ys)I~ } 2~ P(c~s-l,ck,-1)P(Y,~YS,Yk~Y,)IZ t o(1)
~zz 5a s

with
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a
z

I~- 1 z fvec[Oz150z~5]vec[4z150z15]' K' `5 tON4xt5 p(zts~OztS,yt~ys)dz15dP(Azts~yt~ys)
NaN 6N

- 1 fvec[Oz A"x' Jvec(Oz Ax"' ]'~K'(~ )~` (a [ -O'Dic ] Oz ~ )d dP(Az ~ )
NaN ts ts ts ts t5 P N ~ts N ts ~ tS~Yt Y5 ~t5 ts~Yt Ys

and
z z

i i i i Zts i i Zkl iIZ - 1 z fVeC[~ctSAXts]veC(~ck~OXk~] K-.ONOzts K- tONOXkI
NQN 6N 6N

P(zts~zk, ~ Oz15,yt~yS,Ozk~,yk~y~)dzts dzk~ dP(Az15,Ozk~ ~ yt~ys,yk~y ~)

- 1 fvec[AztS~t:]vec(Ozki~ki]~~K~(~,S)~z~K~(~k,)~z
N

P(aN[~ts - ONOXts],aN[~k~ -ONOXk~] ~ OX~S,yt~yS,AXkI'Yk~Y~)d~tsd~k~ dP(Oz15,~Xk~ ~ yt~yS,yk~y~)

Both I, and Iz converge to zero when N tends to infinity because both integrals are bounded
as N~~ (by assumption (vii)) and because N~~ and N6N~~ (N~~). This implies that

VAR[DN(bN;6N)]~0 (N~~)

Part (c) follows immediately from lemma 9.



Chapter 3

Efficient estimation in a censored regression
panel data model

3.1 Introduction
For the censored regression panel data model with fixed effects and two time periods,

Honoré (1992) used a semiparametric model to derive conditional moment restrictions

(CMRs). From the CMRs, unconditional moment restrictions (UMRs) are constructed such
that the estimators can be obtained from the minimization of a strictly convex objective

function. For the semiparametric model the UMRs used by Honoré (1992) do not lead to a

semiparametrically efficient estimator: as shown by Honoré (1993), the estimator does not

attain the semiparametric efficiency bound for the model at hand. Because estimation of the

efficient scores is hard it is difficult to come up with an estimator that attains the bound in

Honoré's semiparametric model. However, the efficiency of his estimators can be improved

using an optimal set of UMRs based upon the given CMR, along the lines of Newey (1993).

This is a two step estimator, using Honoré's estimator as the first step. It attains the

semiparametric efficiency bound in the class of models that leads to Honoré's CMRs.
This type of improvement is analysed in this chapter. The starting point is the smooth

CMR underlying one of the Honoré (1992) estimators. First, we consider the efficient
Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estimator based on this CMR for the case of two

panel waves. We then generalize the estimator to the case of more than two waves, for
balanced as well as unbalanced panels. Applications of the Honoré (1992) estimator are still

scarce. Some examples aze Udry (1995, 1996) and Alderman et al. (1995). In an empirical
example, we compare the performance of our GMM estimator with Honoré's estimator and

with some estimators in parametric models.
This chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.2, we introduce the model and discuss

the merits and drawbacks of a number of existing estimators in parametric and
semiparametric models. Section 3.3 explains in detail how the Honoré (1992) estimator can

be made more efficient, and describes the asymptotic distribution of the resulting two step
GMM estimator for the case of two time periods. In section 3.4, we compare the
performance of Honoré's estimator, our GMM estimator, an efficient GMM estimator using
two CMRs, and a parametric panel data model with fixed effects in a small Monte Carlo
experiment. Section 3.5 deals with the empirical application for two time periods. We explain
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weekly earnings of Dutch married females, using data drawn from the Dutch Socio-Economic
Panel (SEP). Stoker (1992) uses eamings of married females as the prototype example of a
censored regression model in a cross-section framework. Since earnings partly reflect female
labour supply, it is natural in a life-cycle context to add fixed effects (cf. Heckman and
MaCurdy, 1980). Parametric estimates are compared to the (semiparametric) estimates
proposed by Honoré (1992) and our (asymptotically) efficient estimates in the class of all
models that lead to Honoré's CMRs. In section 3.6, the GMM-estimator is extended to panel
data with more than two waves, either balanced or unbalanced. We also analyse the
performance of the extended estimator for the same empirical example, using five waves of
SEP data, from 1984 through 1988. In section 3.7, we interpret the economic results of
section 3.6. Section 3.8 concludes.

3.2 Model and e~cisting estimators
The censored regression model for panel data with individual-specific effects is as follows:

Y~~ - a~ } R~x~~ tu~~ i-1,..,N; t-1,..,T
(3.1)

{ y~~ - max{QY~~}

Here i denotes the individual and t denotes the time period, y;, is an underlying latent
variable, y;, is the observed endogenous variable, x;~ is a vector of covariates, a; is the
individual-specific effect, u;, is an error term and (3 is the unknown parameter vector of
interest. We only observe (y;~,x;,). We are interested in asymptotic results for fixed T, while
N tends to infinity. In all cases we assume independence across individuals, but not
necessarily over time. We discuss a number of models with varying sets of assumptions and
corresponding estimators.

In models with random effects, a; is assumed to be independent of x;-(x;~,...,x;T)'. Various
parametric models with random effects and corresponding estimators for (~ have been
proposed. For example, a;-N(O,aá) and u;-(u;,,...,u;,.)'-N(O,E), with E-a~I,. and I,. being the
T-dimensional identity matrix, yields the specification of equicorrelation in Heckman and
Willis (1976). Here Maximum Likelihood (ML) can be applied (a one dimensional integral is
needed). If milder restrictions on E are imposed, estimators can be based on T-1 dimensional
numerical integration or simulation (for example, simulated ML or simulated moments; see
Gourieroux and Monfort, 1993).

If the underlying distributional assumptions are satisfied, these random effects approaches
lead to consistent asymptotically nonnal estimators for ~i. Drawbacks, however, are the
assumptions of normality of (u;,a;)' and independence between (u;,a;)' and x;. Due to the
non-linear nature of the models (censoring), violation of either of these may lead to
inconsistency of ML (see Arabmazar and Schmidt, 1981, 1982).

Parametric models with fixed effects can be divided into two categories. First, no
restrictions on the distribution of a; conditional on x; are imposed. The a; are then usually
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considered as nuisance pazameters which can be estimated. In the second category, some
restrictions on the distribution of a; are imposed allowing for dependence between a; and x;.'

In models of the first category, it is usually assumed that u;,, i-1,..,N, t-1,..,T, aze i.i.d. and
independent of x;. Since the a; are parameters to be estimated, models in this category suffer
from the incidental parameter problem, see Neyman and Scott (1948). In the censored
regression model, unlike the binary choice model, the incidental parameter problem cannot be
solved by conditional ML, since no sufficient statistic is known, irrespective of the
distribution of u;,.Z

An example of a model in the second category is given by Chamberlain (1984). He
assumes that a; depends in a linear way on x;: a;-áx;fw;, with w;-N(O,6w), u;-N(O,E)
without restrictions on E, and w;, u; and x; independent. He uses a two stage procedure to
estimate ~3. First the model is estimated for each t separately (ignoring cross-equation
restrictions). The second step is minimum distance estimation, to take account of the cross-
equation restrictions. This estimator allows for a specific form of correlation between a; and
x; but still assumes normali[y of w; and u;. If a-0 this model simplifies to the random effects
model. Thus for the random effects model, Chamberlain's estimation procedure is an
alternative to simulated ML.

To avoid the normality and independence assumptions, semiparametric estimation methods
can be used. For T-2, Honoré (1992) derives two CMRs under the following basic
assumption (with the subscript i suppressed from now on):

Conditional exchangeability assumption: The distribution of (u„uZ), conditional on
(a,x„x2), is absolutely continuous and u, and u2 are conditionally interchangeable (i.e., have
conditional density f, with f(u„u2 ~a,x„x2)- f(u2,u, ~a,x„xZ) for all (u,,u2) and (a,x„x2)).3

The conditional exchangeability assumption allows for non-normality and dependence
between the errors and (a,x~,xZ) and imposes no restrictions on the distribution of a
conditional on (x„xZ). In this sense it is more general than the assumptions needed by
Chamberlain (1984)."

' Some studies only refer to the first category as fixed effects models, and refer to the second category as
random effects models (see Manski, 1987, and Chamberlain, 1984).

Z In principle, ~ could be estimated by transforming the endogenous variables into binary choice dummies,
and by applying conditional ML to the binary choice model with logistically distributed error terms. However,
in this way identification of the variance of the error term is sacrificed and the slope parameters are only
estimated up to scale.

' This is an alternative representation of the identification assumption of Honoré (1992, footnote 6) .

' On the other hand, contrary to Honoré (1992), Chamberlain (1984) dces not impose that the conditional
variances of u, and ui are equal.
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The estimators developed by Honoré are obtained by constructing UMRs from CMRs,
where the UMRs are chosen in such a way that their empirical counterparts aze the first-order
conditions of a strictly convex objective function. Each CMR yields its own estimator for (3;
the two CMRs are not combined. One of the two objective functions is not differentiable at a
finite number of points. For that case, deriving the asymptotic properties of the estimator
requires the approach proposed by Pakes and Pollazd (1989).

Because the objective function for the estimator based upon the other CMR is twice
differentiable at all but a finite number of points, deriving the asymptotic distribution of this
estimator is straightforward, as is estimation of its covariance matrix. The related CMR will
be referred to as the `smooth' CMR. The two estimators shaze the property that ((3,x,,xZ)
appears only as (3'(x,-xZ), so the identification hinges on vaziation in x,-xZ. This implies that
the coefficients of time-invariant regressors aze not identified. Since the estimates are
obtained by minimizing a strictly convex objective function, a local search algorithm can be
used.

The Honoré estimators are easy to obtain, but they lack (semiparametric) efficiency. In this
chapter, we construct more efficient estimators. One way to do this might be to construct the
efficient scores, see Honoré (1993). However, estimation of the efficient scores appears to be
hard in general. Therefore, this approach does not seem to be generally applicable.

Instead of using the efficient scores to obtain an estimator that asymptotically attains the
semiparametric efficiency bound in Honoré's model, the approach suggested by Newey
(1991 a) could be followed. Similaz to Chamberlain (1987), Newey starts with the notion that
conditional exchangeability leads to infinitely many CMRs and also to infinitely many
UMRs. The idea is to let the number of CMRs used in estimation grow to infinity at an
appropriate rate as N tends to infinity. Newey shows that with this approach, the
semiparametric efficiency bound can be attained asymptotically. However, in finite samples
this approach requires making many choices: which of the infinitely many CMRs to use, and
which functions of the conditioning variables to use to form UMRs. We present some Monte
Carlo results for different numbers of conditional moments in section 3.4.

An easier approach can be based on Newey (1993). This approach starts from a given
finite set of CMRs. These are used to construct UMRs using optimal instruments. The
resulting UMRs can be used in a GMM estimation procedure. We focus on using one CMR:
the smooth CMR of Honoré (1992). As a consequence, we may not attain the semiparametric
efficiency bound. Stated more precisely: our estimator attains the semiparametric efficiency
bound in a class of models leading to this single CMR; this class may be larger than the one
satisfying the conditional exchangeability assumption. However, the Monte Carlo study in
section 3.4 provides some evidence that increasing the number of CMRs used in estimation
does not necessarily lead to a big increase in efficiency, unless a very large dataset is used.
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3.3 Identification, consistency, efficiency and estimation
Let T-2. Define Ox-x,-x2. In the remainder we assume that Honoré's conditions (those

discussed previously and additional regularity conditions given in Honoré, 1992) are satisfied.
The assumptions lead to infinitely many CMRs which can be presented compactly as in
Honoré and Powell (1994). To do this, define

e1z((3) - max{afu,, -(3'xz, -~i'x,} - max{y, - (3'~x, 0} - p'xZ , and
e21((3) - max { atu2, -~3'x,, -(i'xZ } - max { y2 f p'Ox, 0 } - (3'x,

Then, under the exchangeability assumption,

e,2(R) -eZ,(R) - max{ y~ -R'Ox,O} - max{ yZ t(3'Ax,O} t R'4x - p(Y,,YZ,R'Ox)

is distributed symmetrically around zero and hence

E{~(e,z(R) -eZ,(R)) I x~,x2} - 0

(3.2)

for any odd function ~.
In this section we will restrict attention to the smooth CMR based on ~,(a)-a, used by Honoré
(1992):

E{P(Y,,YZ~Q~Ox)~x~,xZ} - 0 (3.3)

In section 3.4 we will present some results for other choices for ~(.). Note that p depends on

(3 only through (3'~x. Therefore, a necessary condition for identification is that E{4xOx'} has
full rank. This excludes time constant regressors, whose effects will be picked up by the
fixed effects.

CMR (3.3) implies that, for any function A(x„x2),

E{A(x,,xZ)P(Y,,YrQ~Ox)} - 0 (3.4)

For a given choice for A(x„xz), UMRs (3.4) can be used to apply GMM. A condition for
consistency of the GMM estimator is that ( 3.4) has a unique solution for (3. This is difficult
to prove in general. Honoré (1992) avoids this problem: he chooses A(x„xZ)-0x, and
constructs a strictly convex objective function, whose first order derivative equals the sample
analogue of the UMRs. This guarantees identification and consistency of the estimator
obtained by minimizing the strictly convex objective function.s We denote the estimator for
Q based on A(x„x2)-~x by (3H. An estimator based on (3.4) for some arbitrary choice of
A(x„x2) is denoted by (3.

The asymptotic distribution of (3 is given by

~(R-R) --~d N(O,G-'VG-")

' Since (3.3) implies (3.4) with A(x„x2)-0x, this implies that the model defined by (3.1) and (3.3) is
identified under the conditions of Honoré (1992).
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where

G-E~ A(x~,xz)
aP(Y,~YZ R~~) h

aR J
V -E{A(x~,xz)P(Y,,Yz,R~~)P~(Y,,Yz,R'Ax)A(x,,xz)Í

For an arbitrary choice of A(x„xz), including A(x„xz)-~x, R is generally not efficient. The
semiparametric efficiency bound using only the information provided by (3.3), can be
attained by using an optimal choice of instruments A(x„xz) to tum (3.3) into unconditional
moment restrictions, see Newey (1993). He shows that the optimal choice of instruments is
A(x„xz)-B(x,,xz), with
B(x„xz)-D(xi,xz)'S2(x,,xz)-~, where, using (3.2),

D(x,,xz) - E~
aP(Y,áRZ,R~~) I

x~,xz~ --~c' E{1(-yz~R'Ax~y~) ~x~,xz} (3.5)

S2(x,,xz) - E{P(Y,.Yz.R'Ox)P(Y,,Yz,R~Ax)' I x~,xz} (3.6)

As shown by Chamberlain (1987), the efficient estimator based on efficient GMM is not only
asymptotically efficient in the class of GMM estimators, but also in the wider class of all
consistent and asymptotically normal (regular) estimators that only use the conditional
moment (3.3). Therefore, the components of B(x„xz)p(y„yz,R'Ox) can be interpreted as the
efficient scores.

The optimal instruments are generally unobserved. Newey shows that, when applying
GMM or some asymptotically equivalent method, the optimal instruments B(x„xz) may be
replaced by consistent (nonparametric) estimates B(x„xz), without affecting the asymptotic
distribution of the resulting estimator. For computational convenience we will use an
asymptotically equivalent method based on one Newton-Raphson step, using (3H as the
starting solution. This yields an estimator R which is asymptotically equivalent to efficient
GMM, given by:

~
R - RH - ~ B(xl~xz)aP(YI~Y2~ RHox)~aR l ~ B(x„xz)P(Yi, Y2~RH~) (3.7)

This approach is computationally convenient: RH is easy to obtain due to strict convexity
of the objective function it minimizes, and no numerical optimization is required in the
second step.

To apply (3.7), we need B(x„xz). Newey proposes to use nearest neighbours or series
approximation. In the neazest neighbours case, he proposes to estimate B(x„xz) by estimating
S2(x„xz) and D(x,,xz) separately. Parameterizing D(x„xz) and S2(x,,xz) would require
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additional assumptions. To avoid this, we estimate the conditional expectations in (3.5) and
(3.6) nonparametrically using nearest neighbours after replacing (3 bY RH.

In the series approximation case we use that B(x„xz) --AxF(x„xz), and
i

F(x,,xz) - E{1(YzcR'OxCY,)~x~.xz} E{{P(Y,,Yz,P~Ox)]z~xi,xz~J
(3.8)

The real valued function F(x,,xz) will be approximated by a series (after replacing R bY RH).
The following two theorems now follow from Newey (1993).

Theorem 3.1 (nearest neighbours):
If the conditions stated in assumptions 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 and theorem 1 of Newey (1993) are
satisfied, then

~(R-R) -~d N(o,A), where A-(E{D(x„xz)'S2(x„xz)-'D(x„xz)})-'
A consistent estimator for A is given by

A- LN~ D(x~,xz)~~(x~,xz)-~D(x,,xz)1
~

(3.9)
The assumptions required for theorem 3.1 can be divided into assumptions that can easily

be checked for the specific model of interest, and regularity conditions that are hard to check
in practice. Those that can be checked are special cases of Newey's assumptions for the
general case. We discuss them in appendix A(section 3.9).

Theorem 3.2 (series approximation):
Assume that the conditions stated in assumptions 4.1, 4.3, 5.1, theorem 2 and either
assumptions 5.2 and 5.4 or 5.3 and 5.5 of Newey ( 1993) are satisfied. Then

~(R-(3) ~a N(O,A), where A-(E{D(x,,xz)'S2(x„xz)-'D(x„xz)})-'
A consistent estimator for A is given by

~
A- 1~ B(x,,xz)P(Yi~YvRrí~)P(Y,,YvRH~)~B(x„xz)'~N (3.10)

The assumptions, drawn from Newey (1993), are discussed in appendix A(section 3.9).
The main problem that occurs in practice is how to construct the estimators B(x„xz) of the

optimal instruments B(x„xz). Newey (1993) sketches a general procedure for nearest
neighbours as well as series approximations. Among other things, this involves the choice of
smoothing pazameters. Newey (1993) provides some criteria to select the number of
neighbours or the number of terms in the series approximation to use in estimation.

The neazest neighbours procedure is intuitively easier to understand than the series
approximations, since it relies on two nonpazametric regressions. In the Monte Carlo
simulation we shall focus on nearest neighbours. In the empirical application, however, we
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also apply the series approximation procedure. Computational details of the latter can be
found in appendix A(section 3.9).

3.4 Monte Carlo results
The GMM estimator in theorem 3.1 uses neazest neighbours to construct estimates for

D(x„x2) and S2(x„x2). This requires the choice of the numbers of nearest neighbours. Newey
(1993) proposes to choose the same number in D(x,,xZ) and S2(x„x2), using some type of
cross-validation, with a criterion based on the linearized difference between "true" and
estimated scores.b

Apart from the number of neazest neighbours, the norm (determining the distance function)
and the weights have to be chosen. We used two norms: II x II ~-(x'Sxxx)~n (norm 1), where
Sxx is the sample covariance matrix of x-(x„x2). This norm is invariant to (non-singular)
linear transformations of x. And II x II z-(x'0-'x)~n (norm 2), where 0 is the diagonal matrix
with the sample variances of the components of x on the diagonal. This norm (proposed by
Newey) is invariant only to the scale of x. We used the three choices for the weights given
in Robinson (1987) (uniform, triangular and quartic).'

For both norms and all three weights, Newey's suggestion for determining the optimal
number of nearest neighbours failed to work in the empirical application (see below). The
value of the cross-validation objective function was decreasing in the number of nearest
neighbours. Using 900 nearest neighbours in a sample of size 938 led to parameter estimates
that aze very different from the Honoré estimates and to huge standard enors. When we
applied Newey's criterion using different numbers of nearest neighbours for D and S2, the
same problem occurred. An alternative selection method for the number of nearest
neighbours is to perform cross-validation for D and S2 separately. This is what we use in the
remainder.

To indicate how well this estimation procedure can perform in practice, a small Monte
Carlo experiment is conducted. We use two time periods and a combination of specifications
3 and 5 of the Monte Carlo study performed by Honoré (1992). Because the dimension of
the nonparametric regression is twice the number of explanatory variables, only two
explanatory variables are included (specification 3 of Honoré, 1992). Assuming that the
explanatory variables are independently normally distributed might result in too optimistic
Monte Carlo results (Chesher, 1995). Instead, we assume them to be independently chi-
square distributed (specification 3 of Honoré, 1992). We allow for correlation between error

R The expression presented in Newey (1993) contains a small error on the top of page 433: ...tB(x)[...]..
should read .. :B(x)[...]..

' Let m be the number of neazest neighbours. Uniform weights give all neighbours equal weight llm,
triangular weights give weight (m-jtl)I['~un(mtl)] to the j~ nearest neighbour, j-1,..,m, and quartic weights
give weight [mr-(j-1)2]I[m(m~-(m-1)(2m-1)l6)] to the j~ nearest neighbour, j-1,..,m.
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term and fixed effect as in specification 5 of Honoré (1992). To be precise, write x,-(x,,,xZ,),
t-1,2, then x„-af~, and the random variables a,~i,~z,x21 and x2z are independent and all
distributed x„ standardized to have mean zero and variance 1. Conditional on a, u, and uZ
are distributed independently N(0,0.5-f0.5aZ).

The results with 1000 replications and different sample sizes are presented in table 3.1.
The table reports the true parameter values, the estimated bias and root mean squared error
(RMSE), and the root mean squared error implied by the asymptotic theory (ARMSE). The
quartiles, the median absolute error (MAE), and the median absolute error predicted by the
asymptotic distribution (AMAE) are also reported. In the nonparametric estimation of
D(x„xZ) and S2(x„x2) we used nearest neighbours with uniform weights and norm 1(invariant
to linear transformations of x).

We find that for a small sample (N-200) ARMSE is smaller for the efficient GMM
estimator, but because RMSE is much larger than ARMSE, the asymptotic approximation is
not accurate. For N-500 this improves: RMSE decreases substantially for the efficient GMM
estimator, although the asymptotic distribution still does not appear to be an accurate
approximation. The bias of the efficient GMM estimator is smaller in absolute value than the
bias of the Honoré estimator. For N-5000, the asymptotic approximation to the root mean
square error is quite accurate for both estimators. The GMM estimator now clearly
outperforms its inefficient counterpart. The bias is much lower for the efficient GMM
estimates.

In terms of inean absolute error (MAE) instead of inean square error, GMM already
performs better for sample size 500. For N-200, it already performs as well as the Honoré
estimator. The reason for the difference is that, for the smaller sample sizes, GMM in some
replications leads to estimates which are far from the true parameter values. These get a
larger weight in the RMSE criterion than in the MAE criterion.

Comparing the quartiles (LQ and UQ) we conclude that the distribution of the Honoré
estimator is skewed to the right in small samples, as in [he Monte Carlo study in Honoré
(1992). The efficient GMM estimator is skewed to the left. The bias in the Honoré estimates
is positive whereas it is negative for the efficient GMM estimates.

To indicate the efficiency improvement when using two instead of one CMR we also
present results using the CMRs based on both i-,(a)-a and 1;(a)-a21(a~0)-aZl (ac0). The results
show that for a small number of observations the bias is large and the asymptotic
approximation is inaccurate (ARMSE is not close to RMSE). The same observation holds for
AMAE and MAE. Only when 5000 observations are used the asymptotic approximation is
accurate and the efficiency using two CMRs is better than when using only one CMR. For
N-200 the estimator is skewed to the right whereas for N-500 the estimator is skewed to the
left. The optimal number of nearest neighbours used in nonparametric estimation tends to be
larger than in the one CMR case, see the second panel of table 3.1. Thus in our Monte Carlo
set-up we need many observations to improve the efficiency by using two CMRs instead of
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Table 3.1 (continued):
Number of nearest neighbours used in nonparametric estimation of D(x~,xz) and S2(x~,xZ) with respectively one CMR and two
CMRs (for each sample size and each number of neighbours, the fraction of the 1000 replications is given for which this number
of neighbours was optimal)

D(x„xz) 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
N-200 (1 CMR) 0.14 0.37 0.29 0.14 0.05 0.01

(2 CMRs) 0.15 0.27 0.23 0.18 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
N-500 (1 CMR) 0.04 0.27 0.34 0.22 0.10 0.03 0.01

(2 CMRs) 0.09 0.22 0.24 0.17 0.15 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01
N-5000 (1 CMR) 0.02 0.09 0.25 0.28 0.22 0.08 0.05 0.01

(2 CMRs) 0.02 0.04 0.09 0.14 0.15 0.19 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.08

S2(x,,xz) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170
N-200 (1 CMR) 0.31 0.52 0.11 0.04 0.02

(2 CMRs) 0.07 0.48 0.14 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02
N-500 ( I CMR) 0.01 0.48 0.41 0.09 0.01

(2 CMRs) 0.11 0.49 0.19 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.05
N-5000 (1 CMR) 0.02 0.07 0.19 0.24 0.22 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01

(2 CMRs) 0.03 0.09 0.17 0.26 0.20 0.13 0.07 0.04

w
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Table 3.2: Monte Carlo simulation (S00 replications), Chamberlain parameter estimates and estimates for E(y;~ ~ x;J and
E(y;~ ~ x;,y;~~OJ evaluated at the averages for x; in the ftrst replication and the true values for E(y;l ~ x;J and E(y;l ~ x;,y;~~OJ

parameter
estimates True Bias RMSE ARMSE LQ Median UQ MAE AMAE

N-200 b 1 1.000 -0.042 0.173 0.104 0.865 0.951 1.067 0.103 0.070
b2 1.000 0.031 0.210 0.121 0.922 1.032 1.139 0.110 0.082

N-500 bl 1.000 -0.049 0.131 0.056 0.877 0.948 1.022 0.080 0.038
b2 1.000 0.016 0.129 0.064 0.942 1.013 1.081 0.072 0.043

N-5000 b 1 I.000 -0.084 0.096 0.011 0.887 0.911 0.937 0.089 0.007
b2 1.000 -0.009 0.049 0.011 0.960 0.984 1.012 0.030 0.008

quantities True qo Troe qo
of interest E{y;; ~ x;} Cham. min Cham. max higher E{y;; ~ x;,y;;~0} Cham. min Cham. max higher

N-200 0.630 0.715 1.255 ] 00 0.884 1.156 2.232 100

N-500 0.639 0.742 1.263 100 1.039 1.444 2.484 100

N-5000 0.645 0.759 1.124 100 1.111 1.529 2.260 100
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Table 3.3: Variab[e defnitions and sample statistics, 10976 observations

variable description Mean Standard Minimum Maximum
Deviation

LINC' log after tax earnings of the female 5.37 0.75 2.37 7.17
(Dfl per week)

TIME time (in years after 1900) 86.22 1.35 84 88
LOI log of after tax other family income, excluding 6.24 0.88 0 9.26

female's earnings and unemployment benefits
and earnings of children, including husband's
earnings and benefits (Dfl per week)

HM male's number of hours worked per week 34.93 17.39 0 97
DCH6 dummy, indicating whether the family contains 0.30 0 1

one or more children with an age less than 6
years (DCH6-1) or not (DCH6-0)

IEM dummy, IEM-1 if the husband works, IEM-O 0.84 0 1
otherwise

AGE age of the female 38.43 10.93 18 64
EDF education level of the female (from 1: primary 2.31 0.97 1 5

school only, to 5: university level)

' based on 3837 positive observations only
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This implies that the estimates for (3 may be inconsistent, which justifies the use of

estimators based on weaker assumptions. Moreover, a test on overidentifying restrictions can
be performed in the second step, by comparing the objective function value with the critical

value of a x~ distribution. The hypothesis that the overidentifying restrictions are valid, is
rejected at the 5 percent level. However, it should be realized [hat this test is only valid when

the first round estimators are consistent, which may not be the case here as indicated by the
tests after the first round.

The estimates proposed by Honoré (1992), based on (3.4) with A(x„xZ)-x,-xZ, are

presented in the fourth column of table 3.4. Because ~3 affects p only through (3'Ox, the

coefficients related to TIME and AGE are not simultaneously identified. Hence only TIME

will be included in the estimation. For the same reason, the effect of education level cannot

be estimated, since EDF hardly changes over time. The remaining parameters are related to

preferences and not to (potential) wages, and we are basically estimating labour supply

responses.'Z
Only two effects aze significant: the presence of a young child and the husband's hours of

work have a similar impact as in the fixed effects Chamberlain (1984) model. As before, the

effect of family income is negative, but its significance level has dropped. The time trend can

be compared to the sum of the time trend and the age effect in the Chamberlain model. It

appears to have a large standard error, much lazger than AGE and TIME in the Chamberlain

model. The low significance levels might be due to the fact that the estimator is not efficient.

To show the importance of taking account of the censoring, we present the OLS estimates

on the first differences in the fifth column of table 3.4. It is clear that the estimates differ

substantially. For example, the OLS estimate of the parameter related to DCH6 is

significantly positive.
Before turning to efficient GMM, note that the observations for which y;,-yi2-0 contribute

zero to p(y„yz,(3'Ox), whatever the value of (3. These observations aze discarded in [he nearest
neighbours estimation, which reduces computer time substantially. Discarding these
observations reduces the dataset to 938 observations. AGE and EDF could in principle be
included in x~, t-1,2, although the related coefficients in p are not identified. Including them
may affect the weights in nearest neighbours estimation. It would also increase the dimension

of the nonpazametric regressions, however. In the remainder we therefore do not include
them.

12 This raises the question why we do not estimate a model for hours worked instead of earnings. In some
waves of SEP, for those who do not change jobs, hours worked are not measured in each wave but taken from
the previous wave. This makes hours worked infeasible for a panel data analysis. Earnings are measured
independently in each wave for all respondents. Moreover, hours worked are measured per week and show large
spikes at 20 and 40 hours (see Van Soest, 1995, for example). A censored regression model is not appropriate to
deal with this.
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3.5.1 GMM with Nearest Neighbours
For both norms 1 and 2, all three weights (see section 3.4) and for D as well as S2 (see

section 3.3), our cross-validation criterion function appeared to be U-shaped. The optimal
numbers of neighbours varied from 5 to 7 for D, and from 46 to 68 for S2 (see table 3.5).
Using these numbers of neighbours and performing one Newton-Raphson step starting from
(3H, leads to the results in table 3.5. Reported standard errors are based on (3.9). For norm l,
the parameter estimates of DCH6 and HM are significant at the Solo level. For norm 2, only
the parameter estimate of DCH6 is sígnificant. The choice of weights dces not affect the sign
of the parameters and has a modest effect on the significance levels. For norm 1, the
estimates and their standard etrors are very similar for different choices of the weights. For
norm 2, there is some variation with the weights, in particular for the estimates of T and
IEM. The significantly negative estimates for DCH6 and HM are quite robust. The estimates
of T, HM and IEM seem rather different for the two norms, but the differences are
insignificant.

We investigated the sensitivity of the results w.r.t. the number of nearest neighbours used
in estimation. Because the results with nonn 1 seem to be robust to the choice of weights,
we focus on the model with norm 1 and uniform weights (the benchmark model). The
sensitivity of the results w.r.t. the smoothing parameters is presented in table 3.6. Keeping
the number of nearest neighbours optimal for S2 and varying this number for D, leads in most
cases to estimates and standard errors that are similar to the results with the optimal choice.
An exception is the coefficient of IEM. Changing the number of neighbours for S2 influences
the parameter estimates related to T and AGE2, whereas standard errors are hardly affected.
The pazameters of LOI, HM and DCH6 remain significant and negative in all cases but one.
Decreasing the number of neighbours in estimating D leads to an increase of the significance
level of the parameter related to LOI. We conclude that the results are not sensitive to the
numbers of nearest neighbours.

Comparing the benchmazk results in table 3.5 to the Honoré estimates in table 3.4, we find
that all standard errors have decreased. All t-ratios have increased, and with uniform weights
and norm 1 the estimate related to LOI is now significant. To test for model misspecification,
a Hausman-type specification test is performed, comparing the Honoré estimates in table 3.4
with the results in table 3.5." The null hypothesis of correct specification of the model was
not rejected at the Sqo level. This result was obtained for all six specifications in table 3.5.
Except for the parameter related to TIME, the parameter estimates have not changed much.
For all parameters, the 9501o confidence intervals based on the estimates in tables 3.4 and 3.5
overl ap.

" The Hausman test requires a positive definite estimate for the covariance matrix of (i-(iN. We follow the
standard approach to use ( 3.7) which implies that ~N((3-pH)-CVN, with C~~C, vN~~N(o,E) as N-~~. Obtaining
a positive definite estimator E for E is strai~htforward. it follows that CF,C' is a positive (semi-) definite
estimator for the covariance matrix of ~N(~-~H).
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Table 3.5: Nearest neighbours estimates (standard errors in parentheses)

Weights uniform triangular quartic
Norm (benchmark model)

lb

26

(5,50)a (7,68)a (7,66)a
TIME 0.063 (0.057) 0.058 (0.058) 0.048 (0.058)
LOI -0.237' (0.104) -0.214 (0.108) -0.203 (0.107)
HM -0.031` (0.013) -0.031" (0.013) -0.030' (0.014)
DCH6 -2.007" (0.342) -1.957" (0.349) -1.983"` (0.344)
IEM 0.505 (0.654) 0.580 (0.672) 0.503 (0.684)

(5,46)a (5,54)a (5,50)a
TIME -0.236"" (0.056) -0.040 (0.056) -0.059 (0.056)
LOI -0.161 (0.118) -0.201 (0.110) -0.189 (0.115)
HM -0.067"` (0.014) -0.049" (0.013) -0.052" (0.014)
DCH6 -1.871" (0.338) -1.835"' (0.350) -1.850"" (0.349)
IEM 1.864" (0.660) 1.114 (0.657) 1.214 (0.662)

` significant at the 5 qo level.
" significant at the 1 qo level
a(b,c): b nearest neighbours used in estimation of D(x„x2) and c nearest neighbours used in

estimation of S2(x„x2).
b norm 1 is invaziant to lineaz transformations, norm 2 is invariant to multiplication (cf.

Newey, 1993)

3.5.2 GMM with Series Approximation
The altemative approach to estimate B(x,,x2) is to use series approximations. We apply the

procedure of Newey (1993), approximating B(x„xz) directly instead of estimating D(x„x2)
and S2(x„xZ) separately. See appendix A(section 3.9) for details on the computation and the
choice of `smoothing parameters', i.e. which polynomials to include in the series, the so-
called polynomial base.

Results are presented in table 3.7. Columns two through four contain the results for
different choices of the polynomial base. Standard errors are based on (3.10). The results
with a constant, IEM87, IEM88 and IEM87~`IEM88 in the base, led to the over-all lowest
value for Newey's cross-validation type of criterion function. These results will be considered
as `best' in the remainder. The estimates related to TIME, LOI, DCH6 and IEM are sensitive
to the choice of base, although the t-ratios hardly change. Significant estimates of about
-0.029 for HM and of about -1.9 for DCH6 are robust for the base choice.

Comparing the results of series approximation with the results of nearest neighbours, we
find that the same parameters are significant except for LOI. Estimated standard errors are
lower for some parameters, but larger for others. Comparing the standard errors to those of
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the Honoré estimates in table 3.4, we again see that they slightly fall. In terms of t-ratios, we
`gained' a little bit more when using nearest neighbours than when using series
approximation.

3.5.3 SpeciScation Tests
We performed a Hausman-type specification test based on the series approximation

estimates in table 3.7. As in the nearest neighbours case, the null hypothesis of correct
specification of the model was not rejected at the Solo level. An alternative specification test
for the fixed effects model (3.1) with the conditional exchangeability assumption, is based
upon combining two smooth CMRs of Honoré (1992). The first is the CMR for the censored
regression model, equations (3.3) and (3.2), the basis for the Honoré estimator. The second is
a similar smooth CMR for the case that only information on observations with y,~0 and y2~0
is used (the smooth CMR for the truncated model, equation (2.3) in Honoré, 1992). These
two CMRs can be used to construct the following UMRs:

and
E{ p(Y~,Yz,R~~x) }-0

E{1((Yi,Yz)EAi)[Yi-Yi R~Ox]fE(1((Yi,Yz)EBi)~Yi-Yz R~Ox]}-0.

The sample equivalents of these moments are evaluated at the Honoré (1992) estimator for (3.
Following Newey (1985), it is straightforward to derive a test statistic based upon the
overidentifying restrictions, which, under the null of no misspecification, is asymptotically
chi-square distributed. The null was rejected at the Sqo level, contrary to the result on the
basis of the Hausman tests. An interpretation of this result is that the data support CMR
(3.3), but do not support the more specific model assumptions (3.1) and conditional
exchangeability. Because of this, we only consider estimators based upon (3.3) and do not
use more CMRs.

3.6 Extension to a panel with more than two waves
In this section we extend our analysis to more than two waves. First we look at the

balanced panel and afterwards we discuss the use of unbalanced panels.

3.6.1 Balanced panel
We assume that it is random (no attrition on the basis of the endogenous variable). The

basic idea is to combine the conditional moment restrictions in (3.3) for each pair of panel
waves. A sufficient assumption for this, together with regularity conditions similar to those
for the two waves case, is the following generalization of Honoré's exchangeability
condition:
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For all s,t E{ I,...,T), s~t, the distribution of (us,u,), conditional on (a,x')-(a,x;,...,xT), is
absolutely continuous and uS and u, are exchangeable conditional on (a,x').~'

This assumption is rather general and allows for many cotrelation structures between the
random errors u,. For example, it is less restrictive than the assumption of complete
exchangeability, that, conditional on (a,x'), u-(u,,..,u,.)' has the same distribution as
(u,~~~,..,un~T~)' for any permutation n. The latter allows for equicorrelated errors, but, for
example, not for errors with first order autoconelation.

Let ex5f-x; x, and

P5,(R) - P(yS,y,,R'exS,)

where p is defined in (3.2). Then, for all 15s~tST',

E{P5~(Q)Ix~,..,xT} - 0.

These CMRs can be stacked into one vector defining

P(R) -[P~z(R) P„(R) .. P~T(R) Pz~(P) .. PT-~.T(R)],
For any A(x), this leads to the UMRs

E{A(x) p(~3)} - 0 (3.11)

The optimal choice for A(x) is B(x)-D(x)'S2(x)-', where

D(x) -E {aaR )Ix~ , S2(x) -E{ pp' ~ x}

Estimation of the optimal instruments requires a preliminary estimator for (3. Honoré (1992)
suggests to construct such an estimator on the basis of

A(x)~

ex, 2 0 0.. 0

o ex„ o . . o (3.12)

L O . . . . eXT-~.T~

Combining (3. I 1) and (3.12) more moments than parameters are used in estimation, so, for
example, GMM with the optimal weighting matrix can be used. This requires estimating the
optimal weighting matrix. For this, a consistent preliminary estimator for p can be
constructed giving equal weights to the moments exE,ps,. This is convenient because the
estimator can be obtained by minimizing a strictly convex objective function. Given the
prelimínary estimates, we can estimate the optimal weighting matrix and perform one

~a For some of our estimators, it is sufficient to impose the slightly weaker condition of exchangeability
conditional upon a, x, and x, instead of upon a,xi,...,xT.
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Newton-Raphson step towards the solution of the optimal GMM estimator based on (3.11)
and (3.12). We refer to this estimator, which is asymptotically equivalent to GMM with the
optimal weighting matrix, as the Honoré estimator. The many moments used in estimation
can be used to test for overídentifying restrictions.

The Honoré estimator for (3 can be used as a starting point to perform efficient GMM with
the optimal choice for A(x), i.e. B(x). Our estimator consists of calculating one Newton-
Raphson step towards the solution of the efficient GMM estimator. We refer to this final
estimator as efficient GMM. Its drawback is the large dimension of the nonparametric
estimation of B(x) if the dimension of x, or the number of time periods is large, as in our
empirical example.

Alternatively, we can use that E{ps,(R) ~ xs,x,}-0 for each 15s~tSI' and apply the estimation
procedure for two time períods for each combination (s,t), 1~s~tSI' separately. To reduce the
computational burden we determine the smoothing parameters for one particular pair (s,t) and

use the outcome for all pairs. To restrict the estimates for ~i to be the same for each
combination (s,t), the final step in estimation is then Asymptotic Least Squares (ALS), see

for example Kodde et al. (1990). This strategy, referred to as the ALS estimator, might
asymptotically be less efficient than efficient GMM, but is easier from a practical point of
view. Moreover, it can also be applied to unbalanced panels.

To compare the estimation procedures, we applied them to the balanced subpanel for the

years 1986 through 1988 (T-3).~S The dataset (with at least one non-zero observation on the
dependent variable) consists of 823 observations. We use norm 1 and nearest neighbours with

uniform weights. Cross-validation was used to determine the optimal numbers of nearest
neighbours for D and S2 (see table 3.8, row eight; for ALS these numbers are based on 1987
and 1988 only).

The Honoré estimates are presented in the second column of table 3.8. Only the dummy
for the presence of young children (DCH6) is significant, with parameter -2.357. The results
for the other two estimators using all elements but TIME in calculating distances are
presented in columns three and four of table 3.8. Efficient GMM leads to significant
estimates except for employment of the husband (IEM). ALS leads to significance of the
presence of young children (DCH6) only, with estimate -2.297. Compared to the results
based on 1987 and 1988 only, the impact of the husband's hours worked (HM) disappears.
Compared to efficient GMM, we see very different standard errors. The parameter estimates
also differ but these differences are all insignificant.

We have only 823 observations, but the efficient GMM estimates in column two use a
twelve dimensional nonparametric regression. To avoid this problem of dimensionality, we

~s Selecting those with complete information for all 5 waves and with at least one non-zero observation on
y„ left us with only 243 observations. We found this too small for our high dimensional nonparametric
regression, and therefore decided notto carry out the analysis on the balanced panel for 1984 through 1988.
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present results based on conditioning on all periods' values for HM and DCH6 only (columns
five and six of table 3.8). In section 3.5, these two appeared to be the main explanatory
variables. This reduces the dimension of the nonparametric regression from 12 to 6.
Excluding LOI and IEM from the set of conditioning variables in efficient GMM estimation,
leads to significant changes in estimates for TIME, HM and IEM. For two-stage ALS the
estimates change substantially but not significantly for most parameters. The significant
negative impact of young children remains, although its magnitude has changed. The ALS
results show no significant changes compared to the Honoré estimates.

The objective function value (bottom row of table 3.8) can be used to perform a test on
overidentifying restrictions in the Honoré estimates and the two-stage ALS estimates. In both
cases, the hypothesis of no misspecification is rejected at the 5 percent level, but not at the 1
percent leveL Comparing the efficient GMM estimates with the consistent Honoré estimates,
a Hausman test can be performed. For both efficient GMM estimates, the null hypothesis of
no misspecification was rejected.

3.6.2 Unbalanced panel
Let cs~ 1 if (ys,y„xs,x,) is fully observed and zero otherwise. We assume that the

distributions of cg, and ys,y, are conditionally independent for given x-(xi,..,xT)' ( no selection
or attrition bias). We then have

E{cs~Ps,((3)~x~,..,xT} - 0, for all s, t, with 1Ss~t~T' (3.13)

Because we do not observe x,,..,xT for all individuals, we use the weaker CMR

E{cS~Psc(Q)~xg,x,} - 0, for all s, t, with 1Ss~tST (3.14)

We apply the two waves estimation procedure for each (s,t) separately and use ALS to
estimate (3. To reduce the computational burden we determine the smoothing parameters for
one particulaz pair (s,t) and use the outcome for all pairs of waves.

The unbalanced panel (for 1984 through 1988) consists of those individuals who are
observed in at least two waves, with positive earnings at least once. This leads to a sample of
1351 individuals. We use uniform weights and norm 1 and all elements in (xs,x,) but TIME
are included in calculating distances. The optimal numbers of nearest neighbours used in
estimation are the same as in section 3.5, i.e. 5 for D(xs,x,) and 50 for S2(xS,x,), 15sctSI'.

Estimation results for the Honoré estimator aze presented in the seventh column of table
3.8. Again, DCH6 is significant only at the Sqo level with a parameter estimate of -2.68. The
same holds for the two-stage ALS estimates. Compared to the balanced sub-panel 1986
through 1988, standazd enors have decreased and no significant differences ín parameter
estimates can be found. Again, the similarity between the Honoré estimates and the two stage
ALS estimate is striking. Surprisingly, standard errors have increased while we are trying to
improve efficiency. This might be due to the relatively small amount of data per combination
of years (on average about 900 individuals per combination of years with positive earnings in
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at least one of the two years). At the Sqo level, the test on overidentifying restrictions results
in rejecting the hypothesis of a correct specification for the Honoré estimate
(69.11 ~xs;o.os-~-61) but not for two stage ALS (58.67~xs:o.os-~.61).

3.7 Economic interpretation
Our model explains earnings of manied females, which aze determined by hours worked

and hourly wages. The Chamberlain (1984) estimates in table 3.4 already suggest that fixed
effects are substantial, the random effects model being clearly rejected against the fixed
effects alternative. Fixed effects in the labour supply decision have a clear interpretation in a
life-cycle context. The hourly wage is mainly determined by human capital variables that
hardly vary independently over time, so that fixed effects and human capital effects on
hourly wages cannot be distinguished.

In the fixed effect models, only the variables of the time vazying regressors can be
identified. These mainly refer to the labour supply decision. From the results we conclude
that, ceteris paribus, the presence of a child less than six years old has a strong negative
effect on the female's labour supply. The magnitude of the effect, though, is much smaller
than in the random effects model. This is the most robust finding in this chapter. It confirms
with the common finding in the female labour supply literature. Obviously, the assumption of
exogeneity could be cri[icized here (see Mroz, 1987). Our data and the semiparametric nature
of our models do not allow to test this.

According to most of the estimates, other family income (mainly husband's earnings) has a
negative effect, which is often significant. According to the results in table 3.8 column eight,
the elasticity (for observations with positive earnings and other income) would be about
-0.15. Note that in a standazd life-cycle model without uncertainty, the elasticity should be
zero, because family consumption can be smoothed for changes in family income. Our results
suggest that changes in other family income could at least partly be unanticipated, and lead
to adjustments of pennanent income.

We find some evidence suggesting that, ceteris paribus, the number of hours the husband
works has a negative effect on the wife's labour supply. The average elasticity would be
about -0.4, but the estimate is never very accurate. This result suggests that male and female
leisure are substitutes. To disentangle the impact of the husband's hours worked and the
husband's participation, we also included a dummy for the husband's employment. Its impact
never appeared to be significant.

We find that the joint impact of time and age is insignificant. Our fixed effects model does
not allow to distinguish between the (probably positive) time trend and the (probably
negative) age effect. We also estimated the model with additional explanatory variables, such
as the number of children in the family younger than eighteen, and age squared. In none of
the estimation results these variables were significant. Including them had little effect on the
other estimates.
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Our main findings are interpreted in terms of women's labour supply behaviour. This
raises the question whether an equation for hours of work instead of earnings would lead to
different results. We have already explained (footnote 13) why our data are better equipped
for analysing earnings rather than hours worked. Still, we have estimated the same type of
model for hours worked. This led to the same economic conclusions as those given above.

Finally, it should be noted that for T-2 most specification tests led to the conclusion that
the censored regression fixed effects model cannot be rejected. This is somewhat surprising,
since in cross-section settings, the censored regression model is often found to be inferior to
a less restrictive sample selection model (see, for example, Melenberg and Van Soest,
1996a). Apparently, fixed effects may make a lazge difference here. On the other hand, tests

including more time periods often led to rejection of the censored regression fixed effects
model.

3.8 Conclusions
We have considered various estimators for the censored regression model, and applied

them to panel data on earnings of married females. In [he case of two panel waves, we have
focused on an estimator for semiparametric models with fixed effects designed by Honoré

(1992), and efficient GMM estimators based upon Newey (1993). Monte Carlo results
suggest that these techniques work well in practice, although many observations are needed

before we can gain some efficiency compared to the Honoré estimator. For the case of more
than two panel waves, we have considered an estimator proposed by Honoré (1992), an
efficient GMM estimator for a balanced panel, and we have looked at Asymptotic Least
Squazes estimators for both the balanced and the unbalanced case.

Our empirical results show that taking account of fixed effects substantially changes the
conclusions on the sensitivity of female labour supply for the presence of children, other
family income, the husband's hours of work, etc.

Contrary to the Honoré (1992) estimator, the efficient GMM estimator requires
nonparametric estimation, involving the choice of smoothing parameters. Our sensitivity
analysis for a panel with two waves shows that [he results are not very sensitive to the
choice of these parameters. Our results are somewhat mixed. Where the eft"icient GMM
estimators should, at least asymptotically, be more efficient than Honoré's estimator, it does
not lead to unambiguously smaller (estimates of) standard errors, although t-values do tend to
increase.

The efficiency gains are obtained by an optimal construction of unconditional moment
restrictions, given the choice of a conditional moment restriction. An altemative would be to
consider more conditional moment restrictions. Honoré (1992) notes that there is an infinite
number of conditional moments one could consider. However, from the Hausman-type
specification test it follows that the conditional moment restriction used by Honoré is valid

but that the assumption of conditional exchangeability might not hold. Therefore we do not
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include more conditional moment restrictions based on this assumption in estimation. Another
direction of future work would be to relax the model assumptions and consider selectíon
models. Kyriazidou (1995) introduces a consistent estimator allowing for a general structure
of fixed effects. More efficient estimators using this estimator as a starting point, could be
obtained along the same lines as described in this chapter.

In the empirical application we have used a semiparametric model to estimate (3 whereas
we have ignored any form of attrition bias. Whether attrition bias is a problem here remains
unexplored. Modelling the attrition process would make estimation much more difficult and
is beyond the scope of this chapter.

3.9 Appendix A(assumptions, computational details)
We briefly discuss the assumptions needed for theorem 3.1 and 3.2, drawn from Newey

(1993). Finally, some additional computational details of applying theorem 3.2 are discussed.

Assumptions for theorem 3.1
The main parts of assumption 4.1 are that with probability one p(z,.) is continuous on the
interior of a compact set, continuously differentiable on a neighbourhood i~ of the true value
and the regularity condition that E{B(x„xz)S2(x„xz)B(x,,xz)'} is non-singular. For the
continuous differentiability we need that P(-yzG(3'Ox~y, I x~,xz) is continuous for p in ~
Assumption 4.2 of Newey (1993) is not required because we do not apply GMM, but the two
step procedure (3.7). Assumption 4.3 deals with properties of the first round estimator, (3H in
our case, which can be checked partly. The crucial identification part of this assumption is
that E{D)tp(y„yz,R'0)c)}-0 is uniquely satisfied at the true value of R. This is proven in
Honoré (1992). The condition that the first stage estimator should be based on a GMM type
of objective function is not satisfied here, but lemma A.l of Newey (1993) can be easily
adapted such that theorem 3.1 still goes through for the first stage estimator used here. In
assumption 4.4 the existence of a function d(y„yz,(3'~x) satisfying II p Il4~d(Y~,Yz,R~Ox),

II ap~aR Il4~d(y„yz,(3'~x), two conditions on waZp~apap'u are presented and the function d(.,.,.)
should satisfy the restriction E{dz(y~,yz,(3'Ax)}~~ on a neighbourhood ~of the true parameter
value. The conditions in terms of the second order derivatives do not restrict the function
d(y„yz,(3'~c) here because aZp~aRap'-0, see (3.2). Assumption 4.5 of Newey (1993) is not
needed because D is estimated nonparametrically. The only additional assumption in theorem
1 of Newey (1993) concerns the rate at which the number of nearest neighbours used in
estimation tends to infinity as N tends to infinity.

Additional assumntions for theorem 3.2
Apart from some regularity condi[ions, assumption 5.1 contains an assumption on the
existence of E{ II D(x,rl) II ~~~z~s}- E{ II Ox II ~~~-zr.b} for some a~2, 5~0, and an assumption on
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(rl-t~~). The latter is not needed here since we do not use rl. The condition on Q and Q in
assumption 5.1, is satisfied because we choose Q-Q-I.

Assumptions 5.3 and 5.5 are verified for our specific application. We aim at approximating
B(x„xZ) --~xF(x„xz), with the real valued function F(x,,x2) given by (3.8). The function
F(x,,x2) is approximated using a polynomial base in elements of x, and xZ. More formally, let
aK(x,,xZ)-[a,K(x,,xZ),..,aKK(x„x2)]' represent the elements of the polynomial base. We then
approximate F(x„xZ) by ~aK(xi,xZ), where ~y still has to be determined (see below). Checking
that Newey's assumptions 5.3 and 5.5 (that imply assumptions 5.2 and 5.4) are satisfied is
easy here: Choose akK(x,,xZ)-pk(x,,xZ) [with T~(x~)-x~]. (x„x2) contains at least one
continuously distributed component with density assumed to be bounded away from zero on
(0,~). Formally this requirement is not satisfied in our application but including LOI in the
base only changed the pazameter estimates related to LOI and IEM. The elements in Ox are
not lineazly dependent, implying that the smallest eigenvalue of {OxOx'}S2(x„x2) is bounded
away from zero. By choosing the degree of the approximating polynomial increasing in K,
J(K)-K and LK-I, assumption 5.3 is satisfied except for the boundedness of the 2~. The latter
is not a problem because boundedness can be relaxed without affecting the results (Newey,
1993, p. 440). Assumption 5.5 is also easy to check, since R is only one dimensional here.
With akK(x„xZ)-pk(x„xZ) and J-K, we can choose y~-y,~, j-1,..,K, so that assumption 5.5 is
satisfied.

Computation of series approximations

Two problems remain after having chosen which elements in (x„xZ) form the polynomial
base: how to estimate y and how to determine K, the number of terms in the series
approximation. Both are addressed by Newey (1993). Estimation of ~y (for given K) is based
on the same intuition as in nearest neighbours: approxima[e the efficient scores as good as
possible using a minimum mean-square error criterion. This leads to an explicit expression
for ~y. Replacing expectations by sample averages then yields y.

To obtain K, a cross-validation criterion is used in which the ~y is calculated N times,
leaving out the i-th observation (i-1,..,N). This is repeated for several values of K. The
optimal K minimizes the difference between the estimated and the tnae scores. Because the
true scores consist of conditional expectations that are not observed, these are replaced by
their nonparametric estimates, and the estimated scores are replaced by the dependent
variables (as in cross-validation). Given 7 and K, estimating the asymptotic covariance matrix
of the estimator is straightforward.

Note that (3.8) implies F(x,,xZ)?0. For the approximation to F, this is indeed the case for
the first model in table 3.7. The other two models in table 3.7 led to negative estimates for
F(x;,,xi2) for 56 and 70 observations, respectively. This is an additional reason why the first
model is referred to as the 'best' series approximation model. Avoiding this problem is also a
reason to focus on the nearest neighbours estimation when we consider more than two waves.



Chapter 4

An analysis of housing expenditure using
semiparametric cross-section models

4.1 Introduction
Housing is one of the main categories of household expenditure in most industrialized

countries. For analysing household consumption its understanding therefore is crucial. The
decision how much to spend on housing is strongly related to the choice between renting and
owning. The standard reference is Lee and Trost (1978), who explain annual family
expenditure on housing taking the decision to own or to rent explicitly into account, using
cross-section data. Their model is a switching regression model with endogenous switching
and normally distributed error terms, which is also referred to as Tobit V by Amemiya
(1984).

Several authors have focused on different aspects in the demand for housing. Zorn (1993)
models the fact that some households cannot obtain a mortgage due to mortgage constraints
which results in a kinked budget set. Haurin (1991) investigates the same issue as Zom
(mortgage constraints) and analyses how the intertemporal variation in income affects tenure
choice. Ioannides and Rosental (1994) analyse the choice between renting and owning in
relation to consumption and investment demand for housing.

In this chapter we focus on housing expenditure and thus not on housing assets, housing
equity or mortgage constraints. We will combine the model by Lee and Trost (1978),
henceforth referred to as LT model, with the consumer demand literature on expenditure on
goods. We will mainly concentrate our attention on two issues. First of all, the (strong)
distributional assumptions in the LT model might be violated. Therefore, we investigate the
consequences of relaxing these distributional assumptions, applying estimators in
semiparametric models which have recently become available in the literature. Although a
variety of such estimators has been developed (see Powell, 1994, for an overview),
applications are still scarce. Experience with comparing parametric and semiparametric
estimates in practical examples should show whether using semiparametric techniques instead
of standard parametric methods is worthwhile. The main goal of this chapter is to provide
such a practical example. Second, when modelling the budget share spent on housing as a
function of total expenditure, account has to be taken of the possibility of endogeneity of
total expenditure. We test for this and present estimates allowing for it.
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In this chapter we consider parametric and semiparametric cross-section models, which are
tested and estimated using the 1987 wave of the Dutch Socio-Economic Panel. The
remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2 we describe the data. In
section 4.3 we discuss various parametric and semiparametric cross-section models and their
estimates. Section 4.4 concludes.

4.2 Data
We use data from the 1987 wave of the Dutch Socio-Economic Panel (SEP). These data

are a cleaned subsample with information on family characteristics (including marital status,
number of children living with the family, age of the head of household, educa[ion level and
region of residence), and labour market characteristics (including hours of work, gross and
net wage and benefits). The labour market characteristics are used to construct household
income which consists of labour earnings, other family income (mainly from letting rooms or
child allowances), benefits and pensions. Personal income of children is excluded. Asset
income and capital gains are also excluded, since this type of income may depend on the
home ownership decision instead of determining it. Wealth data~ are used to construct
savings. In constructing savings we also corrected for donations, bequests and capital gains.
For issues on cleaning the savings data we refer to Camphuis (1993). Income and savings are
used to construct total expenditure. Expenditure and income are reported in Dutch guilders
per month.

The budget share spent on housing is defined as the fraction of total expenditure spent on
housing. Housing expenditure for renters is the amount of money spent on rent by the family
(i.e., excluding gaslwaterlelectricityltteating as well as rental subsidy). For owners expendi-
ture on housing consists of the following components: net interest costs on the mortgage, net
rent paid if the land is not owned, taxes on owned housing,2 costs of insuring the house,
opportunity costs of housing equity, maintenance costs, and minus the increase of the value
of the house. Mortgage interest payments are tax deductible. Computation of the marginal tax
rate is described in appendix A(section 4.5). The latter three costs components are not
observed in the data. The opportunity cost reflecting the foregone interest on housing equity,
is set equal to 4qo of the value of the house minus the mortgage value. Maintenance costs
and the increase of the value of the house are set equal to 2qo and 10l0 of the value of the

' Net wealth is constructed using checking accounts, savings and deposits accounts, saving certificates,
certificates of deposits, bonds and mortgage bonds, shares, options and other securities, antiques, jewels, coins
etc., real estate other than the own residence, own car, claims against private persons, other assets, life-insurance
with saving elements, personal loan or revolving credit, hire-purchase and other loans.

2 This refers to a direct tax on housing property and to extra income tax due to adding the imputed rental
value of the house to household income.
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house, respectively. In appendix B(section 4.6), we shall investigate the sensitivity of the

results with respect to these choices. It appears that our main results are hardly affected.

Appendix A(section 4.5) contains some further details on the construction of the sample
and the variables of interest. We present some details for 1987 (the sample used in

estimation) and also for 1986 because for 1986 macro data are available that are used for

comparison. In estimating the expenditure equations using the 1987 sample, we further

excluded households with a missing observation for expenditure, and a few households with

housing budget share larger than 3.3 This reduces the dataset from 3006 to 2357

observations. Variable definitions and summary statistics are presented in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Overview of variables and summary statistics (standard deviation in parentheses)

Variable Description Renters Owners

number of obs. 1190 ] 167
BSO, BSl Budget share (i.e. monthly expenditure on 0.24 0.22

housing divided by monthly total expendi- (0.23) (0.18)
ture)

DOP2 dummies for education level 0.24 0.15
DOP3 0.37 0.48
DOP4 0.09 0.19
DOPS 0.03 0.07
AGE age of the head of the household in 4.03 4.10

decennia (1.21) (0.98)
AGE2 AGE squared 17.64 17.78
LINC logarithm of monthly family income and 7.69 8.04

(0.47) (0.44)
L2INC its square (in guilders) 59.34 64.90
EXP monthly total family expenditure 2304 3233

(1117) (1483)
LEXP logarithm of monthly total family 7.62 7.97

expenditure (0.54) (0.51)
L2EXP LEXP squared 58.56 63.73
DMAR dummy for married 0.73 0.94
NCH number of children living with the family 0.83 1.22
DREG1 region dummies for north, east and south 0.1 I 0.1 1
DREG2 respectively 0.20 0.22
DREG3 0.23 0.28

The average budget share of housing is approximately 0.24 for renters and about 0.22 for
owners. Owners are higher educated and have a substantially higher average income than

3 Some budget shares are larger than one, possibly due to the fact that total expenditure is constructed from
income minus savings, which might lead to substantial measurement errors for some households.
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renters. Their average total expenditure is also higher than that of renters. Thus, in absolute
terms, owners spend more on housing than renters, in spite of the lower average budget
share.

In figure 4.1, nonparametric density estimates for the budget shares BSO for renters and
BS 1 for owners are reported, as well as nonpazametric regressions of these budget shares on
log(total expenditure). Both budget share distributions are skewed to the right. Some budget
shares larger than one are observed (see footnote 3). The nonparametric regression estimates
suggest that the housing budget share is non-linear in log(total expenditure), but can be
approximated reasonably well by a quadratic function. This is similaz to what Banks et al.
(1994) find for many commodity groups.

In figure 4.2, the result of a nonparametric regression of the probability of owning a house
as a function of log(total income) is presented together with the frequency distribution of
log(total income). Families with higher total income tend to have a higher probability of
owning a house for the main part of the income range.

4.3 Models
We aim at estimating Engel curves for housing expenditure. Following Banks et al. (1994),

we will estimate Engel curves derived from an Integrable Quadra[ic Almost Ideal Demand
System (IQUAIDS), relating the budget share spent on housing to the log of total expenditure
and its square, and to household characteristics (taste shifters). This quadratic specification is
also suggested by figure 4.1. It will be used in all our models. Following Lee and Trost
(1978), we allow Engel curves of renters and owners to be different, and take account of
endogeneity of the decision to own or to rent. This leads to the following cross-section model
(assumptions on the distribution of the error terms are given below):

d; - 1(rí x; - u; ? 0)

Ya - Qóx; t~; if d;-0
y~; -(3;x; t ei; if d;-1

Here the index i refers to household i, d; is a sector selection dummy variable which is 0 for
renters and 1 for owners, x; is a vector of explanatory variables (log total expenditure and its
square, and taste shifters), ya and y,; are the budget shazes spent on housing for renters and
owners, respectively, (3„ (3o and r[ aze vectors of unknown parameters, and eo;, e~; and u; are
error terms. This model is known as a switching regression model with endogenous
switching. It is labelled Tobit V by Amemiya (1984), if the error terms aze trivariate normal
and independent of the covariates.

Even if the enor terms are independent of the regressors, without strong distributional
assumptions, identification of the pazameters of this model requires that at least one
component of both (3, and ~3o is equal to zero (possibly the same), while the corresponding
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Figure 4.1: Nonparametric density estimates for BSl and BSO and nonparametric

regression estimates of the same variables on log total expenditure (LEXP),
together with 9Solo uniform confidence bands
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Figure 4.2: Nonparametric estimates of the probability of owning a house as a function of
log household income (LINC), and distribution of LINC
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components of n are not equal to zero. Such exclusion restrictions are not required with
distributional assumptions like normality of the errors terms, as in the original Lee and Trost
(1978) study. But identification then stems from the normality assumption. Since we also
want to estimate semiparametric models using the same explanatory variables, exclusion
restrictions on the budget share equation will be imposed throughout. Our main exclusion
restriction is that the head of household's education level is not included in the budget share
equations. Education level may affect the family's information set and interest in financial
matters, and may therefore influence the family's portfolio choice, of which the choice
between owning and renting is an important component. It is not clear, however, why
education would have a direct impact on housing consumption, given the ownership decision.
Another variable which we exclude from the share equations is the number of children.
Although there seems no a priori reason for this, the number of children was always
insignificant in the share equations at any conventional significance level.

As mentioned above, x; will include the log of total expenditure and its square, which
might be endogenous. For example, in the two-stage budgeting literature (see Blundell and
Walker, 1986, for example) a household first decides how much to spend in total in each
period and, given this decision, it decides how much of this to spend on food, clothing,
housing, etc. Thus, total expenditure per period is a decision variable. In the standard model
where error terms arise due to future uncertainty only, total expenditure is exogenous to the
share equations. However, introducing random preferences in a life-cycle consistent way will
lead to a model in which the resulting error term is correlated with total expenditure and
hence total expenditure is endogenous.

For simplicity and because we are mainly interested in the share equations we do not
include the log of total expenditure and its square in the selection equation. Instead, this
equation includes the log of household income and its square, which can be seen as
instruments for the total expenditure variables. If one is particularly interested in the
coefficients related to the log of total expenditure and its square one could employ the two-
step estimation procedure described in Lee (1996a).

We write x;-(xá;,xb;,xá;)', with x,; containing the log of total expenditure and its square, xb;
containing the log of household income and its square, and xd; containing the remaining
variables. Define a subvector x~; of xd; so that the model can be written as

d~ - 1(~nxb~ t~éxn~ - u~ ~ fl)

YP~ - apaxai f(3áx~; f eP; if d;p, p-0,1

Throughout this chapter, we assume that (eo;,e,;,u;) is independent of (xb;,xd;). xa; will be
allowed to be correlated with the error terms and xb; will be used as a vector of instruments
for xa;. Together with the identification discussion given above, this implies that xd; should
contain elements that are not in x~;.
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To estimate this model, note that

E{ YP~ - a~x~~ ~ xn~, xa;, d~p}- Qax~; t E{ EP~ ~ xn~~ xa~, d~P}, P-0,1.

Thís can be rewritten as

ypi - F'paxai } F'pcxci } gp(xbi~xdi) } Ep;, Wltll

gp(xbi,xe~) - E{ EP; ~ xb;, xd;, d~p} and E{ ËP; ~ xb;, xd;, d;-p}- 0, p-0,1.

The distributional assumptions with respect to ~;, e~; and u; determine the functions go and g;
and, as a consequence, the way to estimate the parameters. Various estimation procedures
exist in the literature. We discuss those which we will apply.

4.3.1 Parametric models
The parametric model imposes multivariate normality of (~;,e,;,u;) with a zero mean

vector. This implies that go and g; are given by a~,ib(7tbxb;fnáxd;) and 6;~~,;(náxb;f~táxd;),
respectively, where Àq and À,, are the inverse Mill's ratios and 6P~Cov{eP;,u;}, p-0,1. To
estimate the parameters, first the probit selection equation is estimated by Maximum
Likelihood (ML). Then ~ and ~,i are evaluated at the probit estimates. If x, is exogenous,
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) can then be applied to the budget share equations including
the estimated ~1,o and ~,, as additional regressors. This results in two stage estimates for (3o and
(i~. These are consistent but not asymptotically efficient. Efficiency can be obtained by
applying ML, using the two stage estimates as starting values. Significance of aa and a;~
would imply that selection influences the budget shazes and that correcting for selectivity
bias is necessary.

To allow for endogeneity of x81, we assume that, in case of the pazametric specification,
the two endogenous variables in x,; depend linearly on xb; and xd; and an error term
independent of xb; and xd;. Moreover, we assume joint normality of all error terms. ML will
then be performed on the complete system of five equations. Endogeneity of x,; will be tested
using a Lagrange Multiplier test, for the null hypothesis of zero correlation between the
errors in the two auxiliary equations and the errors in the two budget share equations.

ML estimates for the parametric models for 1987 are presented in table 4.2. In the third
and fourth column we present the results for the model in whích LEXP and L2EXP aze
assumed to be exogenous. The following findings are significant at the S~lo level. The
probability of owning a house is, ceteris paribus:
~ increasing with log(income).
~ increasing with education level.
~ higher for married than for unmarried people.
~ increasing with the number of children living with the family.
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Table 4.2: Estimation results for the cross-section parametric model (standard errors in
parentheses)'

Equation Variable Exogenous LEXP and L2EXP Endogenous LEXP and L2EXP

BS 1 owners CONST 9.018" (0.217) 13.644" (0.437)
AGE 0.061' (0.028) 0.062 (0.036)
AGE2 -0.007' (0.003) -0.008' (0.004)
LEXP -2.061" (0.058) -3.260" (0.133)
L2EXP 0.117" (0.004) 0.194" (0.010)
DMAR 0.070"' (0.010) 0.076" (0.022)
DREG1 -0.041" (0.013) -0.037' (0.015)
DREG2 -0.002 (0.008) 0.002 (0.011)
DREG3 -0.010 (0.008) -0.007 (0.010)

BSO renters CONST 8.147" (0.192) 1.420' (0.627)
AGE -0.053 (0.028) -0.081" (0.027)
AGE2 0.006 (0.003) 0.010" (0.003)
LEXP -1.838" (0.054) -0.068 (0.171)
L2EXP 0.105"' (0.004) 0.010 (0.011)
DMAR -0.030" (0.010) -0.050" (0.012)
DREG1 -0.028 (0.017) -0.029 (0.016)
DREG2 -0.017 (0.011) -0.021 (0.011)
DREG3 -0.007 (0.011) -0.005 (0.011)

Selection CONST -9.511" (1.611) 6.254 (3.285)
DOP2 0.147' (0.070) 0.164' (0.078)
DOP3 0.332" (0.060) 0.348" (0.067)
DOP4 0.490'" (0.074) 0.522" (0.084)
DOPS 0.540" (0.111) 0.592" (0.134)
AGE 0.863" (0.201) 0.871" (0.211)
AGE2 -0.093" (0.023) -0.094" (0.025)
LINC 1.013' (0.457) -3.215" (0.873)
L2INC -0.021 (0.032) 0.260" (0.058)
DMAR 0.663'" (0.082) 0.687" (0.092)
NCH 0.091" (0.023) 0.093" (0.025)
DREG I 0.200' (0.094) 0.224` (0.096)
DREG2 0.160' (0.072) 0.206" (0.074)
DREG3 0.194" (0.068) 0.228'" (0.070)

error 6„ 0.011" (0.0003) 0.013" (0.0005)
distribution 6~ 0.028" (0.0006) 0.028" (0.0008)

6,~ 0.018` (0.008) 0.013 (0.028)
6a„ 0.161" (0.002) 0.149" (0.002)
aLEXP. BS owoers 0'002 (0'002)
aLZExP. Bs ow~rs 0.011 (0.031)
6LEXP, BS rcnters -0'006"' (0'002)

aL2EXP, BS rcnters -0.067' (0.02Ó)

e` means significant at the Sqo level, " means significant at the 1 qo level
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~ increasing with age up to age 46, decreasing thereafter. This corresponds to CBS figures
which do not control for other characteristics.'

~ lower in the west of the Netherlands than in other regions. The west is the region where
population density and industrial concentration is largest, and where house prices are
higher than in other regions.

We conclude that the budget share for owners is
~ increasing up to age 44, decreasing after that age.
~ decreasing in log(total expenditure) for all relevant values of log(total expenditure).
~ higher for households with married head than for others.
~ lower in the north of the Netherlands than in other regions.
The budget share for renters is:
~ decreasing in log(total expenditure) for nearly all relevant values of log(total expenditure).
~ lower for married than for unmarried people.
The covariances of the error terms are highly significant, and imply estimated correlation
coefficients p~~tz~„~~t3~~-0.26, and po„-0.96. This implies that selection matters in this
model.

The model might be misspecified due to endogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP. The value of
the LM test statistic (described above) was 88.6, exceeding the critical value of the ~
distribution at any conventional significance level. Thus, the null of exogeneity of LEXP and
L2EXP is strongly rejected.

The ML estimates allowing for endogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP are presented in the fifth
and sixth column of table 4.2. In the budget share equations, the constant term and the
coefficients of LEXP and L2EXP change significantly compared to the third column. For
renters, the coefficients related to AGE, AGE2 and DREG2 are now significant. In the
selection equation the coefficients related to the constant term, LINC and L2INC changed
significantly. The results for the additional equations for LEXP and L2EXP are not reported
and are available upon request. The coefficients related to the variables LINC, L2INC and
DMAR are strongly significant in these equations.

4.3.2 Semiparametric models
We first consider the computationally easy approach of Newey (1988). He uses the fact

that the independence assumption implies that the distribution of (eo;,e,;,u;)' depends on
(xb;,xd;) only through the index nbxb;fndxd;. The functions go and g, can then be written as

gp(xbi~xdi) - gp(~xbi}~dxdi), i)-~, 1 .

`According to CBS (1987), the fraction of house owners increases from 0.13 when the head of Ihe
household is below 25 yeazs of age, up to 0.57 for the age category 40-45, and then decreases to 0.27 for heads
of households aged 75 and over.
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To estimate the budget equations, go and g, are approximated by Ek~apk(nbxb;fnáxd;)k, p-0,1,

with K-K(p,n) (p-0,1, n the number of observations). The following regression equations can

now be used for the subsamples of renters and owners separately

ypi - F~paxai t F'pcxci f~k~apk(nbxbi}~dxdi)k f Epi, (4.1)

where ~ and nd denote estimates of ~ and nd, respectively (to be discussed later). If x, is

exogenous, consistent and asymptotically normal estimates for (R~„Q~) and ((3ía,Rí~) can be

obtained by applying OLS to equation (4.1) for each subsample. This was shown by Newey

(1988), who also derives estimators for the asymptotic covariance matrices.

We apply Newey's procedure to the case that xa; is allowed to be endogenous by replacing

OLS with IV. Denote the regressors in equation (4.1) corresponding to the case p-1 by z;,

i.e. x;-(xá;,x~;,l,(7~xb;tnáxai)`~..~(nnxbitnáxa;)K)' (with now K-K(l,n)) and let X5-(z;,..,z~,)'

where n 1 is the number of observations with d,--1. Furthermore, let w; be the vector of

instruments, i.e. z; with xa; replaced by xb; (hence w; is of the same dimension as z;), and let

W5-[wí,..,w~,]'. The parameters ~i,a, (3,~, and a„ to a,K can now be estimated by applying IV

to equation (4.1). Under appropriate regularity conditionss the IV-estimates for (3,a and (316

will be consistent and asymptotically normal: ~[(~3ía~Rí~)~-(Ría,Ríc)~l ~d N(O,V). Notice,

however, that the constant term in the regression equation cannot be estimated separately,

since the series approximation also includes a constant term.b The asymptotic covariance

matrix V can be estimated consistently by
nl

[I,~](W5~ XS)-~ {~ w;w;' ë? f HwV(nb~na)Hw }(XS~ WS)[I.~]~
~:i

where ë; is the IV residual and

HW -~ 1 wi(xbi~xdi)~~ kalk(~bxbi } ~dxdi)k-'
l lisl ll k~l

where ót,k, k-1,..,K, are the IV estimates of the a,ks. The expressions in Newey ( 1988) are a

special case with WS replaced by Xg, ë; by the OLS residuals and á,k, k-1,..,K, by the OLS

estimates. The parameters in the other equation ( p-0) can be estimated analogously.

' Appropriate regularity conditions should include conditions guazanteeing consistency of the IV estimates of
(3,, and [ii~ and conditions that allow one to derive the presented asymptotic distribution. The former conditions
will be different from Newey's, since identification should now be based on moment restrictions. Given
identification (and consistency) the latter conditions will be compazable to Newey's conditions.

fi Andrews and Schafgans (1995) show how the constant term can be estimated if observations with
selection probability close to one aze available. Since, however, we do not have many observations with
probability of ownership close to zero or one, this approach is practically infeasible for both renters and owners.
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The smoothing pazameter in the estimation procedure is the number of terms in the series
approximation, which is chosen such that adding more terms no longer affects the estimates
of the regression ccefficients. In practice, often only a few terms in the series approximation
turn out to be required.

An alternative semiparametric approach is given by Ahn and Powell (1993). They assume
that

gp(xbi~xai) - Qp(fpi ), with fP; P{di-plxni,xai}, P-~.1,

for continuous functions OP, p-0,1. To estimate the shaze equation for the subsample of
owners (d~ 1, p-1), consider two observations i and j with d;-d~ 1 and f,;-f,j. Then, using the
continuity of O„

Yli - Ylj - F'ía(xai xaj) f F~íc(xc~ xcj) }(OI(fli)-~l(flj)) f(Ëli-~Ij)

~ F'la(xaixaj) } F~Ic(xci xcj) }(Eli Elj)

This leads to the IV-estimator proposed by Ahn and Powell: let xn~,--(xá;,x~;), wí-(xb;,x~;) and
let

, n-I n
n ( ( ,

Swx - ~ ~ ~ij`w; -wj)`xaci -xacj)
2 i~l j-i~l

n-I nn
S wY, - ~ ~ co;j(w; -w;)(Y,; -Y,j)

2 i.l j.i.l

f. -f.
cA;j - 1K ''

Sln Sln

where s,n is a smoothing pazameter and K is a kernel. If f; were observed, the IV-estimator
would be (~3ía,~íc)'-(Swx)-'SwY,. Since f; is unobserved, it is replaced by some consistent
estimate. As shown by Ahn and Powell (1993), the resulting estimator is consistent and
asymptotically normal and converges at the rate n'n. The first step estimates for f; affect the
asymptotic covaziance matrix. However, the estimator for the covariance matrix proposed by
Ahn and Powell (1993) is computationally involved, mainly due to estimation of the f;.
Therefore, the part of the covariance matrix due to estimation of the f; will be ignored.
Notice that, similaz to the Newey estimator, the constant term cannot be estimated.

When applying Ahn and Powell's estimator we have to choose a kernel and the smoothing
pazameter s,n (and the corresponding one for renters, p-0) to determine which observations
aze `close', i.e., for which ~f;fj~ is small. For the kernel, we choose the standard normal
density function. A convenient choice for s,a is to use ca~,, where ~,, is the sample standazd
deviation of the fitted first round values f;, and cd equals 0.1 or 0.2, see Ahn and Powell
(1993). In both semiparametric models (Newey and Ahn 8r Powell), exogeneity of xa; will be
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tested with a Hausman (-type) test, comparing the estimates which do and do not allow for
endogeneity of x,;.'

All approaches for estimating pP, p-0,1, require estimation of a single index binary choice
modela to obtain estimates for (nb,~á)'. Klein and Spady (1993) have proposed an estimator
which is semiparametrically efficient under weak regularity assumptions. This estimator,

however, is difficult to compute. Instead, we started with the probit ML estimates for (nb,nd).
We tested for normality and heteroskedasticity of exponential form using tests described in

Chesher and Irish (1987). Both normality and homoskedasticity were rejected. Therefore, we
experimented with the following specification, in which the single index assumption is

retained:

P{d;-1 ~ xbi~xdi} - ~(m(ti,~bxbi}~dxdi)lexp{a(Y~nbxbi}~dxdi )})

Here m and tS are power series in 1~xb;tnaxd; with ccefficients T and y, respectively. This can

be seen as a series approximation to an azbitrary single index model. Let Ti and y~ denote the

ccefficients related to (7~xb;fnaxd;y. The normalizations imposed aze io-0, Ti-1 and yo-0. We

estimated this model for several lengths of the two power series, and found one significant
term: (nbxb;}~áxai)2 in m.

The ML results (taking the number of terms in the series expansions as fixed) with this

additional term included, are presented in the lower part of table 4.3. 2Z, the coefficient of
(~xb;fnaxd;)~, is significantly negative, but the probability P{d; 1 ~ xb;,xd;} increases with the

index nbxb;fttáxd; over the sample range.9
The semiparametric estimates based upon Newey (1988) for the case that LEXP and

L2EXP are assumed to be exogenous, are presented in the second and third column of (the
upper part of) table 4.3. In the series approximation of the correction term six terms were

used for owners and four for renters. These choices resulted from estimating models with up

to nine tetms included; the estimates did not change much after including more than six and

four terms, respectively.

' The asymptotic distribution of the difference of both estimators can easily be calculated under the null
hypothesis of no endogeneity. This allows us to construct a test for endogeneity based on the difference of the
estimators. However, since neither of the estimators is efficient under the null, and since the behaviour of the
estimators is not known under the alternative, the test is not a`pure' Hausman test. Therefore, we call it a
Hausman-type test.

" Ahn and Powell (1993) allow for a more general model, in which the probability of ownership is estimated
completely nonparametrically. Due to the lazge number of explanatory variables in the selection equation, such
an approach is practically infeasible for our purposes.

Y Using LM tests similar to those in Chesher and Irish (1987), normality in this extended probit model could
not be rejected. Homoskedasticity, however, is still rejected, suggesting that the single index specification might
be inadequate. Due to the lack of feasible alternatives, however, we have to retain this assumption (see also
previous footnote).
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Table 4.3: Estimation results for the cross-section semiparametric models using BSI for
owners and BSO for renters (standard errors in parentheses)~

Variable Newey Newey IV` Ahn-Powell Ahn-Powell IV`~
BS owners
CONST 9.234` 15.454` . .
AGE -0.027 (0.033) 0.023 (0.066) -0.015 (0.023) 0.021 (0.044)
AGE2 0.002 (0.004) -0.005 (0.008) 0.001 (0.003) -0.002 (0.006)
LEXP -2.024" (0.336) -3.670 (1.939) -2.430" (0.252) -3.756' (1.398)
L2EXP 0.112"' (0.021) 0.212 (0.121) 0.138" (0.016) 0.222' (0.089)
DMAR 0.024 (0.022) 0.041 (0.024) 0.020 (0.018) 0.032 (0.020)
DREG1 -0.050"" (0.011) -0.037` (0.016) -0.045" (0.007) -0.036" (0.010)
DREG2 -0.011 (0.011) -0.003 (0.012) -0.018' (0.007) -0.014 (0.006)
DREG3 -0.020 (0.010) -0.009 (0.014) -0.021 " (0.007) -0.012 (0.009)
BS renters
CONST 11.290` 5.589` . .
AGE 0.017 (0.036) -0.068 (0.042) 0.014 (0.024) -0.063"' (0.023)
AGE2 -0.002 (0.004) 0.008 (0.004) -0.002 (0.002) 0.007" (0.002)
LEXP -2.690" (0.324) -1.107' (0.469) -2.814" (0.233) -1.247" (0.313)
L2EXP 0.162" (0.021) 0.056 (0.032) 0.171 "' (0.015) 0.067" (0.021)
DMAR -0.002 (0.016) -0.049' (0.018) -0.000 (0.0] 1) -0.048'" (0.012)
DREG1 -0.028' (0.011) -0.038" (0.016) -0.021'" (0.007) -0.034" (0.010)
DREG2 -0.015 (0.012) -0.024 (0.015) -0.015 (0.008) -0.023' (0.010)
DREG3 -0.003 (0.011) -0.003 (0.013) -0.001 (0.007) 0.001 (0.008)
Selection
CONST 23.113"" (4.440) ~~ ~~ ~~
DOP2 0.207' (0.083) ~~
DOP3 0.510" (0.075) ~~
DOP4 0.599" (0.121) ~~
DOPS 0.570" (0.208) ~~
AGE 1.252" (0.223) ~~
AGE2 -0.134"' (0.026) ~~
LINC -7.991 "' (1.193) ~~
L2INC 0.581 "' (0.080) ~~
DMAR 0.481" (0.088) ~~
NCH 0.051 (0.033) ~~
DREG 1 0.303'" (0.094) ~~
DREG2 0.240"' (0.078) ~~
DREG3 0.302" (0.073) ~~
TZ -0.172" (0.036) ~~

e' means significant at the 5qo level, " means significant at the 1 qo level.
b series approximation using single index ML probit in estimating the selection equation.
` IV using AGE, AGE2, LINC, L2WC, DMAR, DREG1, DREG2, DREG3 as instruments
d standard en-ors not corrected for the first stage ML probit estimates
` estimates include the estimate for the constant term in the series approximation
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The estimated standard errors, which take into account the first stage estimation error in
the parameters of the selection equation, appear to differ substantially from the standard OLS
standard etror estimates, but are similar to the Eicker-White standard errors. This indicates
that the first stage errors hazdly affect the standard errors of the second stage estimates.

Comparing the estimates of the slope coefficients in the share equations to their parametric
counterparts in table 4.2, we find that for owners the coefficients related to AGE, AGE2 and
DMAR changed somewhat whereas for renters the coefficients related to LEXP and L2EXP

also changed somewhat. Particularly the marital status dummy in the equation for renters
changed: its effect is now virtually zero, while it was significant at the I qo level in table 4.2.

The shape of the Engel curves as a function of total expenditure remains the same, and so do
the effects of educational and regional dummies in the selection equation.

The Ahn-Powell estimates for the same model, using (for f;) the predictions from the
single index probit model in the kemel weights, are in the sixth and seventh column of table

4.3. The smoothing parameter in the kernel weights was set to 0.2 times the standard
deviation of the first stage predictions. The Ahn-Powell estimates are similar to the Newey

estimates in column two. The standard errors are not corrected for the errors in the first stage

estimates, since this would be computationally too demanding. These standard errors will
therefore underestimate the true standard errors. The findings for the Newey estimates,

however, suggest that this problem may be negligible.
We present Newey and Ahn-Powell instrumental variables (IV) estimates, that allow for

endogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP in the budget shaze equation, in the fourth and fifth, and
eighth and ninth column, respectively, of table 4.3.'o For the Newey estimates, we used

series approximations of six terms for owners and five terms for renters. The smoothing
parameters for the Ahn-Powell estimators are the same as for the OLS case. Using IV mainly

affects the pazameter estimates related to LEXP and L2EXP. The Newey and Ahn-Powell
estimates are again similar and a Hausman-type test on the difference between them leads to

the conclusion that the model cannot be rejected.
A Hausman-type test on exogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP is based on the difference

between the shaze equation estimates in columns two and four (Newey) and columns six and
eight (Ahn-Powell). For the Newey estimates, the realization of the test statistic is 1.2 for

owners and 12.9 for renters. This is below the critical value of a xá distribution for any
conventional level, so that exogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP can no longer be rejected. For

the Ahn-Powell estimates, the realizations of the Hausman-type test statistic are 1.2 and 21.4.
The latter is significant at the lolo level."

"' Results in Appendix A(section 4.5) show that the results of the Newey (1988) estimates are not sensitive
with respect to the definition of the ezpenditure measure for owners.

" Like the standard errors, these test statistics take no account of the first stage estimation error.
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To check whether the semiparametric Newey estimates are significantly different from the
parametric ML estimates, we compared the results for the case that endogeneity of LEXP and
L2EXP is taken into account. A Hausman [est was based on the difference between the two
sets of estimates for (po,~i~)'. The difference between the estimated covariance matrices was
not positive semidefinite, but an alternative estimator which is guazanteed to be positive
definite is easily computed, see, for example, Newey (1985). The resulting test statistic is
205.12 which implies that the parametric model was strongly rejected at any conventional
significance level.

The estimated shares spent on housing as a function of LEXP are presented in figure 4.3.
The other explanatory variables are set equal to their sample means. The bottom figures show
the distribution of expenditure. The two top figures refer to the parametric estimates. They
also include OLS and IV estimates not allowing for selectivity ("no sel." and "no sel end.",
respectively, not presented in table 4.2). For owners, they also contain estimates based upon
alternative definitions of housing expenditure (BS 12, BS 10, see appendix B, section 4.6). For
owners, the main difference between the shapes of the curves is that allowing for
endogeneity of total expenditure leads to higher elasticities for those in the highest total
expenditure quantiles. For renters, there are more substantial differences between the various
curves. In particulaz, if selectivity and endogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP are allowed for
(BSO end), the curve is almost linear, while it is U-shaped in all other cases.

The second set of two figures refer to the semiparametric models. The constant terms are
not estimated (see discussion above). Instead, we have chosen them such that the means of
the predicted budget shares equal the mean of the observed budget shares. Thus, only the
shapes of the curves can be compared, and not their level. For both owners and renters, we
again find that allowing for endogeneity of total expenditure makes a big difference for high
levels of total expenditure.

In the third set of two figures, all results for the parametric and semiparametric models,
taking into account selectivity and endogeneity, aze compared. The curves for the Ahn-Powell
estimates are very similar to those based upon the Newey estimates. For owners, the curve
for the parametric model is similar to these two. For renters, however, the difference is much
larger.

Another way to evaluate and compare the results is to look at implied elasticities of
housing expenditure with respect to [otal expenditure. In table 4.4 we present means of these
elasticities for owners and renters sepazately, weighted with total household expenditure.
These can be interpreted as aggregate elasticities (cf. Banks et al., 1994). We present the
means and their standard errors, and the fraction of households for which the elasticity
estimate is larger than zero.1z In most cases, the elasticities aze much smaller than one,
suggesting that housing is a necessity. We find large vaziation in the outcomes across the

'Z The median elasticities (not reported), were very close to zero in most cases.
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Table 4.4: Budget elasticities for the cross-section models (standard errors in parentheses)'

owners fraction ~ 0 renters fraction ~ 0

OLS (no selection) 0.232" 0.61 0.378" 0.63
(0.049) (0.055)

IV (no selection) 0.637" 0.69 0.498" 0.82
(0.089) (0.084)

Parametric (column 3 table 4.2) 0.526" 0.84 -0.237"" 0.30
(0.058) (0.050)

Parametric (column 5 table 4.2) 0.531" 0.67 1.461" 1.00
(0.146) (0.095)

Newey (table 4.3) -0.036 0.37 0.246 0.56
(0.626) (0.572)

Newey IV (table 4.3) 0.508 0.62 -0.178 0.28
(0.592) (0.226)

BS 12 Newey IV (appendix A) 0.498 0.59 0.370" 0.62
(0.622) (0.073)

BS 10 Newey IV (appendix A) 0.508 0.62 -0.042 0.40
(0.574) (0.145)

Ahn-Pow. (table 4.3) 0.014 0.40
(0.061)

Ahn-Pow. IV (table 4.3) 0.332 0.52
(0.322)

~' means significant at the Sqo level, " means significant at the lqo level.

various models, however, including implausible negative signs in some cases. In the
semiparametric models the standazd errors are often quite large, so that the means are

insignificantly different from zero. An exception is the significantly positive estimate
according to the Ahn-Powell model ignoring endogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP. To see

whether the negative sign for the elasticity in the Newey IV model is caused by an
inappropriate choice of the instruments, we also replaced the instruments by the lagged
values of log(household income) and its square. This, however, led to similar parameter
estimates as before and the elasticities for renters increased only slightly.

4.4 Conclusions
We have modelled expenditure on housing for both owners and renters using endogenous

switching regression models, applied to cross section data. Attention is paid to the
construction of the vaziables needed in the econometric model, especially to the definition of
housing expenditure for owners. In choosing the model assumptions we are guided by both
economic theory and by econometric models for which suitable estimators aze available. We
focused on estimation techniques which allow some of the explanatory variables in the
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Figure 4.3: Budget share spent on housing as a function of LEXP ( renters BSO, owners BSI )
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4.4 Conclusions

Figure 4.3 (continued)
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budget share equations to be endogenous, and on application of semiparametric estimation
techniques.

We have presented estimation results using both parametric and semiparametric models.
We also present results taking into account the endogeneity of the variables related to total
expenditure. Taking into account the endogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP mainly affects the
parameter estimates related to the endogenous explanatory variables. The economic
conclusions from the parameter estimates from both the parametric and the semiparametric
cross-section model are similar. In terms of the budget share spent on housing as a function
of LEXP the results for the parametric and semiparametric models for owners are similar, but
for renters the results for the parametric model differ from the results for the semiparametric
models. This suggests that in the current practical example, using parametric techniques can
lead to misleading outcomes if model assumptions are violated. It makes it worthwhile to use
semiparametric estimation techniques instead, particularly since the extra computational effort
required is limited.

This study shows that semiparametric estimation of the endogenous switching regression is
practically feasible and useful. Still, this is not necessarily the case for models with a richer
economic structure. For example, the more structural model of Zorn (1993) cannot be
estimated semiparametrically given the current techniques and the limitations of the data. On
the other hand, a promising direction of extending semiparametric applications is to use panel
data. The models estimated here are consistent with random effects panel data models, but
not with fixed effects specifications. Application of the latter type of models to housing
expenditure is considered in the next chapter.

4.5 Appendix A (data)
In this appendix we give some details on the construction of the variables for 1987, used

in the application. Earlier waves cannot be used in estimation due to lack of wealth data
required to compute savings. In addition we provide some information on the data for 1986.
The 1986 data can be compared to macro data published by Statistics Netherlands, see CBS
(1987). This information is not available for 1987. The comparison for 1986 is possible
because the definitions in the macro data do not require savings data to perform it.

Housing
Initial dataset: 3850 and 3613 households for 1986 and 1987, respectively.
Dropped from the analysis are:
~ families that live for free (t0.8 qo in 1986).
~ families with a total income below Dfl. 1,- per month (t200 obs).
~ families that receive a so called huurgewenningsbijdrage (i.e., a governmental allowance

for people who experienced a large rent increase because of renovation of their dwelling or
who had to search for a different dwelling after pull-down of their previously rented
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dwelling). The reason for this latter drop is that the amount is a substantial part of the
housing expenditure (16~10 on average) and it is not clear from the data whether this
amount is included in the answers on rent payments or not (t1.2qo of the renters in 1986).

HousinQ consumption for owners:
(1-tax)~`erfpacht f tax~huurwaardeforfait f (1-tax)~`interest payment f foregone interest -
increase in the value of the house t maintenance costs t eigenaarsgedeelte onroerend
goedbelasting f opstalverzekering.

Here erfpacht is the amount of money you have to pay if you do not own the land on which
your dwelling is built (which is partly deductible), tax is the marginal tax rate of the most
earning adult in the household, huurwaardeforfait is tax levied on the value of the house of
owners, eigenaarsgedeelte onroerend goedbelasting is municipal tax for house owners and
opstalverzekering is a house insurance for fire, broken windows etc. Expenditure on
gaslwater~electricitylheating is excluded.

Computation of the vaziables in exuenditure for owners
Approximately 140 house owning families dropped because the value of the house is not

known, which is necessary to conect for, among other things, huurwaardeforfait. In the data
we have either the amount spent on interest payments on the mortgage or the interest rate on
the mortgage. If we only have the interest rate on the mortgage we computed the interest
payments by multiplying this percentage with the mortgage value. If the mortgage value is
not reported we used 149000 (the average value of a house for 1987). Foregone interest is set
equal to 0.04 times the difference in the value of the house and the mortgage value.
Maintenance costs are defined as 2 percent of the value of the house. In the main text we

investigate the sensitivity of the results with respect to the percentage increase in the value of
a house and the percentage used in the maintenance costs. Because the eigenaarsgedeelte
onroerend goedbelasting can differ per municipal it is calculated as follows: we have data
over 1986 and 1987 on Tilburg and we will consider Tilburg to be representative for its
province. Per province we have the amount of tax that was payed to the local government
per inhabitant of the municipality (Statistics Netherlands, Statistiek der gemeentebegroting).
The eigenaarsgedeelte onroerend goedbelasting per province is calculated as the figure for

Tilburg times the relative tax per inhabitant of the province. The relative tax for the
provinces is approximately constant over time. The opstalverzekering is simply 12.95 times
the value of the house divided by 100000 (Budgethandboek NIBUD, 1987).

Comyutation of mazQinal tax rate
In the SEP we only observe net income like net wages, net unemployment benefits, net
pensions etc. To calculate the mazginal tax rate we need gross income of the spouse that
earns most because helshe will have to report the tax related issues of owning a house (like
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e.g. huurwaardeforfait). From the net income we could try to invert the tax system and infer
gross income. However, this is a very cumbersome approach. Therefore we will follow
Euwals and Van Scest (1996). Gross income is already available for individuals with a payed
job. We now estimate a net wage equation using the households in which at least one
individual has a paid job. An important variable to be included is the tax free allowance
(TFA). Constructing this for married couples involves the gross income of the other spouse.
All the households for whom we could determine the TFA were included in estimation. The
equation estimated is the same as in Euwals and Van Scest (1996), i.e. without a constant
term. Without making differences between men and women we got an Rz of .9955 and the
parameter estimates are fairly similar. Given the net income we can now estimate gross
income by inverting the relationship. By taking derivatives of net income with respect to
gross income we can estimate the marginal tax rate.

General remarks concernine the data
The following data cleaning operations have been applied.
~ People who got married or divorced are left out in the analysis to avoid dependence

between households in the sample (t140 households per year).
~ households that spend more than 1.5 times their monthly income on housing (f70

households per year) are also left out.
In 1987 we loose approximately 600 households per year. In 1986 we loose 100 more
because we do not have good data on the value of the house. If we use only the observations
with income budget shares smaller than 1.5 we end up with 3122 and 3006 observations.

Comparing the data with macro data
We will compare the 1986 data with the figures in CBS (1987), reported by Statistics
Netherlands (SN). Their definitions for rent and income are the same as the ones we use. For
renters, the SN tabulates rent, net annual income and budget shares. The definition of
expenditure on housing for owners differs from our measure. The SN measure of housing
expenditure includes expenditure on the mortgage, erfpacht, opstalverz., eigenaarsgedeelte
onroerend goed belasting, rijksbijdrage eigen woning bezit and tax issues like interest,
erfpacht, huurwaardeforfait en rijksbijdrage eigen woning bezit. We constructed this measure
without opstalverz., eigenaarsgedeelte onroerend goed belasting, rijksbijdrage eigen woning
bezit and related tax issues. These items contribute only a small amount to housing
expenditure. For owners SN tabulates net yearly income and budget shares.

Comparing the 1986 data with the statistics in CBS (1987) we conclude that:
~ house owners are over-represented in our sample. We see two reasons for this: the group

of one-person households is underrepresented and 75qo of this group rents, and the owners
are overrepresented in the more-than-one-person households.
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~ the distribution of the rent per month is similar to SN data but for renters the high net
yearly incomes (~38000) are underrepresented and, related to this, higher budget shares aze
overrepresented (on average it is 0.21 whereas it should be 0.17 according to SN).
Especially the budget shares larger than 0.32 are overrepresented. The median is 0.18 but
this figure is not reported in the SN figures.

~ for owners, the low net yearly incomes (Q5000) aze underrepresented but the budget
shares (for the ones with a mortgage) are conform the SN data except that again the
budget shares larger than 0.32 seem to be a bit overrepresented the mean is 0.17 whereas
it should be approximately 0.15). The median is 0.13 but this figure is not reported by SN.

~ households owning a house without a mortgage are underrepresented.

4.6 Appendix B(sensitivity estimation results)
In this appendix we will investigate the sensitivity of the cross-section Newey IV results

with respect to the maintenance costs and the mortgage costs in housing consumption for
owners. Let BSlab denote the Budget Share spent on housing for owners with aqo increase
of the value of a house (a-0,1,2,3,4) and bqo of the value of the house as the maintenance
costs (b-1,2). In the main text a equals 1 and b equals 2. From the definition of housing
costs for owners it follows that BS1ab-BSlafl,btl so eg. BS121-BS132. Because the
averages for BS 142, BS I 32 (and henceBS 131 and BS 121) are very low compared to the

average for renters we only consider BS 122, BS I 12 and BS 102. The last digit is then
dropped because it is fixed at 2. Hence we consider BSIa with the maintenance costs fixed at
2 qo of the value of the house. BS11 is used throughout the main text. The means for BS12,
BS11 and BS10 are respectively 0.18, 0.22 and 0.27 with standard deviations of 0.15, 0.18
and 0.22.

In table 4.5 we indicate the sensitivity of the parameter estimates of the Newey IV
estimates with respect to the measure for housing expenditure for owners. The coefficients
related to LEXP, L2EXP, DMAR and DREG1 tend to change somewhat, but the main
conclusions remain the same. The standard errors remain rather large such that we do not
find significant differences in the parameter estimates when varying housing expenditure for
owners.
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Table 4.5: Sensitivity of the estimation results with respect to the measure for housing
expenditure of owners, cross-sectiona

Variable BS 12 Newey IV ~` BS 11 Newey IV ~` BS 10 Newey N~`

,

CONSTANT 7.289 Í5.45~
AGE 0.028 (0.053) 0.028
AGE2 -0.004 (0.007) -0.005
LEXP -3.040 (1.634) -3.670
L2EXP 0.181 (0.105) 0.219
DMAR 0.032 (0.020) 0.041
DREG1 -0.029` (0.0I3) -0.037'
DREG2 -0.005 (0.010) -0.003
DREG3 -0.010 (0.011) -0.009

18.10~-
(0.066) 0.035 (0.077)
(0.008) -0.005 (0.009)
(1.939) -4.300 (2.241)
(0.121) 0.256 (0.144)
(0.024) 0.050 (0.028)
(0.016) -0.045" (0.018)
(0.012) -0.001 (0.014)
(0.014) -0.008 (0.017)

` means significant at the Solo level, " means significant at the 1 qo level. The results for
renters and for the selection equation are the ones presented in the second and third
column of table 4.3
series approximation using single index ML probit in estimating the selection equation
IV using AGE, AGE2, LINC, L2INC, DMAR, DREG1, DREG2 and DREG3 as
instruments
estimates include the estimate for the constant term in the series approximationa



Chapter 5

An analysis of housing expenditure using
semiparametric panel data models

5.1 Introduction
In most industrialized countries housing is one of the main categories of household

expenditure. Its understanding is therefore crucial for analysing household consumption. The

decision how much to spend on housing is strongly related to the choice between renting and

owning. The standard reference is Lee and Trost (1978), who explain annual family

expenditure on housing taking the decision to own or to rent explicitly into account. They

use cross-section data and apply a switching regression model with endogenous switching

and normally distributed error terms, which is also referred to as Tobit V by Amemiya

(1984).
Several authors have focused on different aspects of the demand for housing. Ioannides

and Rosental (1994) analyse the choice between renting and owning in relation to

consumption and investment demand for housing. Zorn (1993) models the fact that some

households cannot obtain a mortgage due to mortgage constraints, which results in a kinked

budget set. Haurin (1991) investigates the same issue as Zorn (mortgage constraints) and

analyses how the intertemporal variation in income affects tenure choice.

In this chapter we focus on housing expenditure and thus not on housing assets, housing

equity or mortgage constraints. We will combine the model by Lee and Trost (1978),

henceforth referred to as LT model, with the consumer demand literature on expenditure on

goods. We extend the LT model in two ways. First, we use panel data, and can therefore

allow for time constant unobserved household-specific effects which can be correlated with
the regressors. In other words, we will allow for fixed effects, which would be impossible in

the cross-section context. The usual cross-section model imposes independence between

individual-specific effects and regressors or instr~ments, which, in a panel data context, leads

to the more restrictive random effects model. Two types of fixed effects models are
considered: a linear model in which selectivity only enters through the fixed effects, and a

model similar to that of Kyriazidou (1995), which incorporates more general selectivity

effects than the lineaz model. We will compare results for these two fixed effects models

with those of the random effects model.
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Secondly, when modelling the budget share spent on housing as a function of total
expenditure, account has to be taken of the possibility of endogeneity of total expenditure.
We test for this and present estimates allowing for it.

Our main findings are that the random effects model, the model in which selectivity enters
through the fixed effects only, and the model which assumes that total expenditure is
exogenous, aze all rejected against the more general fixed effects model. Moreover, the
models lead to different conclusions about aggregate elasticities of housing expenditure.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2 we describe the data,
drawn from the Dutch Socio-Economic Panel, waves 1987 through 1989. In section 5.3 we
discuss various parametric and semiparametric panel data models and estimates explaining
housing. Section 5.4 concludes.

5.2 Data
We will use data from the waves 1987 through 1989 of the Dutch Socio-Economic Panel

(SEP). Although this panel exists since 1984, information concerning housing is only present
since 1986 and wealth data are available as of 1987. We will use a cleaned subsample for
each year with information on family characteristics (including marital status, number of
children living with the family, age of the head of household, education level and region of
residence), and labour market characteristics (including hours of work, gross and net
earnings). The labour market characteristics are used to construct household income which
consists of labour earnings, other family income (mainly from letting rooms or child
allowances), benefits and pensions. Personal income of children is excluded. Asset income
and capital gains are also excluded, because this type of income is strongly related to the
home ownership decision. Wealth data' are used to construct savings. In constructing savings
we also corrected for donations, bequests and capital gains. For issues on cleaning the
savings data we refer to Camphuis (1993). Income and savings are used to construct total
expenditure. Expenditure and income aze reported in Dutch guilders per month.

The budget share spent on housing is defined as the fraction of total expenditure spent on
housing. Housing expenditure for renters is the amount of money spent on rent by the family
(i.e., excluding gaslwaterlelectricityllteating as well as rental subsidy). For owners
expenditure on housing consists of the following components: net interest costs on the
mortgage, net rent paid if the land is not owned, taxes on owned housing,Z costs of insuring

' Ne[ wealth is constructed using checking accounts, savings and deposits accounts, saving certificates,
certificates of deposits, bonds and mortgage bonds, shares, options and other securities, antiques, jewels, coins
etc., real estate other than one's own residence, one's own car, claims against private persons, other assets, life-
insurance with saving elements, personal loan or revolving credit, hire-purchase and other loans.

Z This refers to a direct tax on housing property and to extra income tax due to adding the imputed rental
value of the house to household income.
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the house, opportunity costs of housing equity, maintenance costs, and minus the increase of
the value of the house. Mortgage interest payments are tax deductible. Computation of the
marginal tax rate is described in appendix B of the previous chapter (section 4.6). The latter
three costs components are not observed in the data. The opportunity cost of the foregone
interest on housing equity is set equal to 4010 of the value of the house minus the mortgage
value. Maintenance costs and the increase of the value of the house are set equal to 2qo and
1 qo of the value of the house, respectively. In appendix A(section 5.5), we shall investigate
the sensitivity of the results with respect to these choices. It appears that our main results are
hardly affected.

Appendix B of the previous chapter (section 4.6) contains some further details on the
construction of the sample for 1987 and on the variables of interest. Appendix B of this
chapter (section 5.6) provides some additional details on the construction of the samples for
1988 and 1989 and it provides a comparison of the 1989 data to macro data. In the resulting
panel for 1987 through 1989, we excluded households with a missing observation for
expenditure, and a few households with housing budget share larger than 3.' For the three
waves this reduces the dataset from 3006 to 2357, from 3224 to 2470 and from 3321 to 2469
observations, respectively. Variable definitions and summary statistics for the three resulting
panel waves are presented in table 5.1. The average budget share of housing is approximately
0.24 for renters and about 0.22 for owners. For both groups, this share decreased slightly
over time. From 1987 to 1989, average total monthly expenditure increased from 2304 to
2477 for renters and from 3233 to 3606 for owners. For both owners and renters, the average
age of the head of the household and the average values of the three region dummies do not
change much over time. For renters the fraction of married household heads as well as the
number of children living with the family decreased slightly.

We present several graphs for 1987, the year we will use to obtain estimates in the random
effects model. Hence for the random effects model we only use the cross-section that has
been discussed in the previous chapter. Several figures and tables containing the results can
be found in the previous chapter. In figure 4.1, nonparametric density estimates for the
budget shares BSO for renters and BS 1 for owners are reported, as well as nonparametric
regressions of these budget shares on log(total expenditure). Both budget share distributions
are skewed to the right. Some budget shares larger than one are observed (see footnote 3).
The regression estimates suggest that the housing budget share is non-linear in log(total
expenditure), but can be approximated reasonably well by a quadratic function. This is
similar to what Banks et al. (1994) find for many commodity groups.

In figure 4.2, the result of a nonparametric regression of the probability of owning a house
as a function of log(total income) is presented together with the frequency distribution of

' Some budget shares are larger than one, possibly due [o the fact that total expenditure is conswcted from
income minus savings, which might lead to substantial measurement errors for some households.
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log(total income). Families with higher total income tend to have a higher probability of
owning a house for the main part of the income range.

5.3 Models
The panel data models we consider allow for household-specific effects which either are

assumed to be independent of the explanatory variables (random effects) or allowed to be
correlated with the explanatory variables (fixed effects). Starting point is the following
system of equations.

d;, - 1(n x~~ f rl~ - u;~ ? 0)
Yo~~ - Qóx~~ f arn f Eo~~ if d;,-0

Yu~ - Ríx;, f a,; f En, if d;,-1

Here the indices i and t refer to household i in period t(t-1,...,T). d;, is a sector selection
dummy variable which is I for owners and 0 for renters, x;, is a vector of explanatory
variables (log total expenditure and its square, and taste shifters), yo;, and y,;, aze the budget

shares spent on housing for renters and owners, respectively. oco;, a,;, and r); are unobserved
household-specific time-invariant effects, Eo;,, e,;,, and u;, are error terms, varying across
households as well as time. (3„ (3o and n aze vectors of unknown parameters.

5.3.1 Random effects
In a random effects model where oto;, a,;, r);, eo;,, E,;,, and u;, are normally distributed and

independent of x;,, we could apply the estimation procedure proposed by Vella and Verbeek
(1994). However, their estimation procedure relies strongly on the normality assumptions. An
alternative approach to estimate the slope parameters in the random effects panel data model
is to focus on only one wave of data (i.e. a cross-section), drop the t-subscript, include the
random effects in the error terms which then become v~(o~;f~;,a,;te,;,~; u;), and use
existing estimation techniques for a cross-section endogenous switching regression model. By
using a semiparametric cross-section model, consistent estimates for the slope parameters in
the three equations can be obtained without imposing normality of the errors.

Even if the error terms in the cross-section endogenous switching regression model are
independent of the regressors, without further distributional assumptions, identification of the
pazameters of this model requires that at least one component of both (3, and Qo is equal to
zero (possibly the same), while the corresponding components of n aze not equal to zero.
Such exclusion restrictions are not required if normality of the errors is imposed, but are
needed in a semiparametric framework. We will therefore impose them throughout. Our main
exclusion restriction is that the head of household's education level is not included in the
budget share equations. Education level may affect the family's information set and interest
in financial matters, and may therefore influence the family's portfolio choice, of which the
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choice between owning and renting is an important component. It is not obvious, however,
why education should have a direct impact on housing consumption, given the ownership
decision. Another variable which we exclude from the share equations is the number of
children. Although there is no a priori reason for this, the number of children was always
insignificant in the share equations at any conventional level.

As mentioned above, x; will include the log of total expenditure and its square, which
might be endogenous. For example, in the two-stage budgeting literature (see Blundell and
Walker, 1986, for example) a household first decides how much to spend in total in each
period and, given this decision, it decides how much of this to spend on food, clothing,
housing, etc. Thus, total expenditure per period is a decision variable and could be
endogenous. In the standazd model where error terms arise due to future uncertainty only,
total expenditure is exogenous to the share equations. However, introducing random
preferences in a life-cycle consistent way will lead to a model in which the resulting etror
term is correlated with total expenditure and hence total expenditure is endogenous.

To the best of our knowledge, practically feasible estimators for a semiparametric model
allowing for endogenous regressors in the binary choice selection equation are not available
yet. We shall therefore assume that the log of total expenditure and its square are not present
in the selection equation. Instead, this equation includes the log of household income and its
square, which can be seen as instruments for the total expenditure variables.

We decompose x; into x,;, containing log total expenditure and its square, xb;, containing
log household income and its squaze, and xd;, containing the taste shifters. x~; is a subvector
of xd;. xb; and the part of xd; that is not in x~; are excluded from the budget share equations,
while xa; is excluded from the selection equation. The random effects assumption implies that
we assume that the error terms aateo;, a,;te,; and rl;u; are independent of (xb;,xá;)'.

A detailed analysis of various cross-section models is given in the previous chapter. Since
in that chapter, the normality assumption on (a,o;t~;,a,;fe,;,fl; u;)' is strongly rejected, we
only report the results based on the approach of Newey (1988) here. This yields consistent
estimators under weaker distributional assumptions than normality, and also has the
advantage of computational convenience. Newey's approach consists of two steps. The first
step is to estimate the binary choice selection equation. In our search for a flexible enough
specification for this, we have experimented with several generalizations of a probit model,
and found that the following one-pazameter extension of the probit model performs well:

Pldi-1 I xbi~xdi) - ~(nexn~f~axd~}T~nnxe~fnaxa~~2)-

This binary choice single index model is estimated by ML.
The second step is to estimate the budget shaze equations, taking account of selectivity

bias and potential endogeneity of expenditure variables. Selection is accounted for by adding
an additional regressor which can be seen as a correction term. This correction term is an
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unknown function of the single index nbxb;fnáxd; in the selection equation. The unknown
function is replaced by a polynomial with ccefficients to be estimated, and the parameters nb
and nd are replaced by their firs[ round estimates. Newey shows that, for the case of

exogenous regressors, OLS on the respective subsamples with the terms of the polynomials
added as additional regressors, leads to consistent estimates if the order of the polynomial

tends to infinity with the number of observations. He also derives the asymptotic covaríance
matrix of the estimator and a consistent estimate for it.

Potential endogeneity of x,; can be accounted for using IV (with x~; and log family income
and its squaze as instruments) instead of OLS in the second step. This is all described
extensively in the previous chapter. Details can be found in section 4.3.2.

Results for the wave of 1987 are presented in columns two through five in table 4.3. In the
lower panel are the ML estimates of the selection equation as specified above. T, the

ccefficient of (7~xb;fnáxd;)Z, is significantly negative, but the probability P{d;-1 ~ xb;,xd;}
increases with the index ttbxb;fnaxd; over the sample range.' The income pattern is U-shaped,

and the probability of ownership increases with income over most of the income range. The
education effect is also positive, and much stronger and significant [han the income effect.

The age pattern is inversely U-shaped with a maximum probability of ownership at about 47

years. Being matried increases the probability of ownership, the number of children is
insignificant. The regional dummies imply that ownership is higher in other regions than in

the west of the country, where house prices are higher than elsewhere.
The semiparametric estimates based upon Newey (1988) for the case that LEXP and

L2EXP aze assumed to be exogenous, are presented in the second column of (the upper part
of) table 4.3. In the series approximation of the con-ection term, six terms were used for

owners and four for renters. These choices resulted from estimating models with up to nine
terms; the estimates did not change much after including more than six and four terms,
respectively.

The estimated standard etrors, which take into account the first stage estimation error in

the pazameters of the selection equation, appear to differ substantially from the standard OLS
standazd error estimates, but are similar to the Eicker-White standard errors. This indicates
that the first stage errors hardly affect the standard errors of the second stage estimates.

We present Newey instrumental vaziables (IV) estimates, allowing for endogeneity of

LEXP and L2EXP in the budget share equation, in the fourth column of table 4.3.5 We used
series approximations of six terms for owners and five terms for renters. Using IV instead of
OLS mainly affects the parameter estimates related to LEXP and L2EXP. A Hausman-type

` Using LM tesu similar to those in Chesher and Irish (1987), normality in this extended probit model could
not be rejected. Homoskedasticity, however, is still rejected, suggesting that the single index specification might
be inadequate. Due to the lack of feasible alternatives, however, we have to retain this assumption.

' Results in appendix A of chapter 4(section 4.5) show that the results of the Newey (1988) estimates are
not sensitive with respect to the definition of the expenditure measure for owners.
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test on exogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP (see section 4.3) is based on the difference between
the share equation estimates in table 4.3. The realization of the test statistic is 1.2 for owners
and 12.9 for renters. Both are below the critical value of a xá distribution for any
conventional significance level, so that exogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP cannot be rejected.

The age terms are insignificant in both equations for both estimators. The regional
dummies suggest that housing costs aze lower in the north than in the rest of the country.
Marital status is insignificant for owners. The only substantial difference between IV and
OLS estimates is that marital status is significantly negative for renters according to the
former, and virtually zero according to the latter.

The estimated shares spent on housing as a function of LEXP are presented as dotted
curves in the first and third graphs in figure 5.1. The other explanatory variables are set to
their sample means. The constant terms are not estimated; they are chosen such that the
means of the predicted budget shares equal the means of the observed budget shares.
Therefore, only the shapes of the curves can be compared, and not their level. For both
owners and renters, we find that allowing for endogeneity of total expenditure makes a big
difference for high levels of total expenditure.

Figure 5.1: Budget share spent on housing as a function of LEXP for the panel data models
Owners:

Budget share as a function of log(total expenditure)
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Figure S.l (continued)
Owners:
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For each panel wave, implied elasticities of housing expenditure with respect to total
expenditure are presented in table 5.4. We present means of these elasticities for owners and
renters separately, weighted with total household expenditure. These can be interpreted as
aggregate elasticities (cf. Banks et al., 1994). We present the means and their standazd errors,
and the fraction of households for which the elasticity estimate is larger than zero.b In all
cases, the elasticities are much smaller [han one, suggesting that housing is a necessity. The
standard errors aze often quite large, so that the means are insignificantly different from zero.

To see whether the negative sign for the elasticity in the Newey IV model is caused by an
inappropriate choice of the insttvments, ~ye also replaced the instruments by the lagged
values of log(household income) and its squaze. This, however, led to similar parameter
estimates as before and the elasticities for renters increased only slightly.

5.3.2 Fixed effects
Using more than one wave for estimation requires that we explicitly include the time

period in the notation. As in the previous model, we decompose x;, into xa;,, containing log
total expenditure and its square, xb;,, containing log household income and its squaze, and xd;,,
containing the taste shifters. x~;, again is a subvector of xd;,. xb;, as well as the part of xd;, that
is not in x~;, are excluded from the budget share equations, while xa;, is excluded from the
selection equation. We allow for correlation between the household-specific effects and
(x;;,,x~;,)'. Throughout, we assume strict exogeneity of xb;, and xd;,, i.e., {(~;,,E,;,,u;,), t-1,...,T}
is independent of {(xb;,,xd;,),t-1,...,T}. Estimation can be based on taking differences between
periods t and T, t~. This yields, for households with d;,-d;t

with
Ypá Y - F~pa(xaii xait) } F~pc(xcii xcit)f ( EpiiEpit) if d;idiiI~~ I~-Q~ 1.

dis - 1(nbxbis } ndxdis f 71i - u;s 1 ~), S-t,T.

Thus, if d;~d;t p, p-0,1, we can write

Ypii Ypit - F~pa(xaii xait) f F~pc(xcii xcis) } gptt(xbit~xbit~xdit~xdit) } Epitt

where the functions gp,~, p-0,1, are given by

gpts(xbit~xbit~xdit~xait)-E{Epit Epiilxbit~ xbit~ xdit, xdin ditdiiP}.

and where ép;tt satisfies
E{ ép;rt ~ xbit. xbi~~ xa;t~ xait, di~diiP}- 0, p-0,1.

fi The median elas[icities (not reported), were very close to zero in all cases.
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The assumptions with respect to the error terms (eo;,,E,;,,u;,) determine the functions gp~ and

g„T and the way to estimate the parameters. We discuss the two that will be applied.

5.3.2.1 Linear panel data model
If we assume that no selection bias is present after differencing, i.e., gP,~~, p-0,1, standard

panel data estimation procedures can be used. In this case there is no reason to estimate the
auxiliazy selection equation. Only the budget share equations need to be estimated. This
corresponds to the assumption that B;u;, is independent of ~;, and E,;,, for all t, implying that

possible selection effects on the budget share equations only enter through correlation
between a; and (B;,u;,,..,u„). This assumption is often used in applications, for example, by

Pedersen et al. (1990) in a model for wage differentials between the public and private
sector.

Estimation results for the linear panel data model estimator aze presented in table 5.2, both

under the assumption that LEXP and L2EXP are exogenous (OLS), and allowing for their
endogeneity (IV).

Table 5.2: Estimation results based on the linearpanel data mode[ using the unbalanced
panel, standard errors in parentheses

Equation Variable OLS Estimates IV~ Estimates

BSI owners AGE 0.041 (0.073) -0.082 (0.122)
AGE2 0.005 (0.008) 0.026 (0.013)
LEXP -1.655" (0.051) -3.750" (0.454)
L2EXP 0.091'" (0.003) 0.218'" (0.028)
Dummy87 0.009 (0.006) 0.017 (0.011)
Dummy88 0.003 (0.003) 0.009 (0.005)

BSO renters AGE 0.038 (0.063) 0.093 (0.072)
AGE2 0.0000 (0.007) -0.005 (0.008)
LEXP -2.487" (0.054) -1.604" (0.192)
L2EXP 0.147" (0.004) 0.090" (0.013)
Dummy87 -0.0001 (0.007) 0.002 (0.007)
Dummy88 -0.005 (0.004) -0.005 (0.004)

e In IV estimation AGE, AGE2, LINC, L2INC, Dummy87 and Dummy88 are used as
instruments.

A Hausman-type test comparing these two leads to rejecting exogeneity for renters but not
for owners. The only significant variables are LEXP and its square. Graphs of the budget
share as a function of LEXP are presented as solid curves in figure 5.1. Not only the other
observed chazacteristics are fixed, but also the unobserved household-specific effects. We

chose them in such a way that the average shares for owners and renters equal the observed
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sample means. For owners the difference between the curves for exogenous and endogenous
LEXP and L2EXP are substantial. For renters, the two curves aze more similaz to each other.

Elasticities of housing expenditure with respect to total expenditure can be calculated in
the same way as in the random effects panel data model. These elasticities are now not only
conditional upon the exogenous variables and the choice between renting and owning, but
also on the household-specific fixed effect. We calculated the aggregate elasticities (weighted
with total expenditure) for each panel wave. The results are presented in table 5.4. For
owners the aggregate elasticity is significantly positive when LEXP and L2EXP are treated as
exogenous, but insignificant if endogeneity is allowed for. The latter conclusion also holds
for renters. In general, the elasticities are close to zero. Comparing the results with the ones
for the random effects model, the fairly large standard errors do not allow strong
conclusions concerning differences in sign or magnitude. The main difference occurs when
LEXP and L2EXP are assumed to be exogenous: the results for owners in the linear panel
data model are significant but insignificant in the random effects model.

5.3.2.2 Semiparametric model
For a panel with two time periods Kyriazidou (1995) proposes an estimator requiring

weaker assumptions than those in the model discussed above. The main assumption in her
paper is the exchangeability of the error terms. For the share equation of owners, this means
that, conditional on the household-specific effects, (e,;,,e,;t,u;,,u;t) and (e,;ts,;,,u;t,u;,) are
identically distributed. It implies that for households for which d;,-d;t and
nnxn~~f~áxa~~nnxc~tfnáxd;~, the effect of selection on the budget share equation (i.e., the g-
function) is the same in periods t and T. For such observations, differencing will not only
eliminate the fixed effect, but a]so the selection effect. Note the difference with the linear
model introduced above, where we could use all the observations, since the assumptions
implied that correction terms were zero. Now, we only use that the correction terms are the
same for certain observations. The subsample consisting of these observations is used for
estimation.

Since observations with ltbxy;,fndxa;, - 7Cnxe;ttlLáxd;t aze scarce, all observations for which
the difference between these two values is sufficiently close to zero are used. This leads to
weighted IV or weigh[ed LS estimators for ((i~„(3~)' and (p~e,~i;~)'. We present the IV
estimation procedure for the owners' share equation; the procedure applied to the other cases
is very similaz.

Denote the regressors in the budget share equations by z;,-(xá;,,xá;,)', and the corresponding
instruments by w;, (xb;,,x~;,)' (of the same dimension as x";,). Let

n

Swz - ~ w~(w~iwh)(Xit xhYditdiT
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n

Swyi - ~ wi(w~i w~t)(Yi~tYih)ditdi~
~s

t~ - 1 K ftn(xn~~-xb~~) ~a(xa~i xa~~)

Sln Sln
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where nb and na are estimates of rz~ and rza (to be discussed below), and K is a kemel with
bandwidth satisfying s,n~0 as n~~. Then the IV estimator for ((3í„(3í~)' is SwxSwY,. The
estimator is asymptotically norrnal with an asymptotic bias and an asymptotic covariance
matrix that can be estimated consistently. Its rate of convergence is (ns,n)"~

We use the standard normal density function for the kernel. In choosing the bandwid[h, we
used the plug-in procedure as described by Horowitz (1992): first, some initial value for the
bandwidth is chosen and the parameter estimates, the estimate of the asymptotic bias and the
estimate of the covariance matrix are computed. These estimates are used to compute the
MSE minimizing bandwidth and then the bias and the covariance matrix are re-estimated.'

The approach for two time periods can easily be generalized to the case of more than two
[ime periods. Given some estimates for the selection equation, the budget share equations can
be estimated using the IV approach for each combination of panel waves (t,T). Minimum
Distance, preferably with the optimal weighting matrix, can then be applied to combine these
estimates. Details can be found in appendix C(section 5.7). To estimate the optimal
weighting matrix, an estimate for the covariance matrix of the estimators for the different
time periods is required. These covariances converge to zero due to the fact that the
bandwidth tends to zero. The proof is similar to the proof of lemma 5 in chapter 2 and is
included in appendix C(section 5.7). The Minimum Distance estimator is therefore a
weighted average of the estimators for each pair (t,T), t~, with weights given by the inverse
of the corresponding covariance matrix estimate.

The above estimator requires a first stage estimator (~,7tá)' for (nb,rzá)'. This can be, for
instance, smoothed maximum score (see Kyriazidou, 1995, or chapter 2) or conditional logit,
depending on the distributional assumptions for the selection equation. Kyriazidou proposes
to use smoothed maximum score. Both estimators only use transitions from owning to renting
and from renting to owning. Such transitions are scarce in our data, however. Consequently,
it is impossible to estimate a very flexible specification. Therefore, we will impose the
stronger assumptions that the u;, (t-1,...,T) are iid with a logistic distribution, and use the
conditional logit ML estimator to estimate the selection part of the model (see Chamberlain,
1980). Since this estimator for (nb,na)' converges at a faster rate than those for (~iíe,(3í~)' and
((3~,(ia)', the former will not affect the asymptotic distribution of the latter. This is similar to
the result in Kyriazidou (1995).

' Details on this procedure are available upon request.
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In order to retain as many observations as possible, we extend the conditional logit
estimator to the case of unbalanced panels. Let c;-(c,,,..,c;,) denote a vector of zeros and ones,
with c;,-1 indicating that all the variables are observed for household i in time period t.
Assuming independence between y; and c, conditional on x;, it is easy to show that c can be
treated as exogenous. The conditional likelihood contribution of a household then only
depends on observed values of (y;,,x;,).

We estimate the selection equation using the unbalanced panel for the years 1987 through
1989, consisting of 4089 households, with 2348 presen[ in all three years, 943 in two years,
and 798 in only one year.e This leads to 3065, 3276 and 3387 observations in the three
waves. Important for the precision of the estimates, however, is the number of households
that switch at least once between the two states renting and owning. This number is 170.

In the fixed effects logit model, only the coefficients corresponding to the time varying
regressors are identified. This implies that, due to little or no time variation in these
variables, the constant term and the parameters related to the education dummies, the dummy
for being married, and the regional dummies cannot be estimated. Only the parameters of
AGE, AGE2, LINC, L2INC and NCH remain. We supplemented the equation with time
dummies for each of the three years, two of which can be estimated; the coefficient for the
dummy for 1989 is nomlalized to zero.

The results are presented in the second column of table 5.3. The estimates for the time
dummies show that the ownership rate increases over time, ceteris paribus. The age variables
imply an inversely U-shaped pattem of the probability of owning similar to that in table 4.3.
The coefficients related to LINC and L2INC aze jointly insignificant. Excluding L2INC still
leads to an insignificant parameter estimate for LINC. This result is different from that for
the random effect panel data model, where income had a positive impact on the probability
of home ownership. That finding was probably due to the positive relation between
permanent income and home ownership. In the fixed effects model, petmanent income is part
of the fixed effect, and the interpretation of our result is that transitory income components
do not affect the home ownership decision significantly. This makes sense in a life-cycle
context.

The other columns of table 5.3 contain the minimum distance estimates and their standard
error estimates for owners and renters.9 The bias in the first step Kyriazidou estimates was
generally large for AGE, AGE2 and the time dummy whereas it was small for LEXP and
L2EXP (t4olo of the parameter estimates) using 87188 or 88I89 in estimation. However, the
bias for these pazameters was a lot larger for 87I89 (t30~o). The parameters related to AGE,

" Since total expenditure dces not play a role in the selection equation, observations with missing
information on total expenditure were also used.

y Results in appendix A(section 5.5) show that most parameters tend to change slightly but not signiiicantly
with the different definitions for housing expenditure for owners.
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Table 5.3: Fixed effects logit selection equation estimates and the results for the budget
share equations after performing minimum distance with the optimal weighting
matrix (standard errors in parentheses)

Variable Fixed effects logit

AGE 16.592' (6.587)
AGE2 -1.964' (0.755)
LEXP
L2EXP
Dummy87 -2.432" (0.735)
Dummy88 -1.245" (0.459)
LINC 7.658 (12.894)
L2INC -0.534 (0.813)
NCH -0.545 (0.481)

AGE
AGE2
LEXP
L2EXP
Dummy87
Dummy88

`OLS' Estimates

owners
0.158 (0.152)

-0.018 (0.016)
-1.538" (0.095)
0.084" (0.006)

-0.004 (0.006)
-0.0001 (0.004)

renters
-0.283 (0.119)
0.034' (0.014)

-2.262" (0.171)
0.131"' (0.011)
0.007 (0.006)

-0.002 (0.003)

IV~ Estimates

0.115 (0.106)
-0.012 (0.012)
-2.312" (0.205)

0.130"' (0.013)
-0.009' (0.004)
-0.001 (0.003)

0.115' (0.055)
-0.012 (0.007)
-1.545" (0.123)
0.085" (0.008)

-0.013'" (0.002)
-0.007" (0.003)

In IV estimation AGE, AGE2, LINC, L2INC, Dummy87 and Dummy88 are used as
instruments.
Choices for initial bandwidth ( s, and so) and resulting optimal bandwidths ( s; and só):

exogenous LEXP and L2EXP IV.
Year s~ s~ so so s~ s~ so so
87188 0.5 0.54 0.5 0.44 0.6 0.60 0.4 0.41
87189 0.3 0.38 0.3 0.33 0.7 0.91 0.5 0.50
88~89 0.5 0.50 0.6 0.60 0.5 0.50 0.6 0.61

AGE2, LEXP and L2EXP are substantially different from their random effects counterparts
based on IV. For renters, the age variables are insignificant. The coefficients of LEXP and
L2EXP are strongly significant. They imply that, ceteris paribus, the budget share spent on
housing responds negatively to a change in total expenditure. For owners the main difference
between the two estimates are the estimates for LEXP and L2EXP as well as the significance
of the time dummy for 1987 when endogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP is taken into account.
For renters the same remark applies, but also the time dummy for 1988 is significant and the
age pattern changes.

To test the assumption of no selectivity bias in the linear panel data model, we perform a
Hausman-type test comparing the IV parameter estimates in tables 5.2 and 5.3. Because the
Kyriazidou estimator converges slower than the linear panel data estimator, the asymptotic
distribution of the difference between the estimators is determined by the asymptotic
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distribution of the Kyriazidou estimator only. The resulting values for the test statistics are
138.3 for owners and 2881.3 for renters. Both are larger than the critical values of the xb at
any conventional significance level. This indicates that the model that dces not allow for
correlation between the error terms in the share equations and the error term or fixed effect
in the selection equation is misspecified.

To test the assumption of no correlation between the household-specific effects and
(xb;,xá;)' we perform a Hausman-type test based on the difference between the Newey IV and
the Kyriazidou IV estimates for those explanatory variables present in both estimates (AGE,
AGE2, LEXP and L2EXP). The asymptotic distribution of the difference between the
estimators is again determined by the asymptotic distribution of the Kyriazidou estimator
only. The resulting values for the test statistics are I 17.9 for owners and 28.9 for renters. For
owners this is larger than the critical values of the ~ at any conventional significance level.
This indicates that the random effects panel data model that does not allow for correlation
between the household-specific effects and the explanatory variables is misspecified. This
result continues to hold when we compare the estimates for owners and renters
simultaneously.

To test whether the model could be simplified to a model with one budget share equation
instead of separate equations for renters and owners, we use a Wald test to check whether (3i
is equal to (30. Because T-3, no household can both own a house for two periods or more
and rent a house for two periods or more. As a consequence, the covariance between the
estimates for (3o and (3i in table 5.3 is zero, which makes it straightforward to perform the
Wald test. The value of the test statistic is 31.27 which exceeds the critical value of the xb
distribution at all conventional significance levels. This implies that the model cannot be
simplified in this direction.

Graphs of the budget share spent on housing according to the Kyriazidou model are
presented as dashed lines in figure 5.1. In general most curves are again decreasing except
for the very high levels of total expenditure. For owners the curves based upon estimates
allowing and not allowing for endogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP are very similar. They are
also similar to the curve for the linear panel data model with exogenous LEXP and L2EXP.
For renters, the curve allowing for endogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP in the Kyriazidou
model alters the shape of the curve and makes it closer to linear. For owners we also present
the curves for alternative definitions of housing expenditure (BS12, BS10, see appendix A,
section 5.5) in the second graph in figure 5.1. The curves for the different definitions of
housing expenditure for owners are similar.

In table 5.4 we present the weighted elasticity estimates for the Kyriazidou model, i.e. the
aggregate elasticities of housing expenditure with respect to total expenditure. For owners the
results are similar to [hose in the linear panel data model: elasticity estimates are significantly
positive under exogeneity of LEXP and L2EXP, and insignificant when LEXP and L2EXP
are endogenous. For renters the elasticity estimates change substantially compared to those in
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Table 5.4: Budget elasticities for the panel data models (standard errors in parentheses)~

owners

Random Effects,
exogenous
LEXP and
L2EXP

1987 -0.037 (0.101)
1988 0.010 (0.119)
1989 0.047 (0.128)

Random Effects,
endogenous
LEXP and
L2EXP

Linear,
exogenous
LEXP and
L2EXP

Linear,
endogenous
LEXP and
L2EXP

Kyriazidou,
exogenous
LEXP and
L2EXP

Kyriazidou,
endogenous
LEXP and
L2EXP

Kyriazidou IV
BS12
BS10

1987 0.507 (0.590)
1988 0.670 (0.718)
1989 0.766 (0.783)

1987 0.113" (0.028)
1988 0.149" (0.031)
1989 0.179"" (0.032)

1987 0.002 (0.109)
1988 0.140 (0.127)
1989 0.228 (0.138)

1987 0.166"" (0.038)
1988 0.199" (0.042)
1989 0.226" (0.044)

1987 0.019 (0.057)
1988 0.083 (0.064)
1989 0.130` (0.068)

fr ~ 0 renters fr ~ 0

0.37 0.242" (0.092)
0.38 0.292" (0.103)
0.41 0.342'" (0.109)

0.55
0.59
0.62

0.62 -0.138 (0.226) 0.32
0.65 -0.159 (0.250) 0.31
0.68 -0.149 (0.261) 0.32

0.56 0.049 (0.031) 0.43
0.56 0.082" (0.034) 0.46
0.57 0.125`" (0.035) 0.51

0.35 0.014 (0.087) 0.46
0.36 0.016 (0.095) 0.48
0.43 0.039 (0.100) 0.50

0.62 -0.024 (0.059) 0.38
0.61 -0.002 (0.065) 0.42
0.64 0.035 (0.068) 0.45

0.41 -0.061 (0.057) 0.36
0.42 -0.064 (0.062) 0.40
0.46 -0.043 (0.064) 0.41

1987 -0.018 (0.053) 0.38
1987 0.078 (0.063) 0.45

113

e' means significant at the S~lo level,'" means significant at the lqo level.

the linear panel data model. Compazed to the random effects model the results change
substantially both for owners and for renters. For the Kyriazidou model the estimated
elasticities have the wrong sign under endogeneity. To see whether the negative sign is due
to an inappropriate choice of instruments, we also replaced the instruments by the lagged
values of log(household income) and its squaze.'o Although the parameter estimates
changed, the elasticity estimates remained negative and they became signifícant. Therefore

~'~ We used the balanced panel. Due to the ex[ra time lag in the instruments we can only compute Ihe
estimates for the 1988 and 1989 waves of the panel so no minimum distance step is required.
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the choice of current income variables as instruments does not seem to explaín the negative
sign for the elasticities.

Again, the importance of the fixed effects for the interpretation of these results should be
emphasized. Permanent income effects enter through the fixed effect, and can still be
positive. The estimates imply that for renters transitory shocks on total expenditure are more
likely to be negatively correlated to changes in housing expenditure. We have no economic
explanation for this.

The final panel of table 5.4 contains the results for the elasticities for different measures of
housing expenditure for owners (see appendix A, section 5.5). The elasticities as well as the
standard errors are slightly affected.

Finally, we performed a specification test on the Kyriazidou model. A natural approach
here is to perform a test on overidentifying restrictions in the minimum distance step.
However, as discussed in appendix C(section 5.7), we have to choose smoothing parameters.
When choosing the smoothing parameters as in appendix C, the realizations of the test
statistics aze 26.29 for renters and 27.56 for owners, which both exceed the critical value of a
x9 distribution at conventional significance levels." The choice of smoothing pazameters we
employ, corresponds to setting weights for the first step estimates equal to one. However,
these weights that depend on n, the first round smoothing parameters, and the minimum
distance smoothing pazameters, only have to converge to one for the sample size approaching
infinity. Small changes in the smoothing parameters do not affect the conclusion of
misspecification, but more substantial changes in the weights (say, weight 1.5 instead of 1)
yield as conclusion that the null of no misspecification cannot be rejected.'Z

5.4 Conclusions
We have modelled expenditure on housing for owners and renters using endogenous

switching regression models for panel data. Attention was paid to the construction of the
variables needed in the econometric model, especially to the definition of housing
expenditure for owners. In choosing the model assumptions we were guided by economic
theory, but to a lazge extent also by the availability of suitable estimators and the nature of
the data. We extended the standard switching regression model in several directions. First, we
used (unbalanced) panel data instead of cross-section data, and considered random effects and
fixed effects models. For the random effects case, cross-section models and data can be used

" There are 6 parameters to be estimated. Using one pair of waves, only the difference of the two
corresponding time dummies is identified. Therefore we have 4x3t3-15 constraints in the minimum distance
step. This yields 15-6-9 degrees of freedom.

" The same sensitivity analysis can also be performed in the tests comparing the random effects IV model
or the linear panel data N model with the Kyriazidou N model, and the Wald test comparing the estimates for
~i~ and (30. In all these cases, the sensitivity analysis yields similar results.
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to obtain consistent estimates, but the fixed effects case requires different techniques. We
used two of them, allowing for different types of selection effects. Where possible, we tried
to avoid normality assumptions and relied on semiparametric techniques. Finally, we focused
on estimation techniques which allow some of the explanatory variables in the budget share
equations to be endogenous.

We estimated the slope ccefficients in the random effects model using the cross-section
data for 1987 on the basis of a semiparametric model. We have compared results which do
and do not take account of potential endogeneity of the variables related to total expenditure.
Differences between these two sets of estimates mainly concern the parameter estimates
related to the total expenditure variables themselves.

For the fixed effects panel data case we estimated two models. The first one is the linear
panel data model which can be estimated using standard estimation techniques. The
alternative estimator based on weaker assumptions was proposed by Kyriazidou (1995). Here
the parameters in the selection equation were estimated using conditional logit. The
parameters in the budget share equations are estimated in a second step, making use of the
conditional logit estimates. The models were compared using Hausman-type tests. The results
indicate that both the random effects and the linear panel data model are too restrictive.
Exogeneity of total expenditure variables is not always rejected. Finally, we also applied a
test on overidentifying restrictions in the Kyriazidou (1995) model, the most general model
that we considered. The results suggest that an even more general model might yield better
results.

5.5 Appendix A(sensitivity estimation results)
In this appendix we will investigate the sensitivity of the cross-section Newey IV results

and the panel data Kyriazidou IV results with respect to the maintenance costs and the
mortgage costs in housing consumption for owners. Let BSlab denote the Budget Share
spent on housing for owners with aqo increase of the value of a house (a-0,1,2,3,4) and bolo
of the value of the house as the maintenance costs (b-1,2). In the main text a equals 1 and b
equals 2. From the definition of housing costs for owners it follows that BS 1 ab-BS 1 af l,bf 1
so eg. BS121-BS132. Because the averages for BS142, BS132 (and henceBS131 and BS121)
are very low compared to the average for renters we only consider BS 122, BS 112 and
BS 102. The last digit is then dropped because it is fixed at 2. Hence we consider BS 1 a with
the maintenance costs fixed at 2 qo of the value of the house. BS I 1 is used throughout the
main text. The means for BS 12, BS 11 and BS 10 are respectively 0.18, 0.22 and 0.27 with
standard errors of 0.15, 0.18 and 0.22.

In table 4.5 we indicated the sensitivity of the parameter estimates of the Newey IV
estimates with respect to the measure for housing expenditure for owners. The coefficients
related to LEXP, L2EXP, DMAR and DREG1 tend to change somewhat, but the main
conclusions remain the same. The standard errors remain rather large such that we do not
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find significant differences in the parameter estimates when varying housing expenditure for
owners.

In table 5.5 we indicate the sensitivity of the parameter estimates of the Kyriazidou IV
panel estimates with respect to the measure for housing expenditure for owners. Most
coefficients change somewhat but the main conclusions remain the same.

Table 5.5: Sensitivity of the estimation results with respect to the measure for housing
expenditure of owners, paneta

Variable Kyriaz. IV BS12 Kyriaz. IV BS I 1 Kyriaz. IV BS 10
AGE 0.051 (0.095)
AGE2 -0.006 (0.010)
LEXP -1.942" (0.162)
L2EXP 0.110" (0.010)
Dummy87 -0.004 (0.004)
Dummy88 -0.001 (0.002)

0.115 (0.106)
-0.012 (0.012)
-2.312" (0.205)
0.130" (0.013)

-0.009` (0.004)
-0.001 (0.003)

0.160 (0.117)
-0.016 (0.013)
-2.684" (0.249)
0.150" (0.015)

-0.014" (0.005)
-0.002 (0.004)

'' means significant at the S~o level, " means significant at the 1~lo level. The results for
the selection equation are the ones presented in the second and third column of table 5.3.
The results for renters are the ones in the bottom panel of table 5.3 Because the smoothing
parameters are related to the index of the first step estimates only, the smoothing
parameters are the ones reported in table 5.3.

5.6 Appendix B (data)
In this appendix we present some details on the data used for 1988 and 1989 and we

compare the 1989 data with the figures in CBS (1991), reported by Statistics Netherlands. In
section 4.5, detailed definitions of the variables used in the analysis and details on the data
for 1987 as well as a comparison of 1986 data to CBS (1987) can be found. Below we will
only provide additional information for the 1988 and 1989 samples, if required. At the end,
we also provide some general features of the data over the years 1987 through 1989.

Housin~
Initial dataset: 3818 and 3896 households for 1988 and 1989 respectively.
The same criteria as in section 4.6 are used to drop households from the sample.

Computation of the variables in exvenditure for owners
If the mortgage value is not reported we used 155000 and 163000 (the average value of a
house for 1988 and 1989, respectively).
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General remazks conceminQ the data
If we use only the observations with income budget shazes smaller than 1.5 we end up with
3224 and 3321 observations, respectively.

Comparine the data with macro data
We will compaze the 1989 data with the figures in CBS (1991), reported by Statistics
Netherlands (SN). Their definitions for rent and income are the same as the ones we use. For
renters SN tabulates rent, net annual income and budget shazes. The definition of expenditure

on housing for owners differs from our measure. The SN measure of housing expenditure

includes expenditure on the mortgage, erfpacht, opstalverz., eigenaarsgedeelte onroerend
goed belasting, rijksbijdrage eigen woning bezit and tax issues like interest, erfpacht,

huurwaardeforfait en rijksbijdrage eigen woning bezit. We constructed this measure without

opstalverz., eigenaarsgedeelte onroerend goed belasting, rijksbijdrage eigen woning bezit and
related tax issues. These items contribute only a small amount to housing expenditure. For
owners SN tabulates net yearly income and budget shares.

Comparing the 1989 data with the statistics in CBS (1991) we conclude that:
~ house owners are ovetrepresented in our sample. We see two reasons for this: the group of

one-person households is underrepresented and 75qo of this group rents, and the owners
are overrepresented in the more-than-one-person households.

~ for renters our rent data follow the results of SN, but low income households (Q6000 net
per year) are underrepresented and the higher budget shazes are overrepresented yielding
an average budget share of 0.22 instead of 0.18. The median is 0.19 but this is not
reported in the SN figures.

~ the data for owners with a mortgage are similaz to the SN results in the sense that the
distribution of net annual income is similaz, the distribution of budget shares is similar and
the average budget shaze is 0.133 instead of 0.137.

~ households owning a house without a mortgage aze underrepresented.

In general the data have the following features:
~ the density of income shifts a little bit to the right over time.
~ the density of the budget shares for renters remains approximately the same over time.
~ the density of the budget shares for owners is slightly shifted to the right when compared

to the 1989 macro data.
~ the density of the interest payments on mortgages looks the same for all yeazs. However,

the average value is increasing (slightly) over 1987-1989.

5.7 Appendix C (minimum distance)
In this appendix we derive the asymptotic distribution of the minimum distance estimator

for the Kyriazidou panel data model with more than two time periods. The estimators used in
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the first step are the Kyriazidou estimators based on two time periods. They play a major
role in determining the asymptotic distribution of the minimum distance estimator.
Particularly, we will show that the asymptotic covariance between the Kyriazidou estimators
based on a different combination of two different time periods is asymptotically zero. For
notational convenience we will show the results comparing the estimator based on time
periods one and two with the one based on the períods two and three. The result can be
easily extended including more estimators in the first step.

Let (3„5 denote the estimator for ((3í„(3í~)' based on time periods s and t. It is easy to show
that for the second step minimum distance estimator, b,, say, we can write

nS3n(bl-R~) - An nS3n
Lr1.32-rIJ

for some matrix An converging in probability to A, say, when n~~, and some smoothing
parameter s3n. Hence the asymptotic distribution of the minimum distance estimator is
determined by the asymptotic distribution of

ns3n L R1~3z -r, J

From Kyriazidou (1995) we have

ns,n(Rl.zl-RI) ~d N(~„V,), and

nSZn(R1.32 F~I) ~d N(~2,V2),

with AB,, ABZ the asymptotic bias, and V„ V2 the asymptotic covariance matrices.
Using the optimal estimators ( i.e minimizing asymptotic MSE) in the first round it follows

that s,,,-0(n-a) and szi-0(n-a) for some a, O~a~ll2. Therefore also s3nO(n-"`).
Now define

lim ns3n - c, and lim ns3" - c

with O~c31~~ and O~c32~~.
Then

ns3n
[R,az-RIJ -

31 32

ns,~

~d N AB~~ c31V~ cov

ABz~ ' cov c3ZV2

We will now show that cov-cov( ns~n (R,.z,-R,), nsZn (R,.32 R,)) ns3nl( ns,n nsZn)

n~ nS~n n-~ nS2n

ns,n (F~1.2, -I~,)
ns3n

ns~n

ns (R -R ) ns3n
2n 1,32 I

(5.1)

tends to

zero as n tends to infinity. Because the first round estimator for n converges at a faster rate,
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the asymptotic distribution of the estimators can be analysed assuming we know the true
value for n(analogously to Kyriazidou, 1995). Then (3, 21 and ~il 32 are (following the notation
in the main text)

inR - r 1 K ~(xbi2 -xbil) } ~d(xdi2 -xdil)
(w -w )(z -z )'d. d1.21 !~ i2 il i2 ~I ~I i2

~~1 Sln Sln 1
n ~ ~ ~
~ 1 ~b(xbi2-xbil) ~d(xdi2-xdil)

-K (wi2-wi~)(Y~i2-yul)dildiz
i-1 Sln Sln

(j 1
- F~I } [Sw21.x21]- `Sw21.E21

n -1
7~ t

r 1 "~(xbi3 - xbi2) ~d(xdi3 -xdi2) i
R1.3z - L~ -K (wi3 -wiz)(xi3 -xnciz) dizdi3

~'I Sln Sln

(5.2)

n ~ t ~ (5.3)
[~ 1 ~b(xbi3 - xbi2) ~d(xdi3 -xdi2)
jJ -K

(wi3-wi2)(Yu3-yu2)dizdi3
'-1 Sln Sln

(~ 1
- rl } Sw32,x32 Sw32.E32

Because the inverted matrices in (5.2) and (5.3) converge in probability they will be ignored
in the remainder.

Analogous to Kyriazidou (1995, proof of lemma 1) one can show that

nnS3n nS3n 1

nS3nsw21,e21 - nSlnsw21,e21 - ~ ~i21n'
nSln nSln 1~ i-1

. } i
where ~ - 1 K ~b(xbi2-xbil) ~a(xeiz-xail) (w. -w )Av d di2ln iz il izl i~ iz

~ Sln

and OVizl-vi2-Vil , Vi~-ii~-E{Eitldi,-di2-1'xbil'xdil'xbi2'xdiZ'a;,YÍ;}

and a similar expression holds for Sw32,E32. Now drop the subscript i and define ~w21-wz w„
~w32-w3w2~ G21-~b(xbi2 xbil)}~d(xdi2 xdil) and G32-~b(xbi3 xbi2)}rzd(xdi3 xdi2). Using that ~i21n

and ~,32n have expectation zero it follows that ( suppressing i subscripts)

COV( nSInSw21,E21' nS2nSw32.E32)

i
- E 21n 32n}

G G
- fE{Ow21Aw3zAv210v32I G21,G3z} 1 K zl K 3z

fc c,(G21~G32)dG21dG32
Sln S2n Sln S2n
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- Slnszn fE{ewzlew~zevzlev3zl Gz1-vzlsln~G3z'v3zsln} K(v21)K(v3z) fq.c„(v21,v3z)dvzldv3z

z
-~ 0 ~fc„c,.(0,0)E{ew21ew3zev21ev3zl Gzl~3z~}[fK(v)dv]

- 0 (n~~)

Using (5.1) and (5.4) it now follows that

ns3n L Ri~;Z-a' I ~d N

In practice we need to estimate

JJ

~I ~ nsln

nSln nS3n

~z V ~32 nszn

nSZn nS3n

(5.4)

ABI~ c31V1 0

ABz~ ' 0 c3zVz

vl C1lnsln

, and
nsln nsan

0

v2 C32ns2n

(5.5)
0

nSZn nS3n

The quantities AB,I nsln, ABzI nszn, V,~ nsln and Vz~ nszn are what we estimate in the first

step of the estimation procedure, so the question is how to estimate the other quantities. A
possible way to do this is to assume that s~~ c~n-a for some c~, j-1,2,3. Then it follows that all
the remaining quantities in (5.5) are equal to 1 and hence we only need the bias and
covariance estimates from the first step. We use this choice in the main text. For s~n, j-1,2,
Kyriazidou (1995) assumes the structure mentioned before. However, the assumption that
s3nc3na, although natural, can be restrictive in small samples. Therefore, we also
investigated the sensitivity of the results when the remaining quantities in (5.5) are slightly
different from 1.
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Equivalence scales for the former West
Germany

6.1 Introduction
Equivalence scales indicate how much expenditure a household with a given demographic

composition needs to reach the same welfare level as a reference household with a different

demographic composition. For example, equivalence scales provide answers to questions like
how much expenditure a household with four children needs compared to a household with

two children, or how much expenditure a childless couple needs compared to a single person
household, to attain the same welfare level. The answers to these questions are important,
because, for example, poverty thresholds, child allowances and social benefits are based on

them. In an intertemporal setting they can be used to assess the cost of children over the life-

cycle. However, computation of equivalence scales is not obvious when future events, like
income for example, are uncertain, which makes equivalence scales in an intertemporal
setting also interesting from a theoretical point of view. Furthermore, the translation of

equivalence scales to economic models requires explanation of what is meant by
"expenditure" and "welfare level". Estimation of equivalence scales also requires data.'
Using cross-section models, several approaches are available in the literature. In all these
models expenditure in the definition of equivalence scales is replaced by income. We will
discuss three approaches.

The first approach relies on demand systems. The term "welfare level" in the definition of
equivalence scales is replaced by "utility" and equivalence scales are just ratios of the
expenditure of attaining a given utility level for households with different demographic

characteristics. The utility function in the model determines demand equations that can be
estimated. However, these demand equations do not fully identify cost functions and,
therefore, equivalence scales are not identified on the basis of demand data alone. This is
shown by Pollak and Wales (1979) and Blundell and Lewbel (1991) discuss the identification

issue in more depth.
The second approach also relies on micro-economic models and again the term "welfare

level" in the definition of equivalence scales is replaced by "utility". However, instead of

' Equivalence scales used in policy are also expert-based.
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using indirect measures of the expenditure function, data that reveal the expenditure function
directly are used in estimating equivalence scales. To construc[ the expenditure function a
question concerning the level of income the household would consider `very bad', `bad',
`insufficient', `sufficient', `good' or `very good' in their current circumstances is used. This
is a so called Income Evaluation Question (IEQ) used by, for example, Van Praag and
Kapteyn (1973), Van Praag and Van der Sar (1988), and Melenberg and Van Soest (1996b).
It can be interpreted as a direct measure of the expenditure needed to attain a given utility
level. Equivalence scales can then be estimated from these estimated expenditure functions.

The third approach dces not require an explicit micro-economic model. Instead, subjective
data on satisfaction are used and hence the term "welfare level" in the definition of
equivalence scales is replaced by "satisfaction level". The relationship between satisfaction
and income and demographic characteristics of the household is specified and the parameters
in this relationship are estimated using satisfaction data and an ordered response model.
Melenberg and Van Scest (1996b) find that the results based on satisfaction data lead to
much more plausible results than the results based on the IEQ. They state that a reason for
this finding might be that the IEQ asks for information in some virtual situations, whereas
the satisfaction question refers to the household's actual situation. In [his chapter we will
therefore use satisfaction data to estimate equivalence scales for Germany. For an overview
of studies using subjective data (mainly IEQ data) see Kapteyn and Wansbeek (1985).

In our application we will use the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP). Satisfaction
data for Germany, based on the GSOEP, have been analysed in a descriptive fashion in
sociology. For example, using the 1984 through 1992 waves, AndreQ (1996) investigates
satisfaction with income as well as changes in satisfaction with income. He concludes that
[he main explanatory variables are income, labour market state and demographics (like civil
status or household size). Using the 1984 through 1987 waves, Landau (1992) concludes that
changes in satisfaction with life can be traced back to changes in living conditions like
employment, health and family composition. For the satisfaction level also the sex of the
head of the household matters. An econometric model instead of just a descriptive analysis
was used by Winkelmann and Winkelmann (1995). They use satisfaction with life data from
1984 through 1989 to examine the social cost of unemployment. Satisfaction below a given
level is defined as zero and the other values are coded as one. A binary choice panel data
model with fixed or random effects is estimated based on a balanced panel.

One of the problems with subjective data is that two households that have the same
welfare level might answer the questions on satisfaction differently. This problem can be
accommodated using panel data and allowing for household-specific effects that can be
correlated with the regressors. Adding the household-specific effects allows households that
are exactly the same in their observable characteristics to differ in average satisfaction level
and hence average welfare level, where the average is taken over time. Because satisfactíon
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is measured on a discrete scale we will use ordered response panel data models (ORPD) in
estimating equivalence scales.

However, in an intertemporal context, expenditure in a given period need not be equal to
income in a given period (intertemporal substitution). Furthermore, the definition of welfare
depends on the period that is considered. Equivalence scales based on a specific period will
be referred to as period-specific equivalence scales. Equivalence scales based on lifetime

welfaze will be referred to as lifetime equivalence scales. In an intertemporal setting with
uncertainty, the definition of lifetime welfare is not obvious and needs some clarification, so
lifetime equivalence scales aze interesting from a theoretical point of view. Furthermore,
period-specific equivalence scales can differ for each period of the life-cycle and they can

depend on the age of children, for example. Therefore, compazing two households that differ
in terms of composition during (part of) the lifetime, would lead to a sequence of period-
specific equivalence scales. A lifetime equivalence scale is just a single number, which is a

neat way to present the results from the comparison.
In section 6.2 we discuss the notion of equivalence scales in an intertemporal setting, in

section 6.3 we describe the data, in section 6.4 we explain the model we use in estimation
and in section 6.5 we present estimation results. Section 6.6 concludes.

6.2 Equivalence scales in an intertemporal setting
The definition of equivalence scales contains the terms "expenditure" and "welfaze level".

In micro-economic cross-sectíon models, expenditure is usually set equal to income. In an
intertemporal setting expenditure in a given period need not be equal to income in that period

due to the possibility of intertemporal substitution. Furthermore, future income, for example,
might be uncertain. Whether the future is certain or uncertain influences the definition of
"expenditure" and "welfare". In this section we will discuss five approaches to estimate
equivalence scales in an intertemporal setting. These will be referred to as lifetime
equivalence scales. In all approaches we will explain what is meant by "welfaze", which
intertemporal micro-economic model is used (if any) and what type of data is used to
estimate lifetime equivalence scales. An overview on how these approaches relate in terms of
the model and data used is given below. Comparing the definitions of "welfaze" is rather
involved, so for a discussion, see the detailed explanations of the five approaches below.

Approach model data used

1 life-cycle with certainty demand data
2 life-cycle with uncertainty demand data
3 life-cycle with uncertainty satisfaction data
4 based on interpretation of data satisfaction data
5 based on interpretation of data satisfaction data
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The first three approaches use a life-cycle model with a utility function that is assumed to be
intertemporally additive. To describe these approaches in more detail we need some notation:

x, is total expenditure in period t,
p, is a vector of period t commodity prices,
h, is household composition in period t,
u, is discounted utility in period t,
w, is the income in period t,
A, is the value of assets at the beginning of period t,
r, is the real interest rate in period t
I, is the information on period t variables, I,-{w„ p„ r,, h,},
C is the end of the lifetime,
h is (ho,..,h~),
.~ is all the information available at the beginning of period t, satisfying .`T~c.lTZC...c.`Tc,
E, denotes expectation over .~c conditional on .l,.

To compute equivalence scales we will compare a reference household (consisting of two
adults) with a comparison household. Therefore we will introduce some additional notation.
Let la denote the information related to a specific period t for a reference household, Io-{wo,
p„ r„ ho} and let I; denote the information related to a specific period t for a comparison
household, I;-{w;, p„ r„ h; }. Hence they only differ in terms of w, and h,. All the available
information at the beginning of period t is denoted by .~ and .`~;, respectively. Let E; denote
expectation conditional on .`T, j-0, I. What is in T depends on whether uncertainty is allowed
for or not. Under certainty .~-.~c-1o~...~I~ whereas under uncertainty .~T-1o~I,~...~I,.
Similar expressions hold for .~ and .`~;.

We will restrict attention to a life-cycle model in which lifetime utility U is
intertemporally additive in (discounted) within-period utility u, and in which preferences over
household composition are intertemporally additive as well. So

c
U -~ { u~(x~,p~,h~) t f~(h~)}

~~o

where E~~f,(h,) reflects preferences over household composition over the life-cycle.
At the beginning of period t, a household maximizes expected utility as of period t subject to
a budget constraint, i.e.

c
max E, ~{ ut(xz,pT,hT) t fz(hT) }
x....X, t.~ (6.1)
s.t. At,~ -(I tr~)(ATtwt-xt), ti?t, Ac.~-fl

The first approach we discuss in detail is presented in Banks et al. (1994a). In the absence
of uncertainty, the expectation opera[or in maximization problem (6.1) can be dropped.
Furthermore, Banks et al. (1994a) replace u, by F,(v,(x„p„h,)), where v,(x„p,,h,) is an indirect
utility function representing within-period preferences. In estimating equivalence scales Banks
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et al. (1994a) proceed in three steps. In the first step the parameters in v,(x„p„h,) are
estimated using the UK Family Expenditure Survey (FES) from 1969 through 1988. To
explain the second step, let ~., denote the marginal utility of expenditure, i.e. ~,,-aF,lax,. The
optimal expenditure path follows from the equation 7~,-7~,t„ see Deaton (1992) for example.
Using observations on x, from the FES this equation can be used to estimate the parameters
in F,. All the parameter estimates are used to construct the optimal expenditure path for a
reference household and the resultíng optimal expenditure path yields the optimal value for
E~~u,(x„p„h~, i.e. lifetime utility U excluding E,~f,(h~. In the third step, we construct
equivalence scales. Therefore we need optimal expenditure paths to reach the same lifetime
utility as a comparison household. Because demand data do not identify E~~f,(h,), lifetime
utility is not identified and hence equivalence scales will depend on the choice for f,(h,).
Banks et al. (1994a) are very much aware of this and they start assuming E,~f,(h,)-0. With
this specification for U, their results for lifetime equivalence scales aze "too high when
judged against what seems intuitively reasonable".2 This is stated in Banks et al. (1994b)
who report the same lifetime equivalence scales as Banks et al. (1994a). To bring the lifetime
equivalence scales at a more plausible level they choose a specific E~-0f,(h,) such that lifetime
equivalence scales aze intuitively more reasonable.

For a notion of equivalence scales it is important to distinguish certainty from uncertainty.
In approach two we extend the Banks et al. (1994a) approach to a life-cycle model with
uncertainty. This model will still suffer from the same identification problem as the previous
model but emphasis here is on the definition of equivalence scales. The same definition of
equivalence scales will be used in a model using a different type of data that identifies
E~-0f,(h,). In a life-cycle model with uncertainty the information available at the beginning of
period t is modelled to be

.`? - IovI,u...vI, - iwo,..,w„ po,..,P~~ ro,..,r„ tto,..,h,}
Compazed to the approach in Banks et al. (1994a), step one of the estimation procedure does
not change due to the intertemporal additivity of lifetime utility. To determine optimal
expenditure levels under uncertainty, the relation ~,,-~,, in step two is replaced by ~.,-E,~.,t,
(see Deaton, 1992, for example) and this is used to estimate the parameters in F,. However,
step three, the construction of equivalence scales is more complicated due to uncertainty.
Under uncertainty, an obvious definition of lifetime welfare is expected lifetime utility rather
than lifetime utility. Furthermore, ex ante optimal expenditure levels are random variables
because they depend on future optimal expenditure levels which, in tum, will depend on the
particular realizations for the uncertain vaziables in these future periods, like income or
prices, for example. Therefore lifetime equivalence scales will be random variables.'

' Banks et al. (1994a) use r,-0.05 but they do not explain how they choose p,,,..,pc and w,,,..,wc.

' The exception to this rule is a model with dynamically complete markets. Then, by definition, any fu[ure
(random) expenditure stream can be obtained with enough additional initial funds and appropriate investments in
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However, ex post equivalence scales may be estimated.' At the beginning of period t, a
reference household uses íts information, .~ say, and its budget constraint to determine the
optimal expenditure level x;. This gives a value for the expected utility as of period t,
E~i~,{ut(xT,pt,ht)ffT(hT)) for the reference household. A household with a different household
composition in period t for which E;ET-,{uT(xi,p~,ht)ffT(ht)} equals E~~-,{ut(x~,pz,hT)ffT(ht)}
will choose a different optimal value for x,, when compared to the reference household.
Comparing the optimal values for x, yields period-specific equivalence scales, e, say, based
on the same expected utility as of period t. These e, depend upon all information up to period
t for both a reference household and a comparison household, i.e. e,-e,(.~,.~;). To compute
lifetime equivalence scales the e, have to be estimated for each period of the life-cycle.s
Given these period-specific equivalence scales, lifetime equivalence scales, discounted by a
time-constant nominal interest rate r, can be computed as

c c

~ (1 }r) ~xit ~ (1 }r) `e~(~~~)xa~-o t-0
c c

~(1 tr)-~ xa ~(1 } r) ~ xa
~-o ~-o

To estimate lifetime equivalence scales we need a pattem for xa. For simplicity we will use
the expenditure pattern resulting from a life-cycle model with certainty and intertemporally
additive lifetime utility over quantities of individual goods in which the rate of time

preference is equal to the real interest rate. Then, the optimal x, divided by a price index are
constant over time, see Deaton (1992), for example. If we let the price index increase at rate
p, then xa grows at rate p and xa-(]tp)`x~. It is easy to show that the lifetime equivalence
scale can be approximated by

c c

~ e~(~~~) t (p -r)~ te~(~~~) (6.2)~-0 ~~
C t (p-r)C(Ctl)l2

ignoring terms of order ( p-r)z and higher.
If we assume that the price index increases at rate r ( i.e. p-r) and hence keeping real

expenditure of the reference household constant in all periods, the lifetime equivalence scale
is just the average of the period-specific equivalence scales. Lifetime equivalence scales will
be smaller than the period-specific equivalence scales because the period-specific equivalence

the various securities. Hence, optimal future expenditure streams then do not depend on realizations of uncertain
variables in these future periods.

" In the remainder we will drop the ex post prefix in period-specific and lifetime equivalence scales.

5 However, using demand data dces not identify f,(h,) so [he same identification problem appears.
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scales for periods where no children are present are equal to one and these ones will bring
down the (weighted) average over the lifetime.

Approaches one and two use indirect measurement of lifetime utility U by means of
expenditure data leading to a similaz identification problem as in the cross-section model
using demand data: the function E;~f,(h,) cannot be identified using demand data and hence
lifetime equivalence scales still cannot be identified.

As in the cross-section model, the identification issue can be solved using other type of
data. Direct measurement of expenditure functions using the IEQ question as described in the
second approach in the introduction could be a solution. To the best of our knowledge,
applications of this approach using panel data are not available. Because Melenberg and Van
Soest (1996b) find that the results based on satisfaction data lead to more plausible results
than the results based on the IEQ, we will focus on extending the third approach in the
introduction using panel data on satisfaction.

Approaches three through five discussed below rely heavily on the definition of period-
specific and lifetime equivalence scales given before and on interpretations of the answers to
the satisfaction question. We will give three possible interpretations that lead to the same
equivalence scales. In approach three we use a life-cycle model under uncertainty as
described above and we use a direct measure of welfare by means of satisfaction data. An
interpretation of the answer to the satisfaction question is that it is the maximum expected
utility as of period t, i.e.

c
E~ ~ { ut(xT,pT,h~) tf (hT) }

~-~

or some monotonically increasing transformation of it. To be able to use the answers to the
satisfaction question we have to relate them to explanatory vaziables. We will assume that the
information in .~ can be summarized by I, so the maximum expected utility as of period t
and hence satisfaction in period t depends only on the past through I,. The parameters in this
relation can be estimated using an ORPD model, explained in section 6.4. Given the
parameter estimates, period-specific equivalence scales can then be computed by equating
satisfaction in period t for a compazison household with satisfaction for the reference
household. These period-specific equivalence scales are then used to construct lifetime
equivalence scales as described above. So we have given an example of a life-cycle model,
that, together with an interpretation of the satisfaction data, can be used to compute
equivalence scales. In this life-cycle model the period-specific equivalence scales can be
interpreted as period-specific life-cycle consistent equivalence scales.

The interpretation of the satisfaction data used in approach three is not the only
interpretation possible. In approach four an alternative interpretation is used. For instance, we
assume that the head of household, when answering a satisfaction question in a given period
t, performs a thought experiment in which future income, prices and the interest rate are kept
at their level in period t. The head of household then answers how satisfied he will be as of
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period t. For a household with a given composition in period t, a definitíon of period-specific

equivalence scales is the amount of money that is needed to attain the same satisfaction level

in period t as the reference household. We also assume that satisfaction in period t only

depends on period-t information. In the interpretation used here, this assumption is satisfied

for income, prices and interest rates. For household composition this implies that either future

household composition is the same as in period t or that future household composition is

uncertain but that the distribution of household composition as of period t is completely
determined by household composition in period t. An ORPD model discussed in section 6.4

can be used to estimate the parameters in the relation between satisfaction and period-t
information. These parameter estimates will determine period-specific equivalence scales, e,

say, and lifetime equivalence scales follow by taking a weighted average,
c c
~ e, } (p -r)~ 1e, (6.3)
~~ ~-0
C t (p -r)C(Ctl)l2

where r is the (time-constant) real interest rate, p is the time-constant rate of expenditure

growth of [he reference household and terms of order ( p-r)z and higher are ignored, compare
(6.2). In this interpretation, satisfaction data can be analysed without a life-cycle model.

However, the two interpretations of satisfaction data discussed in approaches three and four

lead to the same estimates of period-specific and lifetime equivalence scales.

Finally, in approach five we assume that the head of household answers how satisfied he

is in period t, based on his period t information. Period-specific equivalence scales, e„ aze

again defined in terms of reaching the same satisfaction level as the reference household, see

approach four. Lifetime equivalence scales are again a weighted average of these period-
specific equivalence scales, see ( 6.3). Similar to approach four, an ORPD model discussed in

section 6.4 can be used to estimate the parameters in the relation between satisfaction and

period-t information. These parameter estimates will determine the e, from which the lifetime

equivalence scales follow easily. In this approach satisfaction data are analysed without
reference to a life-cycle model.

Approaches four and five are very similar. The main difference is that uncertainty of

future events, like future household size for example, is taken into account in approach four

whereas it is not in approach five. Approach three also takes future uncertainty into account

but it has the important advantage that period-specific and lifetime equivalence scales can be
interpreted in a life-cycle model. Without reference to an economic model, interpretation of

the equivalence scales in approach four and five is not as clear.

6.3 Data
We use the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP). This panel dataset consists of data

as of 1984 on Getmans born in the former West Germany and foreigners living in the former
West Germany. As of 1990 it also contains data on Germans bom in the former East
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Germany. The sampling strategy is such that for each of the three subsamples no new
households are added except households that stem from the first wave of the subsample. The
topics covered are household composition, employment and professional mobility, earnings
development, housing and living conditions, regional mobility, health, occupational and
family biographies, and personal satisfaction. Topics that were surveyed in only one year
include social security, education and training, allocation of time and savings, and assets held
by the households.

In this chapter we will focus on estimation of period-specific and lifetime equivalence
scales for Germans born in the former West Germany using personal satisfaction data. For
computational reasons we will only use the data from 1984 through 1991 (see below).
Information on the data can be found in Wagner et al. (1993) as well as on the world wide
web.b The first wave of the panel is important in the sense that only the persons in the

households that were selected for an interview in 1984 are followed over time, so the only
new persons or households that are added stem from the initial households. To avoid strong
relationships between the households used in estimation we determine the head of household
in 1984 (from a question in the survey) and this person is followed over time. Any other
persons or households stemming from these initial households aze left out of our sample.

For the purpose of estimating equivalence scales, satisfaction with life and satisfaction
with income can be used. Both variables are measured on a discrete scale from 0(very
dissatisfied) to 10 (very satisfied). The questions are presented in appendix A(section 6.7).

Household income is an important explanatory variable in this context. The head of
household is asked to report the household net monthly income. The exact question is
presented in appendix A(section 6.7). In table 6.1 we present definitions of the variables
used in this study. Real income is nominal income divided by the consumer price index, as
reported in the statistical yeazbooks of Statistics Germany. In table 6.2 we present an
overview of the data. It contains averages and standard deviations for each variable in each
yeaz. It shows that, on average, satisfaction with life does not show a pattern in the early
yeazs but it is increasing from 1988 onwards. In contrast, the average satisfaction with
income is increasing over time and it is always below the average satisfaction with life. The
logarithm of real household income is increasing over time, on average. The average
household size is constant over time. The fraction of people in full-time employment
decreases slightly as of 1989, whereas the fraction being pazt-time employed is stable over
time. The fraction unemployed decreases over time and the fraction non-participants increases
from 1988 onwards.' All these changes can be due to the changing age distribution in the

R URL is http:llwww.diw-berlin.delsceple.faltblat.html

' Persons are unemployed if [hey are looking for a job or if they are willing to start in a job immediately or
within a yeaz. Persons are non-participating if they indicate so or if [hey state that they are looking for a job bu[
would not accept any offer within a year.
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Table 6.1: Definition and overview of variables

Variable Definition

SATLIFE satisfaction with life of head of household, measured on a scale from 0
(very dissatisfied) to 10 (very satisfied)

SATINC satisfaction with household income responded by the head of household,
measured on a scale from 0(very dissatisfied) to 10 (very satisfied)

LINC log(real total household income) in Deutschmarklmonth
LHHSIZE log(household size)
SATHLTH satisfaction with health of head of household, measured on a scale from

0(very dissatisfied) to 10 (very satisfied)
FULLEMP dummy equal to one for a full-time employed head of household, zero

otherwise
PARTEMP dummy equal to one for a part-time employed head of household, zero

otherwise
UNEMPL dummy equal to one for an (involuntarily) unemployed head of

household, zero otherwise
NONPART dummy equal to one for a non-participating head of household, zero

otherwise
SELFEMP dummy equal to one for a self-employed head of household, zero

otherwise
AGE age of the head of household divided by 10
AGE2 AGE squared
DUMMY85- time dummies for respectively 1985 till 1991
DUMMY91

sample. It should be remembered that we only use the heads of households that responded in
1984. They are followed over time. No new households are considered because this would
lead to dependencies between the households in the sample and hence the independence
assumption over the households in the sample, a standard assumption in panel data models,
cannot be justified. This implies immediately that, over time, the age distribution shifts to the
right. This shift can explain the increase in real income and the decrease in full-time
employment as of 1988, the decrease in the fraction unemployed, the increase in [he fraction
not participating and the decrease in average satisfaction with health.

Figure 6.1 contains several graphs. The upper graphs contain nonparametric estimates for
the relation between satisfaction with life and log(income) and the relation between
satisfaction with income and log(income). Both are based on a quartic kernel using a rule of
thumb bandwidth which is equal to M-~~SSd(log(income)) where M is the number of
observations in the pooled sample and sd(log(income)) is the standard error of the
explanatory variable log(income). These graphs also contain 95~o uniform confidence bands
for the nonparametric estimates based on Hkrdle and Linton (1994). According to both
satisfaction measures satisfaction increases with log(income). Satisfaction with income rises
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Table 6.2: Summary statistics for the variables described in table 6.1 (standard deviation in
parentheses)

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
~ obs 3926 3470 3187 3041 2827 2634 2509 2343
SATLIFE 7.40 7.22 7.34 7.14 7.00 7.07 7.28 7.36

(2.11) (2.00) (1.86) (1.88) (1.91) (].92) (1.75) (1.70)
SATINC 6.34 6.42 6.59 6.58 6.60 6.73 6.81 7.01

(2.59) (2.44) (2.26) (2.26) (2.21) (2.14) (2.10) (1.99)
LINC 7.84 7.87 7.94 7.97 8.00 8.03 8.06 8.08

(0.58) (0.56) (0.54) (0.54) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.52)
LHHSIZE 0.78 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82

(0.54) (0.54) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.52)
SATHLTH 6.67 6.65 6.63 6.56 6.37 6.35 6.34 6.37

(2.69) (2.47) (2.42) (2.35) (2.40) (2.41) (2.31) (2.28)
FULLEMP 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.60
PARTEMP 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03
UNEMPL 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01
NONPART 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.33
SELFEMP 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06
AGE 4.92 4.97 5.03 5.09 5.18 5.23 5.31 5.37

(1.66) ( I .62) (1.60) (1.58) (1.55) (1.54) (1.53) (1.49)

sharper with log(income) than satisfaction with life does. The lower graphs give satisfaction
with life and satisfaction with income averages for each size of household present in the
sample. The circles represent the averages whereas the crosses represent the boundaries of
95qo (pointwise) confidence bands. There is no clear relation between household size and
satisfaction with life or satisfaction with income. Comparing the two, however, shows that
household size has a larger effect on satisfaction with income than on satisfaction with life.
The former effect, if non-zero, is negative. It is needless to say that these results do not
correct for other chazacteristics of the family. In particular, household size and income will
be positively related. In section 6.5 we will estimate a model taking additional explanatory
variables into account.

Under the assumptions in the previous section, the optimal expenditure level in period t
only depends on income in period t and on initial assets in period t and not on previous
realizations of income. However, initial assets in each period are not available in our dataset.
Therefore the effect of initial assets is assumed to be captured by the household-specific
effect and the remainder is absorbed in the error term. This is not a serious drawback when
compared to the existing cross-section equivalence scale literature, because in the latter
expenditure is just assumed to be equal to income and not to income plus (part of) the value
of assets.
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6.4 Models
In estimating period-specific equivalence scales we use the following Ordered Response

Panel Data (ORPD) model:

J Y~í - R,x~~ t a; t ua, i-1,..,N, t-1,..,T (6.4)
l Y;, - J if Y;cY~~ c1j,,, 1ó--~, ~,-0, 1'R-", Y;cY;.i

Here R is the number of possible outcomes for y;, (R-11), N is the number of households in
the sample, T is the number of time periods, a;, i-1,..,N, are the household-specific effects
and u;, are the error terms, i-1,..,N, t-1,..,T. x;, will include time dummies S„ t-1,..,T. We
also assume independence over the households, i-1,..,N. Note further that (3 is allowed to
vary over time. As we will explain below, we can allow the thresholds ~yj to vary over the
households for the fixed effects model. To be able to estimate the parameters (3-((3í,..,(3T)' we

have to add distributional assumptions on a; andlor u;, to this model. The additional
assumptions are specified below.

To compaze the estimation results for different models we will use fixed and random
effects models as well as a pooled model. We start with a fixed effects parametric model
adding the assumption that the u;,, i-1,..,N, t-1,..,T are independent of a and (x,,..,xT) and

that they follow an iid standazd logistic distribution. Estimation can then be performed in the
following two steps (see Das and Van Soest, 1996). In the first step we construct dummy

variables y;,g as

- JO if Y; ~g
y"g ll otherwise

Hence if y;, is larger than some threshold g, then y;,g equals one whereas it is zero otherwise,
g-O,..R-2. Transforming the y;, variables into dummy variables together with the logistic
distributional assumptions allows us to use the estimator for the fixed effect binary choice
model with logistically distributed error terms to get a consistent estimator. For this model an
estimator is available, based on a conditional likelihood, see Chamberlain (1980) for
example. Whereas the likelihood depends on the parameters a;, the conditional likelihood

does not and the estimates for (i resulting from maximizing the conditional likelihood are
consistent. Note however that not all the coefficients of the time dummies S,, t-1,..,T, are
identified so the coefficient related to S, is normalized at zero. For each choice of g we can
employ a fixed effects binazy choice logit model and maximize a conditional log-likelihood

to obtain consistent estimates. If we assume independence between the dependent variable
and a dummy r;, equal to one if household i was observed in period t, and zero otherwise,
using an (un)balanced panel hazdly affects estimation procedure available for panels without
missing observations. The approach is the same as in Das and Van Soest (1996). In the
absence of attrition and selection bias the conditional likelihood contribution for household i
for a given g now is as follows:
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T

P(yilg'"'yiTglxil'..,XiT'~ rityitg'r) - Tt-1

where

I

~ eXp(~ rit(dt -Yitg) ~xit)
dEB I-~

T T l
Big -(dt,..,dT)~d~E {0,1}, dt-0 if r;,-0, ~ dt -~ r~yi~g Jt-~ t-~

Furthermore, it is easy to show that the conditional likelihood contributions do not depend on
the thresholds ~y;~ if the y;~ are allowed to vary with i. Due to the transformation of y;, to the
binary variable y;,g, the thresholds can be absorbed into the fixed effect as long as they do not
vary over time. Conditioning on the sufficient statistic F.,r;,y;,g not only gets rid of the a; but
also of the thresholds, even if they depend on i.

For each choice of g the Maximum Likelihood ( ML) estimator, bg say, yields consistent
estimates for (3 if the model assumptions are satisfied. Analogous to the proof that the
likelihood of the multinomial logit model is globally concave we can prove that the
likelihood of a fixed effects binary choice logit model is globally concave. Therefore local
optimization algorithms can be used to locate the global maximum.

In the second step, all the resulting estimates are combined and an Asymptotic Least
Squares (ALS)g estimator is computed ( using an estimate for the optimal weighting matrix).
This step imposes the restrictions that bg should not vary with g. Due to the linearity of these
restrictions we can write down an explicit expression for the resulting ALS estimator bA~,
bA~-(A'WA)-'A~Wb, where A represents the linear restrictions,9 W is the inverse of an
estimator for the covariance matrix of b, where b consists of a vector of the first step
estimates bg. The asymptotic distribution of this estimator follows easily from standard ALS
theory: ~N(bA,~ - (3) -~ N(0,(A~VA)-')

To compute the efficient ALS estimates we need to invert the covariance matrix of the
first round estimates. The size of this matrix depends on the dimension of (3 and on the
number of choices for g used. If the dimension of (3 is large we restrict the number of
choices for g. We then only use g-5,6 and 7 in the first s[ep of the procedure. We do not
estimate 7Z,..,1'R-t in this procedure. However, this is not a serious disadvantage because we
are interested in equivalence scales that can be computed from the estimated ~3t's directly.

In the random effects model we additionally assume that the a; are independent of
x~(x;t,..,x;T) and that they are iid N(O,tsá) distributed. The likelihood for an ( un)balanced
panel is then equal to

" For ALS see Kodde et al. (1990) and the references therein. ALS is just a special case of Minimum
Distance estimation.

y A-tc~Id1e1,~,, where tc is a vector of ones of size G where G is the number of bE's used in the first step, ~
is the Kronecker product and Im,~,B, is the identity matrix of size equal to the number of elements in a.
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N m T
iI f iI{F~(~yY,,,~-(3~x~~-a) - F~(7y„-~3~x~~-a)}`w g(a)da
~si i-i

where F„ is the distribution function of u;, and g(a) is the density of the a;. In this model the
thresholds y~ are also estimated. The ~y~ are not allowed to vary with i. We estimate the model
using all the levels of the dependent variable.

In a pooled model we assume that a;-0 for all i and that the u;, are iid (standard)
logistically distributed and that they are independent of (x,,..,xT). Hence the observations in
the pooled panel are iid over both i and t. Therefore, standazd cross-section estimation
procedures for an ordered response model can be applied to the pooled sample. We will
apply Maximum Likelihood.

6.5 Estimation results
We performed the estimation procedure for the fixed effects panel data model described in

section 6.4 for both satisfaction with life and satisfaction with income. The number of
households in the sample, N, is equal to 4179 and T is equal to 8. The results are presented
in table 6.3 and table 6.4 respectively. For satisfaction with life the regressors are chosen
from the main explanatory variables described in the introduction and they include the
logarithm of income, satisfaction with health, labour market state, age squared and the
logarithm of household size. Due to the fixed effects approach, time constant regressors
disappear into the fixed effect. This implies that, for example, parameters related to variables
representing civil status and region of residence cannot be estimated. Although they can vary
over time, these variables are constant over time for almost all households. We start by
including income and household size only through log(income) and log(household size)
because this specification is used in Van Praag and Van der Sar (1988) as well. The
argument is that income per household equivalent matters, where household equivalent is
household size to the power a. After taking the log, we obtain the specification used here
(this interpretation disappears when including squared terms).

Because satisfaction with life covers all aspects of one's life, apart from log(income) and
log(household size) we also include satisfaction with health, dummies for labour market state
and age squared in estimation. Due to the high dimension of (3, and the large number of time
periods we only use g-5,6 and 7 in estimation. This increases the number of households that
do not contribute to the likelihood for all choices of g by 165, when compared to using al
possible choices for g. Contrary to satisfaction with life, satisfaction with income relates to
household income and hence it refers to the household situation and not only to the head of
household's situation. Therefore we exclude variables that are specific for the head of
household from the explanatory variables in the satisfaction with life equation. So, for
satisfaction with income we only use log(income) and log(household size) as explanatory
variables. The low dimension of (3, allows us to use g-0,..,9 in this model. Note that under
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the assumptions in section 6.2 initial assets in each period should be included. However, the
value of initial assets is not available in our dataset. Therefore the effect of initial assets is
assumed to be captured by the household-specific effect and the remainder is assumed to be
absorbed in the error term. Furthermore, prices aze taken into account by using real income
instead of nominal income.
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6.5 Estimation results

Table 6.4: Results based on afized effects model for satisfaction with income (standard
errors in parentheses)

year parameter estimates

1984 LINC 1.778" (0.072)
LHHSIZE -0.785"" (0.092)

1985 LINC 1.598" (0.081)
LHHSIZE -0.794" (0.097)

1986 LINC 1.537" (0.088)
LHHSIZE -0.786'" (0.099)

1987 LWC 1.371'" (0.088)
LHHSIZE -0.535'" (0.102)

1988 LINC 1.301" (0.090)
LHHSIZE -0.584" (0.103)

1989 LINC 1.292" (0.090)
LHHSIZE -0.570" (0.105)

1990 LINC 1.138" (0.094)
LHHSIZE -0.619" (0.104)

1991 LINC 1.092" (0.097)
LHHSIZE -0.628" (0.107)
DUMMY85 1.485' (0.714)
DUMMY86 1.977" (0.750)
DUMMY87 3.020" (0.768)
DUMMY88 3.601 "" (0.763)
DUMMY89 3.765`" (0.795)
DUMMY90 5.082" (0.814)
DUMMY91 5.710" (0.821)

137

` means significant at the Sqo level; '" means significant at the 10l0 level

Using satisfaction with life data, the variable y;, in (6.4) can be interpreted as the

underlying satisfaction level on a continuous scale (i.e. the latent satisfaction level) which is

transformed into a discrete variable to answer the satisfaction question. The ccefficients can

be interpreted in terms of the latent satisfaction level. We conclude that, in general, the

coefficient related to log(household income) is significantly positive. Satisfaction with health

has a significantly positive effect on satisfaction with life and the estimates are in the range

[0.23,0.5]. An increase of one in satisfaction with health will lead to an increase between

0.23 and 0.5 in latent satisfaction with life. Comparing this effect to the effect of income on

latent satisfaction with life we conclude that for most years, ceteris paribus, income should

be multiplied by numbers in the range 2 through 4 to establish the same increase in latent

satisfaction with life as an increase of one in satisfaction with health. This demonstrates the

importance of the effect of a change in satisfaction with health on satisfaction with life,

compared to the effect of income changes. For the dummies related to labour market state
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(full-time employment is the reference level) the coefficient related to the unemployment
dummy is significantly negative. This strong negative effect on satisfaction with life has been
found before in Winkelmann and Winkelmann (1995). The non-participation dummy is
significantly negative for 1984, 1985 and 1986. This might be due to the low social status
associated with (voluntary) unemployment. Most time dummies are insignificant.

Because most parameter estimates related to log(household size) are (insignificantly)
positive, an increase in the size of the household dces not lead to a decrease in the
satisfaction with life of the head of the household. Thus an increase in household size does
not need to be compensated by an increase in income to maintain the level of satisfaction.
Therefore, period-specific equivalence scales would even decrease with household size.

The objective function value in the ALS step can be used to perform an overidentifying
restrictions test. The null hypothesis of no misspecification was rejected at any conventional
significance level. This indicates that the model for satisfaction with life is misspecified and
the results on period-specific equivalence scales can be due to model misspecification.

The results for satisfaction with income are presented in table 6.4. Log(household income)
has a strong positive effect and the coefficient related to log(household size) is significantly
negative, indicating that larger households aze less satisfied with a given amount of income
than smaller families. The effect of log(income) seems to be much stronger than the effect on
satisfaction with life. However, the difference can be caused by the different set of
explanatory variables used. If we estimate the model for satisfaction with life only including
log(income) and log(household size), the effect of income is approximately one third of the
effect of income on satisfaction with income and the coefficient of log(household size) is
significantly negative for some, but not all, years. Again we conclude that income has a
much stronger effect on satisfaction with income than on satisfaction with life.

In the results in table 6.4, income has a significantly positive effect and now the effect of
an increase in household size is negative. This implies that an increase in household size has
a negative effect on satisfaction with income that can be compensated by an increase in
household income, to maintain the same satisfaction level. This differs from the results based
on satisfaction with life. The period-specific equivalence scales for single person households,
couples with one child, couples with two children and couples with four children are
presented in table 6.5. Period-specific equivalence scales follow from equating latent
satisfaction with income for a household with a given composition (i.e. the comparison
household) to latent satisfaction of a reference household. The period-specific equivalence
scale is equa] to the income for the comparison household for which it reaches the same
latent satisfaction level as the reference household, divided by the income of the reference
household. The comparison household differs only in terms of income and household
composition, so the remaining explanatory variables (if present) as well as a; and the enor
term aze assumed to be the same for both households. Due to the linear specification in
log(real income) the logarithm of the ratio of the income of the comparison household and
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Table 6.5: Period-specific equivalence scales based on satisfaction with income (hausehold
siZe equal to 2 is the reference household, standard errors in parentheses)

Year HS-1 HS-3 HS-4 HS-6
1984 0.736 (0.024) 1.196 (0.023) 1.358 (0.044) 1.624 (0.083)
1985 0.708 (0.026) 1.223 (0.027) 1.412 (0.053) 1.727 (0.102)
1986 0.701 (0.028) 1.230 (0.028) 1.426 (0.056) 1.754 (0.110)
1987 0.763 (0.035) 1.171 (0.032) 1.311 (0.061) 1.535 (0.113)
1988 0.732 (0.036) 1.200 (0.035) 1.365 (0.067) 1.638 (0.128)
1989 0.736 (0.037) 1.196 (0.035) 1.358 (0.068) 1.624 (0.129)
1990 0.686 (0.038) 1.247 (0.041) 1.458 (0.082) 1.818 (0.161)
1991 0.671 (0.040) 1.262 (0.044) 1.489 (0.089) 1.880 (O.178)

HS-Household Size, HS-2 is the reference case.

the reference household and hence the log of the period-specific equivalence scales can be

computed easily. Taking exponentials yields the period-specific equivalence scales, which

depend only on household composition and the parameter estimates. In the specification of

table 6.4, household composition affects satisfaction with income only through household

size so then the period-specific equivalence scales depend on household size and the

parameter estimates. Using the Delta method and the covariance matrix of the parameter

estimates, the standard errors are estimated. The estimates are fairly stable over time with

values that are closest to one in 1987 and values farthest from one for 1991. A single person

household needs approximately 0.7 times the expenditure of a couple to be as well off as the

couple. This number is approximately 1.22 for couples with one child, 1.40 for a couple with

two children and 1.7 for a couple with four children. All these numbers differ significantly

from one. Several results on equivalence scales for the former West Germany are available in

the literature. Merz and Faik (1995) use a 1983 cross-section on West Germany and they use

a demand system approach to construct equivalence scales. They report values of 0.68, 1.17,

1.28 and 1.3, respectively. Especially the equivalence scale for a couple with four children is

considerably lower than the number presented here. Van Praag et al. (1982) estimate poverty

lines based on a West German sample of 1979. They use subjective data on the Income
Evaluation Question (IEQ). The poverty lines lead to equivalence scale estimates of 0.83,

1.11, 1.20 and 1.34, respectively. We conclude that the equivalence scales based on the IEQ

appear to be closer to one than the ones based on satisfaction with income. This finding is

also reported in Melenberg and Van Soest (1996b). Finally we note that the equivalence
scales computed in this chapter are smaller than those in Melenberg and Van Soest (1996b)

based on a 1984 cross-section of Dutch households. The difference between their and our

results can stem from at least three sources. The first source is the use of a panel data model

instead of a cross-section model. The second source is the different country analysed and the

third source is the different set of explanatory variables used.
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Again the overidentifying resMctions test is carried out in the ALS step and again the null
hypothesis of correct model specification is rejected. This result, together with the result on
the satisfaction with life model indicates that we need a more general model. An important
assumption in this ordered response model is the logit distributional assumption. Violation of
this assumption leads to inconsistent estimates in this limited dependent variable type of
model. Therefore it is worthwhile to consider semiparametric ordered response panel data
models. To the best of our knowledge, the estimator proposed in Abrevaya (1996) is the only
one available. Using semiparametric estimation techniques for the ORPD model is the topic
of the next chapter.

Another possible reason for misspecification of the previous models may be that ages of
children were not taken into account when estimating the equivalence scales. To take ages of
children into account, we use a specification that differs slightly from the ones in Kapteyn et
al. (1988) and Melenberg and Van Scest (1996b). We modify their specification to nest the
model where the effect of household composition is only through log(household size). Let w~
be the weight given to household member j, where the household members are sorted in
descending order on the basis of their age. We define w,-0, w~-1n(j~(j-1)), j11 and
hc-Ew~f(a~) where hc stands for household composition, the summation is over all household
members j, a~ is the age of household member j and

-~l ifa~118
f(a~)

1 trz~(18 -a~)~ trz~(18 -a)~(36 ta~) if a518

Compared to Kapteyn et al. (1988) and Melenberg and Van Soest (1996b) the modification
we have made is that w,-0 instead of I, which implies that the oldest household member
dces not contribute. Then

hc - log(hhsize)frz,E~w~l(a~S18)(18-a~)Zfrz~E~w~l(a~518)(18-a~)2(36fa;)
where 1(.) is an indicator function which is one if the condition between parentheses is
satisfied and zero otherwise. Now define SUMWFI -E~w~ 1(a~518)(18-a~)ZI100 and
SUMWF2-E~w~1(a;518)(18-a~)z(36fa;)I1000. In estimation we included the additional terms

rz~ttc-rzolog(hhsize) f 100non,SUMWFI f 1000rzon2SUMWF2
and we allowed rzo, rz, and rz~ to vary over time. In the tables following we will present
estimation results for, among others, 7[o, 10(htorz, and 10001[orzZ, and not for rz, and rz2. This
should be kept in mind when testing or interpreting these coefficients from the tables. This
model reduces to the previously estimated model if both rz, and nz are zero.

The results in table 6.3 based on satisfaction with life indicate that an increase in
household size need not be compensated by an increase in income. Based on the point
estimates, equivalence scales would even decrease with household size using satisfaction with
life. Therefore we will focus on the results using satisfaction with income in the remainder.
Including the terms related to the ages of children and allowing the ccefficients to vary over
time leads to insignificant parameter estimates for (rz„nz), both for a given year and for all
years simultaneously. Furthermore, the shape of the functions f(a;) varied tremendously for
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the years in the sample. Therefore it is more instructive to get an idea of the "average" effect
of ages of children on the equivalence scale and we estimate a fixed effects model in which
the parameters are not allowed to vary over time. This leads to the estimation results
presented in columns two and three of table 6.6. As before all possibilities for g are used in
estimation, so g-0,..,9.

Table 6.6: Estimation results based on satisfaction with income, taking ages of children into
account (standard errors in parentheses)

parameter fixed effects random effects pooled

LINC 1.491 (0.048)" 1.923"' (0.030) 1.685'" (0.027)
LHHSIZE -0.769 (0.080)" -1.121" (0.040) -0.990" (0.030)
SUMWFI -0.255 (0.860) 0.458 (0.595) -1.155' (0.498)
SUMWF2 0.118 (0.227) -0.076 (0.154) 0.325" (0.126)

DUMMY84 0.0 -8.527"' (0.219) -8.917`" (0.203)
DUMMY85 0.047 (0.047) -8.470" (0.220) -8.893'" (0.204)
DUMMY86 0.100 (0.047)' -8.460" (0.222) -8.891" (0.206)
DUMMY87 -0.001 (0.049) -8.539" (0.223) -8.949" (0.207)
DUMMY88 0.004 (0.049) -8.565" (0.224) -8.973" (0.208)
DUMMY89 0.087 (0.051) -8.490" (0.226) -8.934" (0.208)
DUMMY90 0.139 (0.05I)' -8.475`" (0.225) -8.925" (0.209)
DUMMY91 0.381 (0.052)" -8.289"' (0.228) -8.793" (0.210)

6za 2.183 (0.092) 0.0

0.5 0.5
1.033 (0.030) 0.972 (0.029)
1.832 (0.038) 1.652 (0.039)
2.705 (0.043) 2.360 (0.044)
3.386 (0.044) 2.890 (0.045)
4.720 (0.046) 3.892 (0.047)
5.450 (0.047) 4.422 (0.048)
6.532 (0.048) 5.197 (0.049)
8.122 (0.051) 6.358 (0.050)
9.098 (0.053) 7.105 (0.053)

" means significant at the Sqo level; " means significant at the l oIo level
Norm al i zati on : 6~-nZ13

The coefficients related to log(income) and log(household size) are significant and they have
the expected sign. Note that the estimates related to SUMWFI and SUMWF2 are 100itott,
and 1000ttpn~, respectively, where n~ is the coefficient related to LHHSIZE. Using the Delta
method we conclude that the ccefficients (t[„nZ) are significant simultaneously. Compared to
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the results in table 6.4 the estimates for LINC and LHHSIZE aze approximately equal to
weighted averages of the estimates in table 6.4. Interpretation of the ccefficients ni and ~
can be done in a graphical way. These ccefficients determine the function f(a;), where a~ is
the age of household member j. A plot of the function f(a~) can be found in figure 6.2. The

upper graph contains point estimates whereas the lower graph also contains pointwise 95qo
confidence bands.

Figure 6.2: Graphs of the function f(a). The upper graph contains point estimates for the

function f(a) for different estimators; the lower graph contains pointwise 95010

confidence bands as well.
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Random effects estimates are presented in columns four and five of table 6.6. The effects
of LINC and LHHSIZE are larger when compared to the fixed effect estimates in [able 6.6.
This might be due to positive correlation between LINC and the household-specific effect
and negative correlation between LHHSIZE and the household-specific effect. The
interpretation of this is that, ceteris paribus, households with high average income have a
higher a, and hence are more satisfied with their income than people with a low average
income. Analogously, households with a large average size are less satisfied with their
income. Furthermore, the standard errors in the random effects model are lower than for the
fixed effects model. A plot of the function f(a~) based on the random effects estimates can
also be found in figure 6.2. The upper graph contains point estimates whereas the lower
graph again contains pointwise 95qo confidence bands. Compared to the fixed effects
estimates, children contribute more to household composition, see the deiinition of hc earlier
in this section.

Finally, we present the pooled estimates in columns six and seven of table 6.6. The
parameters related to LINC and LHHSIZE are significant and they are in between the fixed
and random effects estimates. The parameters n, and nZ are significant now, both individually
and simultaneously. A plot of the function f(a~) can be found in figure 6.2 and different from
the fixed or random effects estimates, the function is decreasing for low ages whereas it is
increasing after the age of six. A comparable pattern was found in Muffels et al. (1990),
based on Dutch data.

Period-specific equivalence scales for the fixed and random effects model and the pooled
model are presented in table 6.7. They now also depend on the ages of children, if present,
due to the inclusion of SUMWFI and SUMWF2 in household composition. The estimates
based on the random effects model are further away from one than the estimates based on
the fixed effects model. Due to the smaller standard errors of the parameters, the period-
specific equivalence scales are estimated more precisely for the random effects model. The
estimates for the period-specific equivalence scales based on the fixed effects model are
closest to one. The estimates based on the pooled model are in between the estimates based
on the fixed and the random effects model.

Results for the (ex post) lifetime equivalence scales based on p-r are presented in table
6.8. In computation we will follow Banks et al. (1994a) and assume that children leave the
household at age 18 and that the lifetime is the period between 20 and 60 years of age.
Hence C in the expression for lifetime equivalence scales is equal to 39. The lifetime
equivalence scales are the average of the period-specific equivalence scales over the lifetime.
Because the period-specific equivalence scales depend on the parameter estimates, the
lifetime equivalence scales also depend on the parameter estimates. Therefore, standard error
estimates can be obtained using the Delta method.

The results based on the fixed effects estimates are again closer to one than the results
using the random effects or the pooled estimates. Because p is equal to r, the estimates do
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Table 6.7.~ Period-specific equivalence scales based on satisfaction with income (household
size equal to two adults is the reference household, standard errors in
parentheses)

NA' ages of children

I

2

fixed random pooled
effects effects

0.699 0.668 0.665
(0.024) (0.008) (0.007)
1.000 1.000 1.000

2 6 1.121 1.214 1.179
(0.046) (0.022) (0.017)

2 12 1.195 1.258 1.225
(0.030) (0.014) (0.011)

2 12 6 1.297 1.443 1.377
(0.068) (0.033) (0.025)

2 18 12 6 1 1.535 1.757 1.760
(0.084) (0.040) (0.031)

' NA is Number of Adults

Table 6.8: Lifetime equivalence scales based on p-r (lifetime ranges from age 20 of the
head of household to age 60, standard errors in parentheses)

NA~ age of head household at times fixed random pooled
of birth effects effects

2 1.000 1.000 1.000

2 26 1.068 1.099 1.097
(0.013) (0.006) (0.005)

2 26 28 1.125 1.186 1.181
(0.024) (0.012) (0.009)

2 26 28 30 1.174 1.266 1.258
(0.031) (0.017) (0.012)

~ NA is Number of Adults

not depend on the age of the head of household at the times children are born. The only
aspect that matters is the time between the births. Based on the fixed effects estimates, a
couple having one child needs to spend approximately 1.07 times as much over the life-cycle
as a couple without a child. If children are born two years after the previous child, lifetime
equivalence scales for two children and three children are 1.125 and 1.174, respectively. All
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this is computed under the assumption that children leave the household at age 18 and that
the life-cycle is defined over a period of 40 years.

Comparing the results to the results in Banks et al. (1994a) we have to take into account
that their reference household is the same but they normalize the related equivalence scale to
2 instead of 1. Renormalizing to 1, their results lead to lifetime scales of 1.08, 1.2 and 1.38,
respectively. The first one is close to the one presented in table 6.8 whereas the latter two are
much smaller for most models in table 6.8. However, as noted before, the results by Banks et
aL (1994a) aze arbi[rary in the sense that demand da[a alone cannot identify the equivalence
scales.

Finally we tested for dependence between the household-specific effects a; and the
explanatory variables. We performed a Hausman-type test comparing the fixed effects and
the random effects estimates for the parameters related to LINC, LHHSIZE, SUMWFI and
SUMWF2. Under the null hypothesis of no dependence both estimators are consistent
whereas under the alternative the fixed effects estimator is still consistent and the random
effects estimator is not. The test can be performed easily when writing the fixed effects and
random effects estimators, bFE and bRE, say, in terms of influence functions. Using these
influence functions it is easy to construct a consistent positive definite estimator for the
covariance matrix of the difference between the two estimators. This then is used to perform
a xZ test. The degrees of freedom are equal to the number of parameter estimates compared,
i.e. 4 in our case. The test statistic is equal to 177.8 which is much larger than the critical
value of the x; distribution at any conventional significance level. The result is mainly due to
the precise but different estimates related to LINC and LHHSIZE (see table 6.6). Because the
pooled model is a restricted version of the random effects model, the pooled specification
will be rejected as well, when compared to the fixed effects model. Thus the random effects
and pooled model aze misspecified. Using an overidentifying restrictions test we also
conclude that even this fixed effects panel data model is misspecified, so an even more
general model might be prefened.

An other reason for misspecification could be the exclusion of log(income) squared,
log(household size) squared and their cross-product, for example. Including these terms still
led to the conclusion that, on the basis of the overidentifying restrictions test, the resulting
model is misspecified. Besides, including these terms would lead to equivalence scales that
depend on income, which is not feasible from a policy point of view. Therefore we restrict
attention to a specification including log(income) and log(household size).

6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have tried to answer questions like how much a household with four

children needs to spend compazed to a household with two children or how much a childless
couple needs to spend compared to a single person household to attain the same welfare
level. The answers to these questions are important because for example poverty thresholds,
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child allowances and social benefits aze based on them and in an intertemporal setting they
can be used to assess the cost of children over the life-cycle. Especially for the latter, we
have discussed the definition of equivalence scales in an intertemporal setting under
uncertainty. We conclude that it is possible to estimate ex post lifetime equivalence scales.
Estimation of ex ante equivalence scales is not possible. We provided answers for the former
West Germany based on the GSOEP.

Using satisfac[ion with life data we do not find a decrease in satisfaction if household size
increases. This implies that on the basis of these data an increase in household size does not
need to be compensated. Testing the specification, however, indicated that the model is
misspecified so conclusions from the results might not be valid due to model
misspecifícation.

Using satisfaction with income data we do find a decrease in satisfaction if household size
increases. This implies that on the basis of these data larger households should be
compensated. These period-specific equivalence scales are used to estimate lifetime
equivalence scales. On the basis of the most general model estimated in this chapter we find
period-specific equivalence scales that are approximately 1.12 for a couple with a six-year-
old child, 1.2 for a couple with a twelve-year-old child and 1.3 for a couple with a six-year-
old child and a twelve-yeaz-old child. Using these period-specific equivalence scales, lifetime
equivalence scales are constructed. The lifetime equivalence scales indicate that a couple
having one child needs to spend approximately 1.07 times as much over the life-cycle as a
couple without a child, to reach the same lifetime welfare as the reference household. If
children are born two yeazs after the previous child, lifetime equivalence scales for a couple
with two or three children are 1.125 and 1.174, respectively.

Specification testing indicates that all three models are misspecified. This might be due to
the distributional assumptions in the models. Using semiparametric estimation techniques for
an ORPD model is the topic of the next chapter.

6.7 Appendix A (questionnaire)
In this appendix we present the questions on satisfaction with lifelsatisfaction with income

that were answered by the respondents as well as the monthly net household income
question.

1. How satisfied are you today with the following areas of your life? Please answer by
using the following scale, in which 0 means totally unhappy, and 10 means totally
happy. If you are partly happy and partly not, select a number in between. How
satisfied are you...

(AP0302J with your household income?
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2. At the end we like to ask you for your satisfaction with your entire life. Please answer
by using the following scale, in which 0 means totally unhappy, and 10 means totally

happy.

[AP6801J How happy are you at present with your life as a whole?

3. [AH46J If everything is taken together.~ how high is the total monthly income of all
the household members at present? Please give the monthly net amount, the amount

after the deduction of taz and national insurance contributions. Regular payments
such as rent subsidy, child benefit, government grants, subsistence allowances, etc.,
should be included. If not known exactly, please estimate the monthly amount.

DM per month



Chapter 7

Weighted smoothed maximum score

7.1 Introduction
Estimators for limited dependent variable panel data models with individual-specific effects

are scazce in the literature.t This is mainly caused by the problem how to deal with the
individual-specific effects. In a linear model the individual-specific effect can easily be

differenced out so that the remaining parameters of interest in the model can be estimated

straightforwardly. However, this procedure is not applicable in limited dependent variable

models. Other approaches can then be used. For instance, if the individual-specific effects
follow a given distribution that is independent of the regressors, and if the error terms follow

a given distribution that is iid both over the individual and the time dimension, then the

likelihood conditional on the individual-specific effect can easily be computed. The

unconditional likelihood then contains a one-dimensional integral over the individual-specific
effect. For a parametric binary choice model, this is the approach proposed by Heckman and

Willis (1976). It can easily be extended to other parametric limited dependent variable panel

data models. For the case of an ordered response panel data model, see Das and Van Soest

(1996) or chapter 6, for example.
Alternatively, if the relation between individual-specific effects and the regressors is

specified as a linear relation, the two-step estimation approach proposed by Chamberlain

(1984) can be used. In step one, the parameters in the model are estimated for each wave
sepazately. In step two, the restrictions that (some of) the parameters are not allowed to be

time-varying are imposed using Asymptotic Least Squares (ALS).Z This idea can be used for
many parametric limited dependent variable models.

In this chapter we will focus on estimators allowing the individual-specific effect to
depend on the regressors in a fully unrestricted way. Only few estimators allowing for this

unrestricted specification are available in the literature. In a binary choice logit model,
Chamberlain (1980) proposed a conditional likelihood approach. Conditioning on an

appropriately chosen statistic, the individual-specific effects drop out of the likelihood. This
conditional likelihood can then be used to estimate the other parameters consistently.

Extensions of this approach to other limited dependent variable models for panel data are not

' For overviews, see Hsiao (]986), Maddala (1987) or Baltagi (1995).

' For ALS see Kodde et al. (1990) and the references therein. ALS is just a special case of Minimum
Dis[ance estimation.
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available. Constructing the conditioning statistic that leads to a conditional likelihood that
does not depend on the individual-specific effects is the problem. An exception is an ordered
response panel data logit model where it is possible to transform the dependent variable into
binary variables and then use the conditional likelihood approach, see again Das and Van
Scest (1996), chapter 6 or section 7.7, for example.

Several estimators for limited dependent variable panel data models with weak
distributional assumptions on the individual-specific effects and on the error terms have been
developed in the last decade. For a binary choice model, Manski (1987) proposed a
maximum score estimator. This estimator has the drawback that its limit distribution is not
suitable for making inferences. Kyriazidou (1995), Abrevaya (1996) and chapter 2 proposed a
smoothed version of Manski's maximum score estimator for a panel with two waves, using
an idea in Horowitz ( I992). Chapter 2 also extends the estimator to a panel with more than
two waves. These smoothed maximum score estimators have asymptotic distributions that can
be used for making inferences. For a censored regression panel data model, several
estimators are proposed in Honoré (1992), Abrevaya (1996) and chapter 3. Estimators for a
truncated regression panel data model are presented in Honoré (1992) and Abrevaya (I996).
An estimator in an ordered response panel data model is provided in Abrevaya (1996). In this
chapter we will present an alternative estimator for a censored, truncated or ordered response
panel data model that is consistent under weaker assumptions than the ones in Abrevaya
(1996). Whether our assumptions in deriving the asymptotic distribution are weaker or
stronger is not clear. In our model we allow for more than two panel waves and for
unbalanced panels (assuming away selection or attrition bias). The estimator allows the
individual-specific effects to depend on the explanatory variables in an unknown way and
allows for dependence of the error term distribution on the explanatory variables and the
individual-specific effect. The asymptotic distribution of the estimator can be obtained using
standard Taylor series expansions and it is suitable for making inferences. Its rate of
convergence is slower than the standard root-N rate but it can be made arbitrazily close to it,
although stronger assumptions are necessary to increase the rate.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 introduces the estimator
for an ordered response panel data model. Section 7.3 shows the asymptotic properties
(consistency and asymptotic normality) of the estimator proposed in section 7.2. We also
present estimators for the asymptotic bias and the asymptotic covariance matrix. Section 7.4
compares our estimator to the Abrevaya (1996) estimator. Section 7.5 provides details on the
binary choice model as a special case and shows that the estimator and the assumptions then
reduce to the ones in Kyriazidou (1995), Abrevaya (1996) or chapter 2. We also extend the
results to truncated and censored regression panel data models. Section 7.6 deals with
computational details and section 7.7 discusses a parametric ordered response panel data
model that will be used as a reference model. In section 7.8 we apply the estimator to an
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ordered response panel data model to estimate equivalence scales. In section 7.9 we present
some specification tests and section 7.10 concludes.

7.2 Model and estimator
We consider the following ordered response panel data model:

Y~~ - ~(Q~x.~,a;) }u~~, i-1,..,N, t-1,..,T
(7.1)

Y;, - g(Y~i), where g(Y~~) - j, if Y;cY~~cY;.i~ yo--~~ y~c~1'~,i~j-0,..,R-1, ~R-~

where N is the number of individuals in the panel and T is the number of time periods. (3 is
a parameter vector, x;, are the explanatory variables, a; are the individual-specific effects and

u;, are the error terms. The function ~ is unknown and for all a; it is strictly increasing in the
index ( i.e. atp(z,a)laz ~0 for all a). y;, is the observed endogenous variable, y;, is a latent
variable and ~yj, j-0,..,R, are the thresholds.

To obtain the relations that determine our estimator, let 4x115x;,-x;S, 4Y~~5Y~~ Y~s~
x~(x;~,..,x;T)' and let F~ ~x a denote the distribution of u, conditional on x and a(from now on

i subscripts are dropped, where possible). Assume that F~ ~x Q- F~ ~x a and that the support of

F~,Ix,Q ts )Q for all ( x',a) and all t. Then it easily follows that Q'x,~(3'xS is equivalent to

E{Y, Ix,a} - fg(Yt)dFr~~x.a - fg(~(Q~x,.a) tU,)dF~~~x.a

~ fg(~(R~xs,a) tu,)dF~,ix,a' fg(~(a~xs,a) tus)dF~.ix.a

- E{Ys~x,a}

(7.2)

Analogous relations hold for ~i'x,-(3'xs and ~3'x,~(3'xs. Summarizing, we have the following
equivalences:

Q'~x15~0 ra E{Dy~s~x,a}~0
~i'~c,S-O t~ E{Ay~s~x,a} -0 (7.3)

p'Oxf5~0 ra E{Dy~s~x,a}~0

These relations basically determine our estimator. They are similar to the relations used in
deriving Manski's ( 1985) maximum score estimator which are the basis for his panel data

extension in Manski (1987). Note that the relations in (7.2) and (7.3) hold for any weakly
increasing3 function g(.) and thus not only for the ordered response panel data model. We
will start with an ordered response panel data model. In section 7.5 we will discuss
extensions to the truncated and censored regression panel data model.

; A function g(v) is defined to be weakly increasing if g(v)Sg(w) for all (v,w), v5w, and where the strict
inequality holds for at least one pair (v,w), v5w.
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The relations in (7.3) can be used to construct an estimator for p. Let 1(A) denote the
indicator function which is equal to one if condition A is satisfied and zero otherwise. Define

I N T

G~b) - ~ ~ ~ c~~51(b~~~~s~~)~Y~~SN ~-i ~-z s~~
(7.4)

where c115 r;,r;s, with r;, 1 if (y;,,x;,) is observed and zero otherwise (i.e., a missing
observation). Hence c„~ 1 if both (y;,,x;,) and (y;S,x;s) are observed and zero otherwise. From
the defínition of c;,s it follows that individuals who are not observed or who are observed in
only one time period, do not contribute to the objective function. The estimator is defined as
the maximizer of G~(b) with respect to b. Intuitively, this estimator tries to match Dy;,5~0
with b'~x;,,~0 and Dy113~0 with b'Ox115~0 and hence the estimator tries to match the sign of
b'~x;,, with Dy;,S. The larger ~ Dy;s ~, the larger the penalty if the sign of b'Ox;s does not
match the sign of Dy115. Therefore, we will refer to the estimator that maximizes Gr,.r. as the
weighted maximum score (WMS) estimator.

Imposing regularity assumptions on the distribution of u conditional on (x',a) the resulting
estimator can be shown to be consistent, but its asymptotic distribution is not of practical use
for making inferences. Therefore, we use an idea of Horowitz (1992) to smooth the objective
function by replacing the indicator function in (7.4) by a smooth function K(.) containing a
smoothing parameter aN. As the smoothing parameter converges to zero as N~~, the smooth
function K(b'~c,~aN) converges to the indicator function 1(b'~x15~0). Let GNT(b;6N) be the
smoothed objective function, then

N T

GNT(b'6N) - I ~ ~ ~ c~~s K
N ~-i ~-z 5~~

~ b~~x~~s ~

` aN ~

Y;,S (7.5)

where 6N~0 (N-~~) and K:R~R is a continuous function satisfying:
KI. ~ K(v) ~ ~M for some finite M and all v in R.
K2. lim ~~m K(v)-0 and lim ~-.,m K(v)-1.
We will refer to the resulting estimator as the weighted smoothed maximum score (WSMS)
estimator.

7.3 Asymptotic properties of the WSMS estimator
For consistency we need the following assumptions, which are exactly the same as in

chapter 2 and which follow Manski ( 1987). Let F denote the population distribution of
{(y„x~,u~;t-1,..,T),a} and let FexY denote the marginal distribution of ~x„-x;xs. In addition to

assumptions K1 and K2 in section 7.2, we assume that
(i) a) F~,~x,a - Fu,~z,a for all ( x',a) and s,t-1,..,T.

b) The support of F~ ~x a is B for all (x',a) and all t.
(ii) a) For all t,s the support of F~u is not contained in any proper linear subspace of 8k.
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b) The elements in Oxs can be rearranged such that (3,~0 and for almost every value
of Oz,~ (Axs,z,..,~c,s,k), Ax,~, has everywhere positive Lebesgue density
conditional on Oz,s, for all t,s.

(iii) A random sample is drawn from F.

(iv) ~(3, ~-1 and (3-(Qz,..,pr)' is contained in a compact subset B of Bk-'.
(v) c,S is independent of (y„xi,..,yT,xT) and P(cs1)~0 for some t,s.

Assumption (i) a) requires that the distribution of the error terms in two arbitrary periods is

the same, conditional on x and a, which was used to prove (7.3). Assumption (i) b) and

assumption (ii) aze regulazity conditions required for identification. To meet assumption (ii)

b), Ox,S should contain an element which is absolutely continuously distributed with non-zero
coefficient. Assumptions (iii) and (iv) are standard and assumption (v) requires the absence

of selection and attrition bias in an (un)balanced panel.

Under assumptions (i) through (v) we can prove theorem 7.1.

Theorem 7.1 ( consistency):

Let assumptions (i)-(v) hold. Define b-(bz,..,bk)' and let bN be a solution to

maximize GN.~.(b;6N)
b:~b~~~l. be 8

(7.6)

Then bN -~ (3 almost surely (a.s.). n
The proof of theorem 7.1 can be found in appendix A(section 7.11).

To derive the limit distribution of the WSMS estimator we need some additional
definitions and additional assumptions, similar to those in Horowitz (1992) or those in

chapter 2. Let zts (3'~c,s, let K' denote the derivative of K(v) with respect to v and let

p(z,s ~ Ox,s,y,~ys) denote the density of z,s conditional on ~z15 and y,~yS. By assumption (ii)

this density is positive with respect to Lebesgue measure for almost every Oz,S. For each

positive integer i define p~'~(z„ ~ Az,~,Yt~Ys)-a'P(zt5 ~~t~~Yt~YS)~az;~ whenever the derivative
exists and let p~o~(zs ~ OxtS,Yt~YS)-p(zts ~ OXt:~Yt~Y:). ~t P(~t5 I Yt~YS) denote the cumulative

distribution function of Dïc,S conditional on y,~ys. For each positive integer i, define

E~''{Ayu ~ z,S,~ic,~,Yt~Ys}-a'E{Dy,s ~ z,S,Dic,~,Y,~Ys}~az;s whenever the derivative exists.

We define the matrices

T(b~6 )- aG~(b~aN) - 1~~~ c. Dy. K,I b~Ox~ts ~~ts
N'r N ~ts its

f~b N i-t t-z sa 6N 6N
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Q(b;a )- azGNT(b'6N) - 1 N T c 0 K" b~~x~~s Ox~~S ~x~~5NT N
abab' N~ ~~~~s Y~~S

~-1 t-2 sa 6N 6N 6N

In addition, let

A-~~ f~hK'(~) d~~ 1 E{E c~ { Dy~ ~ O,~z~s,y,~ys } p~n-~i(0 ~ ~z,5,y~~yS)Oz~s ~ y~ySl
~-z s~~ ~-i i!(h-i)i

P(c~s-1)P(y~~ys)

D-~~ fK'(~~s) z d~s E~E{(DY~)z ~ O,~z ~S,y~~ys} Oz ~SAx ~5P(0 ~ ~iC ~,Y~~YS)IY~~ys} P(c 5' 1)P(Y,~Ys)
~-z :~~

Q - -~~ ElOz~50z~Ecu{~y~5~0,Oz15,y~~YS}P(~I~X,S,Y,~Ys)IY~YS}P(c15-1)P(Y~~Ys)
c-z sct

Restating assumptions ( 8) and (9) of Horowitz (1992) in terms of E{Dys ~ z,S,~,S,Y,~Ys}
and p(z,s ~ Oz,s,Y,~YS) will enable us to obtain the limit distribution of the WSMS estimator as
in Horowitz (1992).

Additional Assumptions (vi)-(xi):
(vi) a) The components of Ozs and of the matrices Oz,54xki, s~t, I~k, and

vec[Oz,50z~5]vec[~zk~Ozk~)', s~t, I~k, have finite first absolute moments condi-
tional on (y,~yS,Yk~Yi).

b) (log N)I(N6N) ~ 0 as N~~.
(vii) a) K is twice differentiable everywhere, ~ K'(.) ~ and ~ K"(.) ~ are bounded, and each

of the following integrals over (-~,~) is finite: f[K'(v))'dv, J[K"(v))zdv and
J ~ vzK"(v) ~ dv.

b) for some integer h?2 and each integer j( i 5j5h), J ~ v~K'(v) ~ dv~~ and

fv tK'(v)dv -~ 0 if jch
d (nonzero) if j -h

c) For any integer j, OSj~h, any p~0, and any sequence {6N} converging to 0,

lim ~Nh f ~v ~K'(v) ~ dv - 0
N-,~ IQ„~I~N

lim 6N f ~ K"(v) ~ dv - 0
N-wo la„~I~N

(viii) For each integer j such that 15j5h-1, all zrs in a neighbourhood of 0, almost every
Oz,~ and some M~~, p~~(z,~ ~ Oz,S,y,~y5) exists and is a continuous function of zs
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satisfying ~ p~'(zs ~ Dïc,S,Y~~Ys) I ~M. In addition, ~ p(z,S ~ Azs,y,~ys) ~ ~M for all zs and
almost every Oz,~ and ~ p(zs,zki ~ Oxs,Oxki,Y~~YS,Yk~Yi) ~~ for all (zs,zk~) and almost
every ( Oz15, ~zk,).

(ix) For each integer j such [hat 1SjSh, all zu in a neighbourhood of 0, almost every Oz,s
and some M~~, E~~{Dys ~ z,S,Dic,S,Y,~Ys} exists and is a continuous function of z,~
satisfying ~ E~~{AY,S ~ z,S,Oz,S,Y~~YS) I ~M.

(x) (3 is an interior point of B.
(xi) The matrix Q is negative definite.

Assumptions (vi) a) and (vii) through (ix) ensure the existence of the matrices A, D and Q
which appeaz in the asymptotic distribution. The optimal rate of convergence depends on h.
The rate of convergence can be increased by increasing h. This requires a higher order kernel
K' and the existence and boundedness of higher order derivatives of conditional densities for
(3'Oxs, and on higher order derivatives of E{Dys ~(3'Ox15,Ox,5,Y,~YS} where the derivatives are
taken w.r.t. (3'~xs, see assumptions (viii) and (ix). Assumptions (x) and (xi) do not need any
additional explanation.

The following theorem shows the main result concerning the asymptotic distribution of the
WSMS estimator.

Theorem 7.2 ( asymptotic distribution):
Let assumptions (i)-(xi) hold for some h?2 and let {bN} be a sequence of solutions to the
maximization problem (7.6). Then, by theorem 7.1, bN.,-Qi for all sufficiently large N. For
the remaining parameters bN, the optimal rate of convergence in distribution is obtained for
6N-(~IN)"~Z"'" with 0~~.~~ (fixed). Then

n n -~
N~(br;R) ~d N(-~~Q-'A,~~Q-`DQ-')

Let S2 be any non-stochastic, positive semidefinite matrix such that A'Q-'S2Q-'A~0 and
define MSE-1im N~ E{N ~w'~n''~(bN (i)'S2(bN(3)}. Then, for a given S2, the MSE minimizing
value for ~, is i1~~,'-[trace(Q-'S2Q-'D)]~(2hA'Q-'S2Q-'A). ~
The proof of theorem 7.2 can be found in appendix B(section 7.12).

Finally, if we want to use theorem 7.2 for inference, consistent estimators for the matrices
involved in the asymptotic distribution of the WSMS estimator have to be constructed. The
following theorem shows how to construct consistent estimators for A, D and Q.

Theorem 7.3:
Let bN be a consistent WSMS estimator based on 6N-0(N-'"~~'~). For bE {-1,1 }xB and
i-1,..,N, define
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b'~x.
aits(b'6) - citsK,

ns

6

~its
yit5á

Let 6N-0(N-~~~''~), where O~S~1. Then
(a) AN-(6N)-`T,~.,.(bN;aN) converges in probability to A.
(b) the matrix

N T

DN(bN'6N) - NL~ Lr L..i ails(bN'6N) aits(bN'aN)i
i-I t32 sa

converges in probability to D.
(c) QNT(bN;aN) converges in probability to Q.
The proof can be found in appendix C(section 7.13).

7.4 Comparison to Abrevaya (1996)
Abrevaya (1996) proposed an estimator for the ordered response panel data model with

only two waves. We compare our assumptions for the case T-2 to the assumptions in
Abrevaya (1996). For T-2 only s-1 and t-2 matter for the assumptions and for the
summations in the matrices defined in section 7.3. Therefore, the subscripts s and t will be
dropped in the comparison. Abrevaya uses the results in relation (7.3) with
E{sign(Dy) ~ xZ,x,,a} replacing E{Dy ~ xZ,x„a} and hence Dy;,s in (7.5) is replaced by
sign(~y;). This modification requires assumptions (i) and (ix) to differ from ours. Assumption
(i) a) above is replaced by a symmetry condition (assumption 5.2 in Abrevaya, 1996) that
can be restated in terms of a conditional exchangeability assumption, i.e. the (u2,u,) have a
conditional density x(uZ,u, ~ x2,x„a) for which x(u2,u, ~ xz,x„a)-x(u„u2 ~ xZ,x,,a) for all (uZ,u,)
and (xz,x„a), see Honoré (1992, footnote 6). This assumption is stronger than assumption (i)
a) above and it is used to prove that relation (7.3) holds for E{sign(Dy) ~ xZ,x„a} instead of
E{Dy ~ x2,x,,a}. In general, proving that

E{sign(Ay) ~ xZ,x„a} - P(Dy~O ~ xz,x„a)-P(Ay~O ( x2,x,,a) - sign(~i'Ox)
imposing only assumption (i) in section 7.3 is not possible. This equality cannot be proven
using assumptions on the marginal distributions of the error terms only but requires
assumptions on the joint distribution of the error terms. Therefore, our estimator is consistent
under weaker assumptions than in Abrevaya (1996). The binary choice model is the
exception to this rule. In that case, assumptions on the marginal distributions contain enough
information, see the corollary on p. 360 of Manski (1987).

Furthermore, because we use Dy instead of sign(~y) assumption (ix) differs from
assumption 10 in Abrevaya (1996). Let F(. ~ z,Aïc,yz~y,) denote the c.d.f. of Du conditional on
z,Oz and yZ~y„ and let F~~(-z ~ z,Aïc,yZ~y,) denote ~F(-z ~ z,OX,yz~y,)laz'. Then assumption
10 in Abrevaya (1996) states that
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For each integer j such that 15jSh, all z in a neighbourhood of 0, almost every Oz and
some M~~, F~~(-z ~ z,Oz,yz~y,) exists and is a continuous function of z satisfying

~ F~~(-z ~ z,Oz,Yz~Yi) I~.
Using sign(Dy) basically transforms ~y in only two non-zero values so assumption 10 in
Abrevaya (1996) is the same as the related assumption for the binary choice panel data
model in Kyriazidou (1995) and in chapter 2 of this thesis. Whether this assumption is
stronger or weaker than assumption (ix) is not clear and, therefore, we cannot conclude that

our assumptions for the asymptotic distribution are weaker than the ones in Abrevaya (1996).

7.5 A special case and extensions
A binary choice panel data model is a special case of an ordered response panel data

model. Therefore, it is instructive to compare the assumptions and the expressions for the
matrices in the asymptotic distribution for the estimator presented here for the special case of
a binary choice model. These expressions, as well as the assumptions for the weighted
smoothed maximum score estimator for the binary choice panel data model with T-2, can be
found in Kyriazidou (1995), Abrevaya (1996) or chapter 2. In this section we show that the

expressions for the matrices in the asymptotic distribution and the assumptions in this chapter
reduce to the ones for the binary choice panel data model if y, is binary. We will discuss the
case T-2.' Because then only s-1 and t-2 matter we will drop the subscripts in ~y and Ox.

If y, is binary, then Dy can take on only the values -1, 0, and 1. Furthermore, the event
yz-1,y,-0 conditional on yz~y, is equivalent to (3'xztatuz~(3'x,fatu, which in turn is
equivalent to Au~-p'~x. A similar result holds for the event yz-0,y,-1 conditional on yz~y,.
Therefore

E{ Dy ~ z, Oz ,yz~y, }

- P(Yz-1~Y~-0 ~ z,Oz,Yz~Y~)-P(Yz-~~Y~-1 ~ z,Oz,Yz~Y~)
- 1-2P(Au~-z ~ z, Oz ,yz~y, )

- 1-2F(-z ~ z,Dït,Yz~Yi)
using the notation of section 7.4, and hence assumption (ix) can be restated in terms of F~'

instead of E~~. Furthermore, it then holds that E~~{Dy ~ z,Dic,yz~y,} is equal to

-2F~~(-z ~ z,~z,yz~y,), j~l, and E{(Ay)z ~ O,Aic,yz~y, }-1, so then the expressions for A, D and
Q reduce to the expressions in Kyriazidou (1995), Abrevaya (1996) and chapter 2.

The properties of the WSMS estimator presented in theorems 7.1 through 7.3 can be
extended to ttuncated or censored regression models. Apart from the assumptions in section

` Chapter 2 contains the expressions and assumptions for general T. This leads to minor additional
assumptions and proving that the additional assumptions in this chapter reduce to those in chapter 2 is
straightforward.
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7.3, the proofs for the ordered response panel data model rely strongly on [he following two
properties:

(i) E{AY~s ~ R'~~5~,~~g~Y~~YS}-0.
(ii) the discrete and bounded nature of y,.
Property (i) follows from the following:

E { Dy~s ~ (3'Ox -O,Oz }
E{ Dy~S ~ R~~~s ~~Ox ~s~Y~Y5 }-

~s ~5
P(y~~ys ~ R'Ox15-0,Oz 15)

E{E{4y~5~(3'Ox~~,x~,xs} ~R'Ox15~,Ox15}

P(Y,~Ys I R'Ox,s~,Az ~S)

and E{Dy,s ~ R'~x,s O,x,,zS}-0, see (7.3).
The second property implies that the line of proof dces not go through immediately for
models where y, can be continuous or mixed discrete-continuous, like, for example, a
truncated or censored regression model. Especially lemmas 2 and 4 in appendix A(section
7.11) and lemmas 7 and 9 in appendix B(section 7.12) use the discrete nature and
boundedness of y,. After adding some standard regularity conditions, extending the proofs of
lemmas 2 and 4 is not as straightforward as extending the proofs of lemmas 7 and 9. Some
details on additional assumptions and the proofs of these lemmas are given in appendix D
(section 7.14). Because we are only interested in consistency and asymptotic normality of the
estimator, lemma 2 is proven in terms of uniform convergence in probability instead of
almost sure uniform convergence. Using corollary 3.1 of Newey (1991b), the proof is trivial.
However, this also implies that theorem 7.1 should then be stated in terms of convergence in
probability instead of almost sure convergence.

7.6 Computational details
This section provides some details on computation of the WSMS estimates and the

estimates for both the asymptotic bias and the asymptotic covariance matrix. The smoothing
function K(.) we use in (7.5) is

K(v) - ~ ~ t 1~ ~ - 3(~)'} ~(~)s- ~(~)'~

This implies that assumption (vii) b) holds for h-4. This choice makes sense if assumptions
(vii) c), (viii) and (ix) hold for h-4. Computation of the parameter estimates requires a
`global' optimization algorithm, because the objective function is non-convex. We use the
same optimization algorithm as in chapter 2. Hence, in optimization we use the simulated
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annealing type of algorithm proposed in Corana et al. (1987).5 To determine tzN we also use
the same procedure as in chapter 2. We first obtain consistent parameter estimates using
weighted maximum score, bWMS say, which does not require a smoothing parameter. To save
computer time we compute this estimator using only two waves instead of all waves. Given
consistent parameter estimates we subsequently use all the waves and we transform the
pooled data Ox;,S, i-1,..,N, 15s~tSI', linearly such that the sample covariance matrix is the
identity. The parameter estimates are reversely transformed, to keep the index the same as for
the original data and the original parameter estimates. To detertnine tsN, the objective
function (7.5) is then drawn for each element of b, keeping the other elements at their value
in the transformed bwMS. The value for tSN for which all these figures are reasonably smooth
is used in weighted smoothed maximum score. Estimates using the transformed data are then
obtained using the global optimization algorithm. After convergence of this algorithm we
perform a local search. Finally, the resulting solution is transformed back to yield the WSMS
estimates and the first coefficient is normalized to one in absolute value. We decide between
positive and negative by performing the maximization for both values and verify which one
yields the highest value for the objective function.

To estimate the asymptotic bias and the asymptotic covariance matrix we need tSN and ~,',
see theorem 7.2. We choose aN equal to tSNN"-s~jzh'" with 5--0.7, following chapter 2. For
simplicity we choose S2 equal to the identity matrix to determine ~,'. The remaining matrices
in the expression for ~,' are estimated using the estimators in theorem 7.3.

Because the estimators in theorem 7.3 can have bad small sample performances (see
Horowitz, 1992) we will follow a suggestion in Lee (1996b) to use an alternative estimator
of the matrix D, which appears in both the estimate for the asymptotic bias (through ~,') and
in the asymptotic covariance matrix. Essentially, Lee (1996b) suggest to rewrite D as

D-fK'(~)zdS~~ E lE~(Ay~S)z ~ O,Az ~S,Y~~YS} Oz ~sOz ~SP(0 ~ Az ~S,Y~~YS) Y~~YS }P(Y~~Ys) P(c~s-1)
tsz sa

-fK~(~)zd~~~ E~E~(Ay~S)z ~ O,Oz ~S,Y~~ys} Oz ~SOx ~SP(~ I OX,S,Y ~YS)1(Y,~YS)1(c,s-1)1
~Lz sa

He then suggests to replace the first expectation operator by the sample average and to
estimate the conditional expectation and the conditional density nonparametrically for each
(s,t), sct.b The final estimate results from multiplying with fK'(~)zd~, which is equal to 0.28

for the kernel used in the objective function.
Nonparametric estimation of the conditional expectation ( i.e. nonparametric regression)

requires estimation of multivariate densities, for each ( s,t), 15s~tSi' where only observations

5 This algorithm is described and tested in Goffe et aL (1994).

fi However, a proof of the consistency of the resulting estimator is not given.
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sa[isfying y,~ys are taken into account. In the nonparametric regression, the density of the
conditioning variables ( z,~,Dics) has to be estimated and the number of continuous vaziables
determines the optimal rate of convergence, see Bierens ( 1987), for example. For the
conditional density both the joint density of (z,S,OScs) and the density of the conditioning
variables Dic,~ have to be estimated. Although Bierens ( 1987) dces not present results for
conditional density estimation, it is easy to show that the optimal rate of convergence again
is determined by the number of continuous regressors in the joint density of (z,~,Dïc,~).
Therefore we choose to use the same bandwidth in both the nonparametric regression and the
conditional density. The denominator in the conditional expectation is equal to the numerator
in the conditional density and we only compute the numerator of the nonparametric
regression and the denominator of the conditional density.

In computing nonparametric estimates we use a procedure described in H~rdle and Linton
(1994). The variables in the joint densities, (zfS,Oz,S) and Ozs, respectively, are transformed
by premultiplying by L;sn where L,S, 15s~tcI', is the sample covariance matrix of the
variables in the joint density.' The smoothing parameter is the same for all the transformed
variables and we use a standard normal product kernel. The only remaining question is how
to choose the smoothing parameter after transforming the variables. Optimality criteria for
nonparametric regression and nonparametric density estimation need not be optimal in
estimating the matrix D. Therefore, estimating these parts optimally might not lead to the
best overall estimate. Because little is known on this topic we will use a simple rule-of-
thumb choice for the smoothing parameters in the nonparametric regression andlor
nonparametric density estimation. We use ~tN,~ i;N;s~~k~~, where ftN,~ denotes the smoothing
parameter in period (s,t), ISs~tST, ï:, is a constant, N15 denotes the number of observations for
which c,s 1 and k is the number of continuous variables in the (joint) density of (zu,Oz,~).
We will use ~,-1 and we will investigate the sensitivity of the results with respect to the
choice for ~,.

An alternative estimator for the matrix D in Abrevaya (1996) can be constructed in a
similar way. The matrix D in Abrevaya (1996) is a special case of the matrix D presented
before. For the Abrevaya estimator, E{(Dys)Z ~ O,Oz,S,y,~ys} has to be replaced by
E{(sign(Ay,~))Z ~ O,tlic,S,Y,~YS} which is equal to one and hence only the conditional density in
the matrix D has to be estimated nonparametrically.

7.7 Parametric model for reference
The pazametric model we use for reference is similar to the fixed effects model used in

Das and Van Scest (1996) and chapter 6. We add the assumptions that ~((i'x;,,a;)-(~'x;,ta;,

' The dimension of the squaze matrix L„ in estimating the numerator in the conditional expectation is one
larger than in estimation of the denominator of the conditional density.
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that the u;,, i-1,..,N, t-1,..,T are independent of a and (x,,..,xT) and that they follow an iid

standard logistic distribution. Estimation can then be performed in the following two steps

(see Das and Van Soest, 1996 or chapter 6). In the first step we construct dummy variables

Yitg as

- JO if Yi~~g
y'~g ll otherwise

Hence, if y;, is larger than some threshold g, then y;,B equals one, whereas it is zero

otherwise, g-O,..R-2. Transforming the y;, variables into dummy variables together with the

logistic dis[ributional assumptions allows us to use the estimator for the fixed effect binary

choice model with logistically distributed error terms to get a consistent estimator. For this

model an estimator is available, based on a conditional likelihood, see Chamberlain (1980)

for example. For each choice of g we can employ a fixed effects binary choice logit model

and maximize the corresponding conditional log-likelihood to obtain consistent and

asymptotically normal estimates. If we assume independence between the dependent variable

and a dummy r;, equal to one, if household i was observed in period t, and zero otherwise,

we can use an (un)balanced panel. For more details, see Das and Van Soest (1996) or chapter

6.
For each choice of g the conditional Maximum Likelihood ( ML) estimator, bg say, yields a

consistent estimator for (i if the model assumptions are satisfied. Analogous to the proof that

the likelihood of the multinomial logit model is globally concave, we can prove that the

conditional likelihood of a fixed effects binary choice logit model is globally concave.

Therefore local optimization algorithms can be used to locate the global maximum.

In the second step, all the resulting estimates are combined and an Asymptotic Least

Squares (ALS) estimator is computed (using an estimate for the optimal weighting matrix).

This step imposes the restrictions that bg should not vary with g. Due to the linearity of the

restrictions we can write down an explicit expression for the resulting ALS estimator bA~.
The asymptotic distribution of this estimator follows easily from standard ALS theory.

7.8 Empirical application
In the empirical application we will focus on estimating equivalence scales. Equivalence

scales indicate how much expenditure a household with a given demographic composition

needs, to reach the same welfare level as a reference household with a different demographic

composition. For example, equivalence scales provide answers to questions like how much

expenditure a childless couple needs compared to a single person household, to attain the

same welfare level. The answers to these questions are important, because, for example,
poverty thresholds, child allowances and social benefits aze based on them.

In an intertemporal setting, we can distinguish period-specific and lifetime equivalence
scales. Period-specific equivalence scales indicate how much expenditure a household with a
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given demographic composition in a given period needs, to reach the same welfare level as a
reference household with a different demographic composition. Lifetime equivalence scales
are the average of the period-specific equivalence scales over the lifetime. Both the period-
specific and lifetime equivalence scales can be interpreted in a life-cycle model, see chapter
6.

To estimate equivalence scales we use data from the German Socio-Economic Panel
(GSOEP). As of 1984, data are available on Germans born in the former West Germany and
foreigners living in the former West Germany. As of 1990 data aze also available for
Germans living in the former East Germany. No new households are added to the three
subsamples, apart from households originating from household members of the households
already in the sample. The dataset contains yeazly information on, among others, household
composítion and personal satisfaction. Other topics, like social security and assets held by the
household, aze only surveyed in one of the years.

We use these data to estimate equivalence scales replacing `welfare level' in the definition
of equivalence scales by `satisfaction with household income'8 as reported by the head of
household. For the exact text of the satisfaction with household income question, see
appendix A of chapter 6(section 6.7). Hence we use satisfaction with income as the
dependent variable in our analysis (i.e. y;,). This variable is observed on a discrete scale from
0(low satisfaction) through 10 (high satisfaction). However, these subjective data suffer from
the problem that two households that have exactly the same characteristics in terms of x;,,
might answer the satisfaction question differently. Using panel data, household-specific
effects, denoted by a;, accommodate this problem. Model (7.1) captures both aspects and we
will use it in estimation. The variable y;, can now be interpreted as the underlying
satisfaction level on a continuous scale (i.e., the latent satisfaction level) which is
transformed into a discrete variable, to answer the satisfaction question. The explanatory
variables x;~ are mainly from chapter 6, including vaziables related to household composition
and the logarithm of real monthly household income, LINC. The amount of net monthly
income is reported by the head of household. The exact question is presented in appendix A
of chapter 6(section 6.7). Following chapter 6 we model the effect of household composition
through both the logarithm of household size, LHHSIZE, and ages of children in the
household. The latter aze taken into account as follows: let w~ be the weight given to
household member j, where the household members are sorted in descending order on the
basis of their age. We define w,-0, wi-1n(j~(j-1)), j~l and hc-Ew~f(a~), where hc stands for
household composition and where the summation is over all household members j, a~ is the
age of household member j and

" An alternative welfare measure is the answer to a question on satisfaction with life. The results in chapter
6 indicate that, contrary to the results using satisfaction with income as the welfare measure, larger households
need not be compensated on the basis of satisfaction with life.
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-~l ifa~~l8
f(a~)

1 trz~(18-a)~tnz(18-a~)~(36ta~) if a518

Then
hc - log(hhsize)fn,E~w~ 1(a~S 18)(18-a~)zfn2E~wt 1(a;518)(18-a~)Z(36tat)

Define SUMWF1-E~w~ 1(a~S 18)(18-a~)ZI100 and SUMWF2-E~w~ 1(a~518)(18-a~)Z(36ta~)I1000.
In estimation we included

nohc-nolog(hhsize) f 100npn,SUMWFI f IOOOnonzSUMWF2.
In the tables below we will present estimation results for, among others, no, 100npn, and
1000nonZ. This should be kept in mind when tes[ing or interpreting these coefficients from
the tables. Time effects are taken into account using time in years as explanatory vaziable.
Compared to the empirical specification in chapter 6, all the time dummies are replaced by
one variable, time in years. The reason for this modification is the `curse of dimensionality'
in optimization when using `global' optimiza[ion algorithms to solve optimization problem

(7.6). Definitions of all the variables used in our specification are given in table 7.1. Finally,
the results in chapter 6 indicate that a specification in which the a; are allowed to be
correlated with the regressors should be used. Therefore we will focus on fixed effects
models in this chapter.

Table 7.1: Definition and overview of variables

Variable Definition

SATINC satisfaction with household income, measured on a scale from 0
(very dissatisfied) to 10 (very satisfied)

LINC log(real total household income) in Deutschmarklmonth
LHHSIZE log(household size)
SUMWFI,SUMWF2 vaziables related to ages of children in the household. For a

precise definition, see the main text
TIME time in years

Model (7.1) together with the specification above is used to compute period-specific and
lifetime equivalence scales. Period-specific equivalence scales follow from equating latent
satisfaction with income for a household with a given composition (i.e. the comparison
household) to latent satisfaction of a reference household. The period-specific equivalence
scale is then equal to the required income for the compazison household for which it reaches
the same latent satisfaction level as the reference household in this comparison, divided by
the income of the reference household. The comparison household differs only in terms of
income and household composition, so the remaining explanatory variables (if present) as
well as a; and the error term are assumed to be the same for both households. Then, due to
the fact that the function ~ in (7.1) is strictly increasing in its first argument, period-specific
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equivalence scales follow from equating the index Q'x;, for the comparison household and the
reference household. Due [o the linear specification in log(income) in the index, the
logarithm of the ratio of the income of the comparison household and the reference
household and hence the log of the period-specific equivalence scales can be computed
easily. Taking exponentials yields the period-specific equivalence scales, which depend only
on household composition and the parameter estimates relative to the parameter estimate for
LINC. Using the Delta method and the estimates for the asymptotic covariance matrix of the
parameter estimates, the standard errors are estimated. In computing the lifetime equivalence
scales we will follow Banks et al. (1994a) and assume that children leave the household at
age 18 and that the lifetime is the period between 20 and 60 years of age. Lifetime
equivalence scales are the average of the period-specific equivalence scales over the
lifetime.9 Because the period-specific equivalence scales depend on the parameter estimates,
the lifetime equivalence scales also depend on the parameter estimates and, therefore,
standard error estimates are again obtained using the Delta method.

In estimation we use a subsample of the GSOEP containing individuals born in West
Germany for the years 1984 through 1991, hence T-8. This is the subsample used in chapter
6. Furthermore, N is equal to 4197 although only 3510 households are observed in at least
two periods with Dy„~0 in at least one combination of two periods, 1~sct5T'. Because the
data are the same as those in chapter 6 several graphs on the data can be found in figure 6.1.
The upper graph on the right contains nonparametric estimates for the relation between
satisfaction with income and log(income). It is based on a quartic kernel using the rule of
thumb bandwidth which is equal to M-~~SSd(log(income)) where M is the number of pooled
observations and sd(log(income)) is the sample standard deviation of the explanatory variable
log(income). This graph also contains 9501o uniform confidence bands for the nonparametric
estimates based on Hazdle and Linton (1994). However, data dependence due to pooling is
not taken into account. We conclude that satisfaction with income rises with log(income).
The lower graph on the right gives satisfaction with income averages for each size of
household present in the sample. The circles represent the averages whereas the crosses
represent the boundaries of 95qo (pointwise) confidence bands. The effect of household size
on satisfaction with income, if any, is negative. It is needless to say that these results do not
correct for other characteristics of the family. In particular, household size and income will
be positively related. In table 7.2 we present the averages and the standard deviation of the
variables used in estimation, over the years. The average satisfaction with income is
increasing over time as is the logarithm of real household income. The average household
size is constant over time. All the changes can be due to the changing age distribution in the
sample. It should be remembered that we only use the heads of households that responded in
1984. They are followed over time. No new households are considered because this would

y For more motivation and discussion, see chapter 6.
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lead to dependencies between the households in the sample and hence the independence
assumption over the households in the sample, a standazd assumption in panel data models,
cannot be justified. This implies immediately that, over time, the age distribution of the head
of household shifts to the right, explaining the increase in real income, on average. The slight
decreases in the averages for SUMWFI and SUMWF2 towards the end of the sampling
period, are also due to the aging of the sample. Young families become underrepresented
and, therefore, the age distribution of the children present also shifts to the right. This leads
to decreases in SUMWFI and SUMWF2, on average.

Table 7.2: Summary statistics for the variables described in table 7.1 (standard deviation in
parentheses)

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
~ obs 3926 3470 3187 3041 2827 2634 2509 2343
SATINC 6.34 6.42 6.59 6.58 6.60 6.73 6.81 7.01

(2.59) (2.44) (2.26) (2.26) (2.1) (2.14) (2.10) (1.99)
LINC 7.84 7.87 7.94 7.97 8.00 8.03 8.06 8.08

(0.58) (0.56) (0.54) (0.54) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.52)
LHHSIZE 0.78 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82

(0.54) (0.54) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.52)
SUMWFI 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.16

(0.41) (0.40) (0.41) (0.40) (0.39) (0.39) (0.38) (0.36)
SUMWF2 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.75 (0.72) 0.68

(1.61) (1.60) (1.61) (1.60) (1.57) (1.56) (1.52) (1.46)

The estimators presented in sections 7.2 through 7.4 and 7.7 are used to estimate the
parameters in the model. In table 7.3 we present estimation results for the estimator in the
parametric model, the Abrevaya estimator and the WSMS estimator. To determine the
smoothing parameter for the latter [wo estimators we computed both the (unsmoothed)
Abrevaya (1996) estimates and the weighted maximum score estimates for T-2 as proposed
in section 7.2 (for the results, see the footnote attached to table 7.3). For both estimates the
figures of the objective function were smooth for 6N equal to 0.1. This value for aN is used
in estimation.

Let b~m represent the estimates from the pazametric model, babr the bias corrected
maximum score estimates following Abrevaya (1996) and let bWSmS be the bias corrected
weighted maximum score estimates. In the latter two estimates, the coefficient of LINC is
normalized at 1, so all the remaining parameters are estimated relative to the parameter of
LINC. The columns headed bebr and bWSm, contain the estimation results based on the
expressions in theorem 7.3.
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Table 7.3: Estimation resultsfor the parametric and semiparametric models (standard errors
in parentheses, bias between brackets)

variable bP„~m bparam

LINC 1.481" 1 1 1 I 1
(0.048)

LHHSIZE -0.764" -0.725" -0.726" -0.738" -0.738" -0.515"
(0.080) (0.046) (0.047) (0.042) (0.043) (0.036)

[0.043] (0.044] [0.014] [0.014]
SUMWFI -0.261 0.912' 0.909' 0.447 0.445 -0.176

(0.864) (0.391) (0.402) (0.310) (0.315) (0.583)
[0.131 ] [0.135] [0.109] [0.111 ]

SUMWF2 0.119 -0.191 -0.190 -0.065 -0.064 0.081
(0.228) (0.105) (0.107) (0.083) (0.084) (0.154)

[-0.041 ] [-0.042] [-0.031 ] [-0.032]
TIME 0.032" 0.011" 0.010" 0.023" 0.023" 0.022"

(0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004)
(0.004] [0.004] [0.002] [0.002]

~ bias conected estimates, aN-0.1, 5-0.7, S2-I. Left column using the expression for DN as
given in theorem 7.3, right column following Lee (1996).

' means significant at the Sqo level, " means significant at the lqo level

The results for the parame[ric model are similar to the results in chapter 6. For comparison
reasons we also report the estimates in the parametric model when the coefficient related to
LINC is normalized to one (see final column). We conclude that, ceteris paribus, an increase
in household size leads to a decrease in satisfaction with income. Satisfaction with income
increases with time.

The parameter estimates in the parametric model seem to differ from both the Abrevaya

and the WSMS estimates. We test the null hypothesis that both models are correctly specified
by means of a Hausman-type test, using the difference between bP,,,,,, and bab~. BecaUSe bPamm
converges at a faster rate than bab~, the latter determines the asymptotic distribution of the
difference. A standard chi-square test, using the estimators in theorem 7.3, is used and the
null hypothesis is rejected. The same conclusion holds when comparing bP„am and bWSmS.
Especially the effect of LHHSIZE is much smaller in the parametric model than in the other
models. Using the expressions for the matrix D in theorem 7.3, we conclude that the
parameter estimates in the Abrevaya model are similar to the WSMS estimates, except for
LHHSIZE and TIME. To test the hypothesis that the assumptions in both the Abrevaya
model and our model are satisfied, we use the difference between the two estimators. This is
a Hausman-type test and we conclude that the difference is statistically significant (more
details can be found in appendix E, section 7.15). This implies that at least for one of the
two models, some assumptions, like (3 constant over time, for example, are not satisfied. For
the WSMS estimates, the standard error estimates are smaller than those in the Abrevaya
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model. This could be due to the use of Dy,~ instead of summarizing this by sign(Dy,s), as
Abrevaya dces. The asymptotic bias estimates can be substantial when compared to the
parameter estimate or the standard error estimate. Interpretation of the ccefficients related to
SUMWFI and SUMWF2 can best be done in a graphical way. Note that 1~, 100rzoni and
]0001to~ are estimated.~o These estimates are used to recover estimates for n, and n2. For
all three models, we conclude that the estimates for (n„n~) are jointly significant at the Sqo
level. The resulting functions f(a) are presented in figure 7.1. The top graph contains point
estimates of the function f(a) for the three models. Although the parameter estimates aze
different, the resulting estimates for f(a) are increasing with a. The bottom graph contains the
point estimates and 95qo pointwise confidence bands. The lower standard errors for the
Abrevaya estimates and the WSMS estimates lead to nanow confidence bands compared to
the parametric estimates. The WSMS estimates differ significantly from one for nearly all
ages whereas the other two do not differ significantly from one as of age S.
Compared to the parametric model, the standard errors for both the Abrevaya estimates and

the WSMS estimates are smaller for all parameters. Because the Abrevaya and WSMS
estimator converge at a slower rate than the estimator in the parametric model, this finding is
not in line with asymptotic theory and it suggests that the estimate for the asymptotic
covariance matrix based on theorem 7.3 may be inaccurate in small samples. This finding is
also reported by Horowitz (1992, 1993), Melenberg and Van Soest (1996b), and in chapter 2.

As explained in section 7.6 we present two estimates for the asymptotic bias and the
asymptotic covariance matrix. The estimation results when the matrix D is estimated using
the alternative presented in section 7.6, are reported in table 7.3, next to the estimates based
on theorem 7.3. This requires additional smoothing parameters ftN,~, equal to ~N~s`~k~' and we
will choose ~-1. Because HHSIZE, SUMWFI, SUMWF2 and TIME are discrete, only the
index (3'Ox,s is considered to be continuous, hence k is one.

From table 7.3 we conclude that for a rule-of-thumb choice for the bandwidth, both the
bias and the standard error estimates hardly vary with the estimates using the standard
method. To investigate the sensitivity of the bias estimates and the covaziance estimates we
also tried the values 0.2, 0.5, 2 and 5 for ~. For both Abrevaya and WSMS, increasing
(decreasing) ~ led to a decrease (increase) in the estimate for D and hence to a decrease
(increase) in ~,~. These effects cancel out in the estimates for [he asymptotic standard errors,
which never differ more than lOqo compazed to ~-1. For the estimates for the asymptotic
bias, increasing (decreasing) ~ led to a decrease (increase) in the estimates for the asymptotic
bias. For ~, equal to 0.2, 0.5 and 2 the change in the absolute values of the estimates for the
asymptotic bias was less than 10 percent. For ~, equal to 5 the change is more substantial
(approximately 20 percent). For the WSMS estimates the effects of changing ~ to 0.2, 0.5 or

"' In case of the Abrevaya and weighted smoothed maximum score estimator n„Ia,;M, 100rz„rz,l(3,,,~. and
1000ft„itZl~~,~ aze estimated.
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Figure 7.1: Graphs of the function f(a), defined in section 7.8. The upper graph contains
point estimates for the function f(a) for different estimators; the lower graph
contains pointwise 95oIo confidence bands as well.
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2 are small, as for the Abrevaya estimates. However, ~-5 now also hardly affects the
estimates for the asymptotic bias and asymptotic standard errors. Because the estimates for
the asymptotic bias and asymptotic standard errors hardly differ, the conclusions drawn
earlier do not change and we will use the estimates based on theorem 7.3 in the remainder.

Period-specific equivalence scales are presented in table 7.4.

Table 7.4: Period-speciftc equivalence scales (standard errors in parentheses)

NAa Agesa bparam babr

1

2

0.699 0.605 0.599
(0.024) (0.019) (0.017)

1 1 1

2 6 1.120 1.257 1.217
(0.046) (0.033) (0.025)

2 12 1.195 1.342 1.322
(0.030) (0.024) (0.021)

2 12 6 1.296 1.579 1.520
(0.068) (0.054) (0.043)

2 18 12 6 1 1.534 1.920 1.879
(0.085) (0.067) (0.060)

a NA-number of adults, Ages-ages of children in the household (if present)

As explained before, they depend on the parameter estimates relative to ~i~;a~ and hence the

normalization in the semiparametric models is harmless here. Given the remarks on
comparing the pazameter estimates for the parametric model with the results in chapter 6 it is
not surprising that the similarity also goes through for the period-specific equivalence scales.
When compared to the semiparametric models, the parametric model results in equivalence

scales that are closer to one. We conclude that on the basis of the semiparametric models a
couple with a six-yeaz-old child needs 1.22 times the expenditure of a couple to reach the
same welfare level. For a couple with a twelve-year-old child this number is 1.32, for a
couple with both a six-year-old child and a twelve-yeaz-old child this number is 1.52 and for

a couple with a one-year-old child, a six-year-old child, a twelve-year-old child and an
eighteen-year-old child the period-specific equivalence scale is approximately 1.88. These
numbers are considerably higher than the ones resulting from the parametric model.

In table 7.5 we present lifetime equivalence scales. The results for the pazametric model
aze very similar to the ones in chapter 6. Given the conclusions based on table 7.4 it is not
surprising that the results for the semipazametric models are higher. We conclude that a
couple having one child needs to spend approximately 1.1 I times as much over the lifetime
as a couple without a child, to reach the same lifetime welfare. If children are born two years
after the previous child, lifetime equivalence scales for a couple with two or three children
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Table 7.5: Lifetime equivalence scales (lifetime ranges from age 20 of the head of household
to age 60, children leave the household at age 18, standard errors in
parentheses)

NAa age of head household at bP~ bab~ bwsms
times of birth

2 26 1.068 1.115 1.107
(0.013) (0.009) (0.007)

2 26 28 1.125 1.221 1.205
(0.024) (0.018) (0.014)

2 26 28 30 1.178 1.322 1.298
(0.035) (0.027) (0.022)

~ NA is Number of Adults

are 1.21 and 1.31 respectively.

7.9 Specification testing
The parametric model can easily be tested using an overidentifying restrictions test in the

ALS step of the estimation procedure. The value of the test statistic is 488.3 which is much
larger than the critical values of a~5 distribution" at any conventional significance level.

We can use (7.3) as a basis for a specification test in the semiparametric models. It
follows that

sign~E{~y~s~R~Ox~s,y~~ys}) - sign(Q'~x~S)

Note that when sign(Dys) is used instead of ~y~s, then E{Dys ~(3'Ox,S,Y,~YS} should be replaced
by E{sign(Dy,s) ~(3'Ox15,Y,~Ys}. This can be rewritten as
P(DY~5~0 I R~~~s,Y~~Ys) - P(AY~5~0 ~(3'Ax~s,Y~~Ys) - 2P(AY~5~0 ~(3'Ox15,Y~~YS) - 1 and hence
sign(E{Dy~s ~(3'Ox,S,Y~~YS}) is then replaced by sign(P(Ayu~OI R~~x~S~Y~~Ys) - 0.5). For a binary
choice panel data model, a specification test based on this relation is proposed in Horowitz
(1993). It is used in chapter 2 and it can also be used in the Abrevaya models, including
ordered response. We will estimate uniform confidence bands in the same way as in chapter
2. The test can be performed for each pair (s,t), 1Ss~tSI'. Because T is rather lazge we do
not present the results for all possible combinations. We will use the standard normal density
function for the kernel and the rule of thumb bandwidth which is equal to the number of

" The degrees of freedom are equal to the number of first round parameters, equal to 50 here, minus the
number of second round parameters, which is equal to 5 here.
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Figure 7.2: Specification test using the (bias corrected) Abrevaya estimates (nonparametric
estimates together with uniform 95oIo confidence bands)
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Figure 7.3: Specification tests using the (bias corrected) Weighted SMS estimates
(nonparametric estimates together with uniform 95oIo conftdence bands)
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observations for periods (s,t) to the power -1~5 times the standard error of the index (3'~xs,
where (3 is replaced by babr and bwsms, respectively. For some combinations of years the results
are presented in figures 7.2 (Abrevaya) and 7.3 (WSMS). The specification cannot be
rejected if the lower band is negative when the index is negative and if the upper band is
positive when the index is positive. For both models this is satisfied except for the years
1988 and 1991, where it is not satisfied if the index is approximately -0.8. This might be
due to inclusion of data for the year 1991, just one year after the unification. It might be that
the models that seem [o do well for the early years do not capture all aspec[s for 1991 (and
perhaps also 1990).

The final graphs in figure 7.2 and 7.3 contain the results when pooling the data as

(DY;,S,Q'Ox;,s) for all 15s~tST, for all individuals for which c;s,-1, again replacing (i by b,b~ and

bwsms, respectively. Due to the large number of observations in this pooled dataset, the
estimates seem accurate, but the dependence between the observations in the pooled dataset
is not taken into account. Based on these figures the specification is not rejected for both
semiparametric models.

7.10 Conclusions
In this chapter we propose a weighted smoothed maximum score estimator for the

parameters in a panel data model in which the observed dependent variable can be
interpreted as being a weakly increasing function of an underlying latent variable. The
estimator can be used for, among others, binary, truncated, censored and ordered response
panel data models. For the binary choice panel data model, the estimator reduces to a panel
data generalization of Horowitz's smoothed maximum score estimator. We do not impose
any restrictions on the relation between the individual-specific effects and the regressors. We
show that the estimator is consistent and asymptotically normal with a rate of convergence
that is slower than N'~Z. The rate of convergence can be made as close to N~~ as desired, but
stronger assumptions are necessary to increase the rate. Consistent estimators for the matrices
in the asymptotic distribution are presented as well.

To investigate the practical performance of the estimator, the ordered response panel data
version of the estimator is applied to estimate equivalence scales on the basis of satisfaction
with income data from the German Socio-Economic Panel. The weighted smoothed
maximum score estimator is compared to the estimator proposed by Abrevaya (1996) and to
an estimator in a parametric fixed effects model. For log(household size) the weighted
smoothed maximum score estimates are similar to the Abrevaya estimates but they differ
from the parametric ones. The standard error estimates are smaller for the weighted smoothed
maximum score estimates, compared to the Abrevaya estimates. Because the estimators for
the matrices in the asymptotic distribution can have bad small sample properties, we also
present estimates based on an alternative estimator for the bias and the covariance matrix.
However, the results are very similar.
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Finally, we perform some specification tests. Using an omnibus overidentifying restrictions
test, the hypothesis of correct model specification is rejected for the parametric model. For
the weighted smoothed maximum score estimator and the Abrevaya estimator the model is
tested for several combinations of two time periods. The hypothesis of correct model
specification is rejected when data on 1991 or 1990 are involved. This might be due to the
German unification in 1990.

7.11 Appendix A (consistency)
In this appendix a proof of theorem 7.1 (strong consistency of the WSMS estimator for

panel ordered response) stated in the main text is given. The proof is similar to the proof in
chapter 2. In the remainder of this appendix we will refer to the estimator as the WSMS
estimator. However, it should be kept in mind that the derivations in this appendix only hold
for an ordered response panel data model. Extensions to truncated or censored panel
regression models can be found in appendix D(section 7.14).

Theorem 7.1 is proven using lemmas 1 through 4. The proofs of these lemmas are also
reported. The lemmas and the theorem aze similar to lemmas 1 through 4 and theorem 1 in
Horowitz (1992) and in chapter 2. The numbering of the lemmas corresponds with the
numbering in Horowitz (1992) and the number of the theorem corresponds wi[h the number
in the main text.

Lemmas 2 and 4 together imply that the objective function for the WSMS estimator for an
unbalanced panel GNT(b;6N)1z converges uniformly in the parameters to the function GT(b)
defined below, as N~~. Lemma 1 proofs that this limit function GT(b) has a unique
maximum for b-(3 and lemma 3 proofs that GT(b) is continuous. Combining these results
leads to strong consistency of the WSMS estimator (theorem 7.1).

In all the lemmas and theorems one should keep in mind that the results of Horowitz
(1992) are extended to ordered response panel data models with individual-specific effects,
with more than two time periods and with missing observations. Extending the results in the
direction of the inclusion of individual-specific effects and more than two time periods relies
heavily on Manski (1985 and 1987) whereas the extension in the direction of (un)balanced
panels is possible by assuming away selectivity.

Define the expectation of G~(b) (see (7.4) main text) by (i subscripts are suppressed)
T

GT(b) ' E { ~ ~ c~51(b~Ox~s~)DY~S }
~~z sa

where c,sr,r, and the expectation is taken over (y,,x;,r,), t-1,..,T.~'

'~ For the definition of Gr,T{b;6N) see (7.5) in [he main text.

" These expressions are closely related to the definitions of H(b) and HN(b) in Manski (1987, p. 361).
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Lemma 1:
Let bE {-1,1 }xBk-'. Under assumptions (i), (ii) and (v), GT(b)SGT(~i) with equality holding
only if b-~3.

Proof:
Similar to the proof of lemma 1 in chapter 2.

Lemma 2:
Under assumptions ( iii) and (v), G~(b) ~ GT(b) almost surely uniformly over bE ~k.

Proof:
Let supb f(b) denote the supremum of f(b) over all b. Then

supb ~ G~(b) -GT(b) I

T

~~ ~ supn
~sz sa

N

N~ c~~5sign(b'~x~~5)DY~~S - E{c~S}E{sign(b'Ax~s)Dy~}

r

~~ ~ supn
r-z sa

} supn

1 ~ (c~~5-E{c~s})sign(b'Ox~~s)DY~~
N ;-,

N

E{c~s} E{sign(b'Ox~S)DY~S} - 1 ~ sign(b'OxuS)AY~~S
N ;.,

The first term is smaller than or equal to

~N~ (c~~s-E{c~s})~supb ~sign(b'Ox~~)DY~~S~ ~ ~ N~ (c~~5-E{c~s})~M

which converges to zero almost surely uniformly in b by the strong law of large numbers.
To prove that the second term converges to zero uniformly over b we use that

~ E{ c~s } ~-P(c15 1)51 and an argument similar to Manski (1985, lemma 4) for each t and s,
which requires assumption (iii). Before invoking the argument by Manski (1985, lemma 4)
we first have to rewrite sign(b'Ox,~)Dy,s. Let 1(a,b) be equal to one if both a and b hold and
zero otherwise. Then

sign(b'Ox~~s)Dy~u

- ~ sign(b'Ox~~S)~ -k)1(Y~~ ~~Y~S-k)
j,k

- ~ (j -k)sign(b'Ox~~S)1(Y~~ -~ ~ Y~5 - k)
j,k
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- ~~-k)~1(b~~„S~O,Y;~-J,Y15-k) - 1(b'Ax~,5~0~Y~,-J,Y~S-k)~
j,k

N

- ~V-k) l~[1(b~~~~~~~Y;-,cY~i~Y„CY;~Yk-,GY~:~Y~ScYk)
j.k N ~-t

- 1(b'~c~~cO,Y;-,cY~,~Y~,c7;,1'k-,cY~,.Y~ScYk),

~he argument in the indicator functions is an intersection of half spaces we can use
the s~. -ument as Manski (1985, lemma 4) to prove that G~(b) converges to GT(b)
uniformly ,.

Lemma 3:
Under assumptions (i), (ii) au~ a continuous at all b such that b,~0.

Proof:
Using (v) and the expression for sign(b'~x,s)~y,s in the previous lemma the result can be
obtained analogously to Manski (1985, lemma 5).

Lemma 4:
Under assumptions ( ii) and (iii), ~ GNT(b;aN)-GNT(b) ~~0 almost surely uniformly over bEB'
where B'-{-1,1 }x)tak-~.

Proof:

T 1 N

~GNT(b;aN) -GNT(b) I c M~ ~ ~
c-z sa N i~~

1(b'~x~s?0) - K

l

where M is max ~ Y~iY~: ~. Horowitz (1992, lemma 4) immediately implies that
~ GM(b;aN)-GN.,.(b) ~~ 0(N~~) almost surely, uniformly over bE B'.

Assumptions (i)-(v) and the results of lemmas 1-4 imply strong consistency of the WSMS
estimator.

Proof of theorem 7.1:
The proof of theorem 7.1 is analogous to the proof in Horowitz (1992, theorem 1), applying
theorem 4.1.1. of Amemiya (1985).
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7.12 Appendix B (asymptotic distribution)
In this appendix a proof of theorem 7.2 stated in the main text is given. This theorem in

tum is proven using lemmas 5 through 9. The proofs of these lemmas are also (briefly)

reported. The lemmas and the theorem are similar to those in Horowitz (1992) and chapter 2.

The numbering of the lemmas conesponds with the numbering in Horowitz (1992) and the

number of the theorem corresponds with the number in the main text. Again the proofs are

presented for an ordered response panel data model. Extensions to truncated or censored

panel regression models can be found in appendix D(section 7.14).

The asymptotic distribution is determined using a standard Taylor series expansion. As

usual the first order derivative of the objective function converges to a normal random

variable and the asymptotic distribution of the WSMS estimator for an unbalanced panel then

follows from mul[iplying this normal random variable with the inverse of the probability

limit of the second order derivative of the objective function. Lemmas 5 and 6 determine the

asymptotic distribution of the first order derivative of the objective function. Lemmas 7, 8

and 9 provide the probability limit of the second order derivative of the objective function.

Theorem 7.1 together with these lemmas determine the limit disMbution of the WSMS

estimator for an unbalanced panel. This is stated as a theorem, theorem 7.2.

In addition to the definitions of the matrices in the main text we will define

DZ - ~ 2P(ctS-l,ck~-1)P(y~ys,yk~y~) f{E{Ay~Dyk~~O,OztS,O,Ozk~,yt~yS,Yk~Y,}}
s

K~ ~~ts~ K~ ~~k~~ d~t5 d~k~Ox~s Oxk~ p(0,0 ~ b~,) d P(AztS,Ozk~ ~ yt~ys,yk~y ~)

where the summation is over S-{ {(t,s),(k,l) } ~ s~t, l~k, t~k or s~l }, and where

b~.-{OzfS,Dic~,Yt~Ys.Yk~Yi}. Compared to Horowitz (1992) this matrix is extra. DZ is a

consequence of the correlation between different terms in the summation in Tr,~.(b;6N) which

are absent in a cross-section context and in a panel with only two waves. It is used in lemma

5 but it does not show up in the asymptotic distribution.

Lemma 5:
Let assumptions ( i)-(iii) and (v)-(ix) hold. Then
a) E{6NhT',.,.,.(p;aN)} ~ A (N-~~)

b) Var{(N6N)~~I'r,~.(R;6N)} ~ D (N-~~)

Proof:
The proof of part a) is similar to the proof in chapter 2.

To prove part b), define

T , (3~ex~ Az~
tNr(p~aN) - ~ ~ c~AyuK - ,

t-2 sa aN 6N
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then

Va~ N6N TN.~.(R;QN)~ - 6NE{t~,,.~.(F~;6N)t~,(j~;aN)'} t o(1)

- aN~~~ E{atsa~} t ~ 2E{a~ak~}~ t o(1),
t-z :~t s

where atS-c~DytSK' ~7Cts~a~oXt51
` 6N ~ aN

We will start concentrating on E{atsak~}. Using assumption ( v) we have that

E{atg~} -P(c15-1,ck~-1)P(yt~y5~yk~Yt)E{DYtS~YkiK. R~~xts K, Q~~xkt ~zts OXki
6N aN 6N aN

Define zts R'OXts, Zkt-R'O7Ckl~ btsZt~6M ~kl-Zk1,6N,

bt-{Ztg,OX~,Zki~~kl~Yt~Ys~Yk~YI}, b('-{ OXts~~kl~ Yt~Ys~Yk~Yi}
and bz-{O,Oz,~,O,Ozki,Yt~YS,Yk~Yi},
then

,E {atsa~}

- P(c15-1,ck~-1)P(yt~ys,yk~y~) fE{Dyt50yk~ ~ b~ }

Z Z ~X ~JC'K, t5 K, k~ t5 k~
p(zt5~zki ~ bi.) dzts dz~ dP(~z15,Dick~ ~ yt~ys,yk~y~)

6N 6N aN 6N

Y,~YS,Yk~Yi }

~ P(c15-1,cki-1)P(yt~ys,yk~y~)

fE{Dy~Dyk~~bz}K'~~~K'~~k,~d~t5d~kt~Xt50x~p(O,O~b~,)dP(Dïc15,~ck~~yt~yS,Yk~Y,) (N-~~)

The last step follows from applying the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, using
assumptions (vii) and ( viii).
It now follows immediately that ES2E { atsa~, }-~ DZ (N~~), where the summation is over all
elements in S.
Completely analogously it follows that
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T

aN ~ ~ E { atsau }
t-z sa

179

~ ~ ~ P(cts-1)P(yt~ys) fK~(~t5)~zd~t5ElE1(DYtS)z~~,~,~,Yt~yS}OztsOX~sP(~~~tS~Yt~ys)IYt~Y51
t-z 5~t

(N-~~)

Summarizing:
T

(1) aN~ ~ E { atsa~s } ~ D ( N--~~) .
c-z 5~t

T
(2) ~~ E{ atSa~s } dces not converge as N-~~.

t~z 5~t

(3) aN2~ E{ atsaki } ~ 0(N~~) .
s

(4) 2~ E { atsaki } ~ Dz (N-~~) .
s

Lemma 5 b) follows from ( 1) and (3) above.

Lemma 6:
Let assumptions (i)-(iii) and (v)-(ix) hold.

(a) If NaNh'`-~~ as N~~, aNhTNT(R ~aN) converges in probability to A;

(b) If NaNh'' has a finite limit ~ as N-~~, (NaN)~nTNT(R;aN) converges in distribution to
N(~'~zA,D).

Proof:
The proof of (a) is similar to the proof in Horowitz (1992, lemma 6), which requires ( i)-(iii)

and (v)-(ix). To prove (b) define

T y ~Xits i
tNitS -~~ cit50 t56K

t~2 sa N

Applying the results of lemma 5 and using tN;~ instead of the tN~ in the proof of lemma 6 in

Horowitz (1992), result (b) follows.

Lemma 7:
Let assumptions ( i)-(iii) and (vi)-(ix) hold. Restrict attention to the subset of observations for

which ~~ Dic,~ ~~ ~a for all t, 25tSI' and sct for some a~0. Let ~~0 be such that

Ecu(DYtS ~ zt~,~rs,Yt~Y,),
Ecz~(AYtS ~ zt5~~t5~Yt~Y:) and p`u(z ~ ~zts~Yt~Ys) exist for all t,s, and are

bounded for almost every Az~ if ~ zu ~ St~. For OE Bk-', define TM(O) by
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N T

TNT(0) - 1 Z~~~ cirs~Yit50xirsK~
zit~ tO'OzitS

NQN i-1 t-2 sn aN

Define the sets ON (N-1,2,..) by { O I OE Bk-',aN II ~ II ~t1~2a }. Then

plim sup ~Tr,.~.(O) - E{TNT(O)}~ - 0
N~ 9e 6„

In addition, there are fínite numbers a~ and a2 such that, for all OE ON

~E{TNT(~)}-QQp Co(1)ta~6NV~IItaz6N~~~~~Z

Proof:
Define GN;(O) by

T

GNTi(O) - ~ ~ cit~Dyit~K,
t~2 sn

Zits ~ ~'~iC.6N ns

r
-irs - E{~ ~ citSAYit:K,

t-2 sa
á~ }O'~its

N
I~xits }

Similar to Horowitz ( 1992), given any 5~0, divide each set ON into non-overlapping subsets
ON~ such that the distance between any two points in the same subset does not exceed SaN
and the number I'N of subsets does not exceed CaN-'~9-~'. Then ( A 17) in Horowitz (1992)
remains valid with gN~ replaced by G~;. Using that E{GNT;(O)}-0 and the independence of
GNTi(O) over i, Hoeffding's inequality is still applicable (see Horowitz (1992, proof of lemma
7), though cZ now depends on T). Assumptions ( vii) a) and ( vi) imply that the right hand side
of (A17) of Horowitz ( 1992) in terms of GN; instead of gN~ converges to zero as N tends to
infinity and, consequently,

plim suP uTNT(O) -E{Tr,T(O)III - 0Nyw 9e 6H

Furthermore, replacing -2F~'~(OIO,Oz,~,y,~ys) by E'''(Ay15I0,~z15,y,~y5) and
1-2F~(-zs I z,S,Azts,y,~ys) by E(Ay,S I z,S,~z~S,Y,~YS) and using that I Dys I SM the proof is
similar to the proof in chapter 2.

Lemma 8:
Let assumptions (i)-(xi) hold, and define ON-(bN(i)I6N, where bN is a WSMS estimator.
Then plimNy„ ON-O.

Proof:
The proof is analogous to the proof in Horowitz (1992, lemma 8), which requires (i)-(xi).
The adapted lemma 7 is required in the proof.
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Lemma 9:
Let assumptions (i)-(iii) and (v)-(x) hold. Let {(3N}-{~3N„(3N} be any sequence in B-{-1,1 }xB
such that ((3N ~3)IaN~O as N-~~. Then

plim QNT(rN'6N) - Q
N-w.

Proof:

Replacing -2F~i'(0 ~ O,Oz,S,Y~~YS) by Eu`(pY~s ~ ~,OXs,Y~~YS) and 1-2F~(-z15 ~ zs,Az15,Y~~Ys) bY

E(Dys ~ z,S,Azs,y,~y5) and using that ~ Dy,S ~ SM the proof is similar to the proof of lemma 9 in

chapter 2.

Theorem 7.2:
Let assumptions ( i)-(xi) hold for some h?2, and let {bN} be a sequence of solutions to .

(a) If NaN2n''-~~ as N~~, then aNn(bri Q)--~P -Q-'A;

(b) If NaNZn'' has a finite limit 1,, as N~~, then
n n -i

N~( briQ) ~d N( -~~Q -`A,~~Q -`DQ -`)

(c) Let aN-(ÀIN)'~~Zn'" with 0~,~~; S2 be any non-stochastic, positive semidefinite matrix

such that A'Q-'S2Q-'A~O; let EA denote the expectation with respect to the asymptotic
distribution of N w~2h''~(bN (3), and MSE-EA(bN (3)'S2(bN (3). MSE is minimized by

setting
1~~,'-[trace(Q-' S2Q-`D)]I(2hA'Q-'S2Q-' A),

in which case
n n -i

N~(br;R) ~d N(-~~Q-~A,7~~Q-`DQ-')

Proof of theorem 7.2:
Similar to Horowitz (1992, theorem 2), using theorem 7.1 and lemmas 6, 8 and 9, which
requires (i)-(xi).

Note that the matrix DZ does not show up here. This is caused by the fact that the
covariances between different terms in the summation over (s,t) in TNT(b;6N) are of order aN
(which tends to zero as N tends to infinity) whereas the other terms are of order l. These
other terms aze represented by the matrix D.

7.13 Appendix C(estimators for bias and covariance)
In this appendix we present a proof of consistency of the estimators for the matrices in the

asymptotic bias and the asymptotic covariance matrix for the WSMS estimator for an

unbalanced panel. These estimators aze proposed in theorem 7.3 of the main text.
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Proof of theorem 7.3:
The proof of part (a) is exactly the same as in Horowitz (1992, theorem 3), which requires
(i)-(xi).
The proof of part b) is similar to the proof of theorem 2.3 in chap[er 2. Part c) follows
immediately from lemma 9.

7.14 Appendix D(extensions to other models)
In this appendix we show how lemmas 2, 4, 7 and 9 can be modified to allow for

continuous or mixed discrete-continuous response models. For simplicity and because we are
only interested in consistency and asymptotic normality of the estimator we prove lemma 2
only for convergence in probability instead of almost sure convergence.

To do this we need a few additional assumptions:
Additional assumptions:
(a) For some 5~0, E{ ~ ~ys ~'`~} exists for all ISs~tSI'.
(b) E{~y15 ~ z,S,~x~S,Y,~Ys} exists for all zr, and almost every ~z,~.
(c) assumption (a) holds for 5-1.
Assumption (c), which is needed in lemma 9, is stronger than assumption (a).

Lemma 2:
Under assumptions (iii), (v) and additional assumption (a), GNT(b) ~ GT(b) in probabiliry
uniformly over bE )~k.

Proof:

supn ~Grrr(b) -GT(b) I

T

S~ ~ supb
t-z sa

1 N
N~c~~ssign(b'Ox„5)Dy~~s - E{c~ssign(b'4x~5)Dy~s}

Now define q(Dys,~xs,cs,b)-cssign(b'Ox,S)Dys. Then it follows that for all b.E Bk

~q(Y~~s,Ox~~S~c~~S~b.) - 9(Y~~S,~x~~5~c~~5~b) ~~ 2 ~DYuS ~.
Under additional assumption a) lemma 2 follows immediately from corollary 3.1 of Newey
(1991 b).

Lemma 4:
Under assumptions (ii), (iii) and additional assumption (a), ~ G~(b;6N)-GNT(b) ~-~0 almost
surely uniformly over bEB' where B'-{-1,1 }x)Lak-'.
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Proof:
The proof is similar to the proof of lemma 4 in Horowitz (1992). I G~(b;6N)-GNT(b) I is split
in two parts. The first part converges to zero uniformly in b. The second part converges to
ME{Dytsl(b'Oxts~a)} uniformly over b. We need to prove that E{Dysl(b'Ox,~~a)}-~0 as
a-~0. This follows from

E{ ~yts 1( I b'~xts I ~a) } ~E{ I Dyts 1( I b~OxtS
t s

~a) I}~~E{ IDYtSI t~s}~ ~~P( Ib'Ox,S I~a)~ ~

By additional assumption (a) the first component is bounded and using similar arguments as
in Horowitz (1992) the second part converges to zero uniformly over b as a-a0.

Lemma 7:
Let assumptions (i)-(iii), (vi)-(ix) and additional assumptions (a) and (b) hold. Restrict
attention to the subset of observations for which II OX,S II ~a and I Dy„ I 5a,. for all t, 25tSI' and
s~t for some a,aY~O. Let B~0 be such that E"~(Dys I zs,Oxts,Yt~Ys), E~Z~(~Yt:I ztS,~Xts,Y,~YS) and

P~~~(z I OX,S.Y,~Ys) exist for all t,s, and are bounded for almost every Ozts ~f I z,s I Stl. For
Oe ]Ltk-', define Tr,.,.(O) by

N T Z

TNT(G) - 1 Z~~~ c. Dy. ~z. K, ~t5 t O'4z.ns rts rts 6 rts
N6N i-I t-2 s~t N

Define the sets ON (N-1,2,..) by {OI OERk-',6NIIDII~rl~2a}. Then

plim sup IITr,T(~) - E{TNT(0)1II - 0
N-w~ 9e ON

In addition, there are finite numbers a~ and a2 such that, for all OE ON

IIE{TNT(o)} -QoII ~o(t) }a,aN~~o~~ }aZaN~~o~~~
uniformly over Oe ON.

Proof:
Using additional assumptions (a) and (b) the proof in appendix B(section 7.12), can be
extended straightforwardly.

Lemma 9:
Let assumptions (i)-(iii), (v)-(x) and additional assumptions (b) and (c) hold. Let
{ RN }-{ j3N„(3N } be any sequence in B- {-1,1 } xB such that (~3N (3)I6N~0 as N-~~. Then

plim QNT(rN'6N) - `~
N-~

Proof:
The proof is similar to the proof in Horowitz (1992) and chapter 2. In the proof Chebyshev's
theorem is used. Additional assumption (b) is used when proving that the expectation of
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QNr(~N;aN) converges to Q in probability whereas assumption (c) is used when proving that
the vaziance of QM.(~3N;6N) converges to zero.

7.15 Appendix E(asymptotic distribution of difference)
This appendix provides some details on the asymptotic distribution of the difference

between the Abrevaya and the WSMS estimator. Therefore, we need the joint distribution of
both estimators. Because both estimators can be written as an average (a so called influence
function) the joint distribution follows easily.

Let sN-(~,~N)'~~zh''~ and let A, D and Q be the ma[rices defined in section 7.3 and let AA,
DA and QA denote the analogues for the Abrevaya (1996) estimator. Let

~~(~; ) T
, I~'W-~LS ~XrtS

t 6r, - ~ ~ c~t:s~gn(Ay~tS)K
t-2 sa aN 6N

T a~OX. t,X.
N;(R;aN) - ~ ~ c~t5~y~t5K,

tts ,ts
t-z sa ati 6~,

Then

t
Ns b~n~-~ --QA O Ns I [[[N~~~ ~'(R(~ 's") to 1
~bwsms -r ~ -Q -~ N N;-' N~(F'iSN) p( )

Similar to the proof of lemmas 5 and 6 in this chapter, it is easy to show that

Ns b~n~ -~
N(-~s'Q. ~A,,Q. ~D,Q. ~ ) (N~~)

N b wsms - r

where

A,-rAAI -i -Qn~ ~ ,LA J, Q, - ~ and D-
0 -Q-

DA cov

cov D
The expression for the covariance between the two estimators is similar to the expression for
D in section 7.3. The only difference is that E{(~ytS)z ~ O,Azts,y,~ys} is replaced by

E{Dy„sign(Dy,s) ~ O,Az~S,y,~yS}. This can be shown in the same way as in the proof of lemma
5 in appendix B(section 7.12).

Having established the asymptotic properties of the joint distribution, substituting
sr.~-(~s1N)'"zh`'~, yields the optimal ~,5, i.e. ~,5. Similar to the optimal choice for ~ in theorem
7.2, ~.s is equal to trace(Q:'S2Q:'D.)I(2hA:Q:'S2Q:'A.), where S2 is any non-stochastic,
positive semidefinite matrix such that A~Q:'S2Q; A.~O.
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To be able to estimate ~.5, the asymptotic bias and the asymptotic covariance matrix, we

need consistent estimators for A., D, and Q.. Let bwsms denote the weighted smoothed

maximum score estimator for (3 based on a sequence 6NaN-'~~~'~ and let babr denote the

Abrevaya estimator for (3 based on a sequence 6N.abro`N-'~~Zh''i. Consistent estimators for A

and Q are the estimators defined in theorem 7.3 of section 7.3, where (3 is replaced by bw5ms
and sN is replaced by aN. Similarly, by replacing (3 by babr and sN by 6N.abn consistent

estimators for AA and QA can be found in Abrevaya (1996). Finally, a consistent estimator

for D. is

N~ 6N.abr~i(babr'6N,abr) I~Kr(b
,a ) 6 ~(b .Q )

` NabrSi abP N.abr ~ i wsms' N,

~-' 6N ~i(bwsms'aN)

It is easy to prove that

1~ aNabr~i(babr'óNabr) aN,abr~i(babPóN.abr) ~P DA and

N ;-,
( i p

N~ aN Ni`bwsms'6N) 6N Ni(bwsms'aN) -~ D

where ~P denotes convergence in probability. Proofs can be found in Abrevaya ( 1996) and

in theorem 7.3 of this chapter, respectively. Consistency of the part related to the covariance

of the two estimators can be proven similarly to the proof of theorem 7.3, section 7.3.

In finite samples, obvious choices for 6N,abr and aN are the ones used in the application.

Hence aN-6N,ab~0.1, see section 7.8. These choices for the smoothing parameters, together

with the resulting parameter estimates, i.e. babr and bwsms, see table 7.3, are used to estimate

A., D, and Q.. The optimal ~s, ~,5, is estimated using these estimates, which results in

estimates for the asymptotic bias and the covariance matrix of the joint distribution. The

asymptotic distribution of the difference between babr and bwSmS follows from imposing linear

restrictions on the joint distribution and hence a standard chi-square test is used. The number

of degrees of freedom is equal to the dimension of babr
For simplicity, we have chosen the weighting matrix S2 equal to the identity matrix in

estimating ~,5. The value of the test statistic then is 27.3. This should be compared to the

critical value of a~ distribution. The result is significant for any conventional significance

level.



Chapter 8

Summary and conclusions

In this thesis, limited dependent variable panel data models are developed and applied.

Individual heterogeneity is included in the models and the role of distributional assumptions

that are important for consistency of the estimators are investigated.

In chapter 2 an estimator in a binary choice panel data model is proposed and it is used to

analyse labour force participation of married Dutch females. We conclude that using a global

optimization algorithm leads to a higher maximum of the objective function compared to a

local search algorithm starting at consistent estimates. The latter approach usually works well

in parametric models. Testing the distributional assumptions in the parametric models

suggests misspecification and for some of the parameters these misspecified models lead to

conclusions that differ from the ones on the basis of the smoothed maximum score estimates.

For example, differences in sign and magnitude appear for the coefficient of the logarithm of

other family income and a difference in sign appears for the coefficient of the number of

children. Testing the model specification for the smoothed maximum score estimator leads to

the conclusion that the hypothesis of no misspecification is rejected when data on 1984 were

involved, which might have to do with panel data set-up problems.

In chapter 3 a censored regression panel data model is used to analyse labour earnings of

married Dutch females. From a theoretical point of view, we improve the efficiency of an

estimator proposed in Honoré (1992). A Monte Carlo simulation shows that many

observations are needed to actually improve the efficiency of the Honoré ( 1992) estimator. In

the empirical application, allowing for fixed effects influences the parameter estimates

substantially. For example, the conclusions on the sensitivity of female labour supply for the

presence of children, other family income and the husband's hours of work change

substantially. A sensitivity analysis indicates that the parameter estimates and the covariance

matrix estimates are not very sensitive to the choice of smoothing parameters. Specification

tests indicate that the hypothesis of correct specification of the conditional moment used by

Honoré ( 1992) could not be rejected, so we do not find evidence that this essential part of

the model is misspecified.
In chapter 4 a cross-section model on housing expenditure is estimated. We conclude that

for the parametric model exogeneity of the parameters related to log(total expenditure) and

its square is rejected. For the semiparametric models this only holds for the part of the model

related to renters and we find that allowing for endogeneity mainly affects the parameter
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estimates related to the potential endogenous explanatory variables. For owners, exogeneity
could not be rejected. The results imply that the parametric models are misspecified and that
semiparametric models are useful, especially because the extra computational effort is limited
here. The results for renters are more sensitive to the model assumptions than for owners.
This holds in terms of both parameter estimates and graphs on the budget share spent on
housing as a function of total expenditure. In chapter 5 the analysis ís extended to panel data.
In some models, we again conclude that exogeneity of total expenditure is rejected.
Furthermore, the random effects as well as the linear panel data model are too restrictive
compared to the semiparametric fixed effects model. Applying a test on overidentifying
restrictions in the most general model we considered suggests that an even more general
model should be used.

In chapter 6 we deal with estimating equivalence scales using parametric panel data
models. We conclude that using satisfaction with life data we find that larger households do
not need any additional income to be as satisfied with their life as a couple. Using
satisfaction with income, however, indicates that an increase in the household size leads [o a
significant drop in the satisfaction with their income. Using the latter results in period-
specific equivalence scales of 1.2 for a couple with a twelve-year-old child, compared to a
couple without children. Assuming that children leave the household at age 18, the lifetime
equivalence scale is 1.07 which implies that a couples with one child ex-post has to spend
about 7qo more over the lifetime, to reach the same welfare level as a couple without
children. However, specification tests suggest that the model may be misspecified. This
should not come as a surprise because only parametric models are considered. In chapter 7
the specification of the model is relaxed and we propose a weighted smoothed maximum
score estimator (WSMS). We conclude that for the explanatory variable log(household size)
the WSMS estimates are similar to the estimates based on an estimator proposed by
Abrevaya (1996) but they differ from the parametric estimates. The standard error estimates
are smaller for the weighted smoothed maximum score estimates, compared to the Abrevaya
estimates. Estimates based on an alternative estimator for the bias and the covariance matrix
based on Lee (1996b) are similar. The estimates for period-specific and lifetime equivalence
scales differ more from one for the Abrevaya and the WSMS estimator, when compared to
the estimates based on the parametric model. On the basis of the Abrevaya or the WSMS
estimator the lifetime equivalence scale is approximately 1.11 which implies that a couple
with one child ex-post has to spend about 11 qo more over the life-cycle, to reach the same
welfare level as a couple without children. This is larger than the 1.07 based on a parametric
model as reported in chapter 6. Using an overidentifying restrictions test, the hypothesis of
correct model specification is rejected for the parametric model. For the weighted smoothed
maximum score estimator and the Abrevaya estimator the model is tested for several
combinations of two time periods. The hypothesis of correct model specification is rejected
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when data on 1991 or 1990 are involved. This might be due to the German unification in

1990.
In general the conclusions based on the studies in this thesis are that the parametric limited

dependent vaziable models for panel data are often misspecified. Hence, allowing the

distribution of the individual-specific effect or the error term, or both, to be fully specified by

a finite dimensional parameter vector is too restrictive. The individual-specific effect should

be allowed to be correlated with the explanatory variables. Semipazametric models discussed

in this thesis relax the distributional assumptions on the error term and they do not impose

any restrictions on the relation between the individual-specific effects and the explanatory

variables. Compared to parametric models, the empirical evidence shows that the results

based on a semiparametric model often differ in terms of both parameter estimates and

economically interesting issues like Engel curves and equivalence scales. However, very

often a smoothing parameter has to be chosen and good rules guiding this choice are not

always available. Although the choice for the smoothing parameter sometimes hazdly affects

the results, this is certainly not a general finding. Good selection nales are a topic for future

research. Applications of semipazametric models indicate that in some models a lot of data is

required to make the asymptotic approximation accurate, so the semiparametric models

require large samples. Testing the specification of the semiparametric models sometimes

leads to the conclusion that an even more general model is required, motivating the search

for, and application of, estimators in even more general models.
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Samenvatting (summary in Dutch)

Dit proefschrift maakt gebruik van panel data. Dit betekent dat er herhaalde waarnemingen

voor bijvoorbeeld individuen beschikbaar zijn over de tijd. Hoewel de waarnemingen ook

betrekking kunnen hebben op bijvoorbeeld huishoudens of bedrijven, zal ik in deze

samenvatting voor het gemak spreken over individuen. Twee panel data verzamelingen die in

dit proefschrift worden gebruikt zijn het Sociaal-Economisch Panel van Nederland, verzameld

door het CBS en het Sociaal-Economisch Panel van Duitsland, verzameld door het Duitse

Instituut voor Economisch Onderzoek. Beide data verzamelingen bevatten jaarlijkse

waarnemingen vanaf 1984. Het gebruik van panel data heeft enkele voordelen. In dit

proefschrift ligt de nadruk op de mogelijkheid om individuele heterogeniteit in de

econometrische modellen in te bouwen. Aangezien vele economische processen kunnen

worden geanalyseerd met behulp van zogenaamde beperkt afhankelijke variabele modellen,

behandelt dit proefschrift panel data modellen voor beperkt afhankelijke variabelen. Deze

modellen kunnen worden gebruikt bij de analyse van de bereidheid van getrouwde vrouwen

om te participeren op de arbeidsmarkt, of om te analyseren hoe tevreden iemand is met zijn

inkomen. In beide voorbeelden is er sprake van een beperkt aantal mogelijkheden. In het

eerste voorbeeld is dit alleen maar ja of nee terwijl er in het tweede voorbeeld een geheel

getal tussen 0 en 10 wordt waargenomen. In deze beperkt afhankelijke variabele modellen

spelen verdelingsveronderstellingen een grote rol. Anders dan in het standaard lineaire model

hangt consistentie van de schatter voor de parameters in het model sterk af van de juistheid

van deze verdelingsveronderstellingen. Voor het gemak worden er vaak sterke

verdelingsveronderstellingen gemaakt. Dit zijn zogenaamde parametrische modellen.

Aangezien er meestal geen argumenten zijn voor deze sterke veronderstellingen is het

relevant om deze veronderstellingen af te zwakken. Dit leidt tot semiparametrische modellen.

Dit proefschrift analyseert semiparametrische beperkt afhankelijke variabele modellen voor

panel data. Zowel theoretische als praktische aspecten komen aan de orde. In de toepassingen

dienen vaak gebruikte parametrische modellen als referentiekader.

Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt een schatter voor de parameters in een semiparametrisch binair

keuze panel data model. De schatter volgt uit het maximaliseren van een bepaalde

doelfunctie. Hij is consistent en asymptotisch normaal verdeeld. Consistente schatters voor de

asymptotische bias en de asymptotische covariantiematrix worden ook gepresenteerd. De

schatter wordt toegepast in een model voor arbeidsmarktparticipatie van getrouwde vrouwen,

gebruik makend van de Nederlandse data voor de periode 1984 tot en met 1988. De

doelfunctie kan vele lokale maxima hebben. De optimalisatie wordt daarom uitgevcerd

middels een globaal optimaliseringsalgoritme. Ter vergelijking is er ook een parametrisch

model geschat. Tcetsen op de verdelingsveronderstellingen suggereren dat er in dit model

sprake is van misspecificatie. Voor sommige parameters leidt de schatter op basis van het
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parametrisch model tot andere conclusies dan die op basis van het semiparametrisch model.
Verschillen in teken treden op in de schattingen voor de parameters gerelateerd aan het
logaritme van het overig inkomen en van het aantal kinderen in het huishouden. Het tcetsen
van de hypothese dat de specificatie in het semiparametrische model corcect is wordt echter
verworpen wanneer gegevens uit de eerste golf van het panel worden gebruikt.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt het inkomen uit azbeid geanalyseerd voor getrouwde vrouwen in
Nederland. Hierbij gebruiken we een model waarbij de te verklaren variabele gelijk is aan
hetzij nul (als de vrouw niet werkt) hetzij een positief getal (wanneer de vrouw betaalde
arbeid verricht). Een consistente schatter voor de parameters in een semiparametrisch model
bestond reeds in de literatuur. In dit hoofdstuk wordt de efficiëntie van deze schatter
verbeterd vanuit theoretisch oogpunt. Berekening van deze efficiëntere schatter gebeurt in
twee stappen. In de eerste stap wordt de eerdergencemde consistente maar niet efficiënte
schatter bepaald. In de tweede stap wordt deze consistente schatter gebruikt om de
efficiëntere schatter te berekenen. In de praktijk behoeft de tweede stap de keuze van een
bandbreedte. Deze keuze moet worden gemaakt door de onderzoeker. De efficiëntere schatter
wordt toegepast gebruik makend van de Nederlandse data over de periode 1984 tot en met
1988. Ter vergelijking worden er enkele parametrische modellen geschat. Wederom blijkt dat
de verdelingsveronderstellingen te sterk zijn. Bij het toepassen van een semiparametrisch
model blijkt dat de schattingsresultaten niet erg gevoelig zijn voor de keuze van de
bandbreedte. Specificatietoetsen in het semiparametrisch model leiden tot de conclusie dat de
basisveronderstellingen in dit model niet verworpen kunnen worden.

De hoofdstukken 4 en 5 behandelen modellen ter verklazing van het gedeelte van de totale
uitgaven dat wordt besteed aan woonlasten. Er wordt daarbij onderscheid gemaakt tussen
huurders en huiseigenaren. Aangezien het ook een keuze van het huishouden is om huurder
dan wel eigenaar te zijn wordt dit ook als zodanig gemodelleerd. Verder wordt er aandacht
besteed aan de definitie van woonlasten voor huiseigenaren. De totale uitgaven van het
huishouden en het kwadraat daarvan zijn belangrijke factoren ter verklazing van de
woonlasten. Echter, de totale uitgaven zijn ook weer een beslissingen van het huishouden en
met deze eventuele endogeniteit wordt bij het schatten rekening gehouden. In hoofdstuk 4
worden modellen besproken die alleen de Nederlandse gegevens van 1987 gebruiken. Om
met al de voorncemde aspecten rekening te houden mceten de bestaande modellen en
schatters enigszins worden aangepast. In de parametrische modellen wordt geconcludeerd dat
het belangrijk is om rekening te houden met endogeniteit van de totale uitgaven. Voor de
semiparametrische modellen geldt dit alleen voor dat gedeelte van het model wat betrekking
heeft op de huurders. Wanneer endogeniteit van de totale uitgaven en het kwadraat daarvan
in ogenschouw wordt genomen, worden met name de bijbehorende pazameter schattingen
beïnvloed. Wederom is er sprake van misspecificatie in de parametrische modellen dus het is
zinvol om semiparametrische modellen te beschouwen, te meer omdat de schatters in deze
modellen zonder al te veel extra werk te berekenen zijn. Er blijkt dat de resultaten voor
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huurders gevceliger zijn voor de modelveronderstellingen dan die voor eigenaren. Dit geldt in
termen van zowel parameter schattingen als grafieken van het gedeelte van de woonlasten in

de totale uitgaven als functie van de totale uitgaven.
Hoofdstuk 5 is nauw verwant aan hoofdstuk 4. Dezelfde aspecten spelen een rol maaz de

analyse wordt uitgebreid gebruik makend van de Nederlandse gegevens over de periode van
1987 tot en met 1989. Om rekening te houden met de aspecten gencemd in de discussie van
hoofdstuk 4 wordt een bestaand semipazametrisch model enigszins aangepast. De

asymptotische eigenschappen van de resulterende schatter kunnen worden afgeleid gebruik
makend van de technieken in de afleidingen in het bestaande model. In sommige modellen

wordt er geconcludeerd dat er rekening gehouden dient te worden met endogeniteit van de
totale uitgaven. Ter vergelijking worden er ook enkele modellen met zwaardere
veronderstellingen geschat. Er blijkt dat deze zwaardere veronderstellingen te restrictief zijn.

De hoofdstukken 6 en 7 behandelen het schatten van zogenaamde equivalentieschalen.
Equivalentieschalen geven bijvoorbeeld aan hceveel een gezin bestaande uit twee

volwassenen en een kind moet uitgeven om hetzelfde welvaartsniveau te behalen als twee
volwassenen zonder kinderen. Dit is van belang bij het bepalen van bijvoorbeeld

kinderbijslag en armcedegrenzen. In een intertemporele context onderscheiden we periode
specifieke en leven equivalentieschalen. Periode specifieke equivalentieschalen geven aan hoe

hoog het inkomen van een gezin met een bepaalde samenstelling moet zijn in verhouding tot

het inkomen van een referentiehuishouden om hetzelfde welvaartsniveau te bereiken als het

referentiehuishouden op een gegeven tijdstip. Leven equivalentieschalen zijn een ( gewogen)
gemiddelde van de periode specifieke equivalentieschalen over de levenscyclus van het hoofd

huishouden. De levenscyclus beslaat de periode waarin de leeftijd van het hoofd huishouden
tussen de 20 en 60 jaar is. We gebruiken tevredenheidsdata om het welvaartsniveau te

karakteriseren. In hoofdstuk 6]igt de nadruk op de definitie van equivalentieschalen in een
intertemporele context. Bij het schatten gebruiken we zowel de Duitse data omtrent de

tevredenheid met het leven in het algemeen alsmede de tevredenheid met het inkomen. Deze
zijn waargenomen op een schaal van nul tot tien. In dit hoofdstuk beperken we ons tot het
schatten van pazametrische panel data modellen. Op basis van de data met betrekking tot de
tevredenheid met het leven in het algemeen concluderen we dat een gezin bestaande uit twee
volwassenen en een aantal kinderen geen extra inkomen nodig heeft om net zo tevreden te
zijn als een vergelijkbaar gezin zonder kinderen. Echter, de data met betrekking tot de
tevredenheid met het inkomen geven aan dat een gezin met een kind van twaalf 20qo meer
inkomen nodig hebben dan een gezin zonder kinderen om hetzelfde welvaartsniveau te
bereiken op een geven tijdstip. Aangenomen dat kinderen het huishouden verlaten wanneer ze
18 zijn, dan heeft een gezin met één kind 701o meer inkomen nodig over de levenscyclus om
hetzelfde welvaartsniveau te bereiken als een gezin zonder kinderen.

Specificatietcetsen in hoofdstuk 6 suggereren dat de verdelingsveronderstellingen in de
parametrische modellen niet geldig zijn. Daarom presenteren we in hoofdstuk 7 een
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alternatieve schatter gebaseerd op een model met zwakkere verdelingsveronderstellingen. De
schatter is nauw verwant aan de schatter gebruikt in hoofdstuk 2 en we tonen ook aan dat
dezelfde schatter kan worden gebruiktin enkele andere panel data modellen. De theoretische
eigenschappen van de schatter worden afgeleid en we presenteren consistente schatters voor
de asymptotische bias en de asymptotische covariantiematrix. We passen de schatter toe bij
de bepaling van equivalentieschalen. We concluderen op basis van deze schatter dat een
gezin met één kind 11 qo meer inkomen nodig over de levenscyclus om hetzelfde
welvaartsniveau te bereiken als een gezin zonder kinderen. Dit is meer dan we concludeerden
op basis van de modellen in hoofdstuk 6.
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